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PART ONE -THE LAST GENERATION
"Every generation thinks it has the answers, and every generation ishumbled bynature."
—Phillip Lubin
Chapter 1:The Empty Road
"Where theysmile insecret, looking over wasted lands,
Blight and famine, plague and earthquake, roaring deeps and fiery sands,
Clanging fights, and flaming towns, and sinking ships, and praying hands"
—Alfred, Lord Tennyson
"Hey, Benny, you know what the best part
of this whole wilderness experience is?"
"What, Ray?"
"Going home."
Ray, in the lead for this section of the trail,
shifted his pack straps and took a deep breath.
It was actually a lovely morning. The trail was
reasonably level and dry, the mosquitoes had,
thank God, thinned in number to mere oc
casional annoyances, and the air was still sum
mer-warm. He imagined that he could actually
smell the difference between the spruces and
the firs among the green and spicy scents. Not
that he could tell them apart. But something in
the air seemed to have a direct connection to
his sense of well-being. And if he felt this good,
he could just imagine how Fraser must be feel
ing.
"Ray, you don't really mean that," came
Fraser's voice from behind him, with only the
slightest trace of reproach.
"Yes, I do. After six weeks out here, even
your old neighborhood in Chicago is going to
look luxurious. You know, ifU be like the feel
ing you get when you stop beating your head
againsta wall." Ray resisted the temptation to
look back and see Fraser's reaction.
"I think it's been a very pleasant month al
ready," Fraser said stoutly, as Ray knew he
would. Fraser picked up the pace, forcing Ray
to speed up in turn. They had been playingthis
form of tag all morning. Even without looking
back, Ray could picture Fraser perfectly. The
bright red flannel would be peeking out from
under his open jacket. His tousled brown hair
and his well-browned face with its open look
would present the image of a man perfectly
content and at home.
Fraser nipped at his heels again. "Only
you, Fraser," Ray announced to the empty path
in front of him. "Only you would consider
sleeping on rocks, communing with bugs, and
eating stuff from unknown food groups as
pleasant. Not to mention the joy of home con
struction in the middle of the howling wilder
ness. Other people go to gyms when they want
a little healthy exercise, they don't travel three
thousand miles to go and chop down trees to
doit."
Ray swung under an overhanging snag,
neatly gauging the space needed for his pack to
clear. The trail had entered another washout
and gone steep and stony underfoot. Ray
slowed, rock-hopping down the polished
granite boulders. He could hear Fraser behind
him, negotiating the terrain with somewhat less
noise and effort.
"It was your idea, Ray."
"It was my idea three, no, four years ago
now. I didn't think it would become our life's
work every summer. At this rate we'll still be
rebuilding at the end of the next millennium."
"Well, if you really prefer to sleep outside
we could always stop." Fraser's voice held just
the right touch of patient long-suffering. "It
probably won't snow quite so heavily this
winter as last and most of the rafters aren't sag
ging too much. At least, not the ones we've
stripped the shingles off. And I'm sure the out
house is still perfectly functional."
Ray smiled to himself, and then stomped
deliberately through the boggy spot at the foot
of the slope they had just descended, raising a
cloud of late-season bugs. Diefenbaker, having
decided that the two men were going to be at
this for a while, trotted stiffly on ahead, care
fully choosing the easiest path on the uneven
ground.
"Inside, outside, when you're this far from
civilization it hardly makes a difference where
you sleep," Ray said, beginning to let himself
exaggerate a little. "Your privacy can still be in
vaded at any moment by winged and four-
footed wildlife. At least in Chicago the only
kind of wildlife we have to worry about is out
running around on the streets where it belongs.
And when you want a meal you don't have to
do the Daniel Boone routine with a bowie
knife, you just hit the fast food joints; and when
you want to go somewhere you can drive, in
stead of doing it the slow, scenic, and painful
way on foot."
"I'm sorry, Ray. I didn't realize you were
still so out of shape. Do you want to rest for a
while?" There was a definite note of teasing
glee in Fraser's voice. Ray mentally kicked him
self for letting his rhetoric get away from him.
Point to Fraser.
"No, no, not unless you do. I am anticipat
ing that cup of coffee at the general store way
too much to stop now. This time we're gonna
get twice the usual coffee supply. I don't want
to go through another week again of caffeine
withdrawal."
"Well, you know, Ray, there are several
shrubs in the forest here that make perfectly
adequate coffee substitutes. The leaves of
ephedra make a very stimulating tea and I
believe the roots of the kinickinick, when dried,
have a flavor similar to coffee, though I admit
I've never tried it."
"Just keep it up, Fraser. You're making the
big city look more appealing by the minute."
They walked along for a while in com
panionable silence. It had been a good idea to
take such a long vacation this year, Ray
thought. Total absence of anything remotely
resembling police work, or undercover work,
or consulate work; plenty of opportunities for
complaining and teasing and being teased as
they stretched their competencies in the chores
of rebuilding; time to try to re-establish and re-
tune their friendship; time to get the world in
proper perspective, before returning to the
violence, speed, danger, and sordid tedium of
their professional lives. Another couple of
weeks of this, and Ray knew he might half
regret leaving it behind for the real world.
As for what Fraser felt, well, that was a lit
tle harder. He was always happy to return
hometo the Yukon, but it was clear to Raythat
that happiness was still darkened with yearn
ing,and probably would be until the day came,
if it ever did, when he was recalled home for
duty. But Fraser's critics in the Territorial
RCMP still blocked his return. Each success at
the consulatemade it only more certain that the
only way his career could advance now was in
administration. And that meant, if anything,
another city, another desk job, and Fraser's
slow, progressive transformation into just
another desk-bound bureaucrat.
What a horrible vision.
But for the moment Fraser seemed happy
as a clam. A particularly apt expression for
him, Ray thought, stealing a glance over his
shoulder, since Fraser was usually about as ex
pressive as the average mollusk. But there was
more eagerness in his eyes and freedom in his
movements than he ever showed in Chicago.
He could only imagine what Fraser could see
and understand of the forest and mountains
around them that Ray couldn't. Fraser caught
his eye and quirked the corner of his mouth in
what passed for him as a grin.
"I really think you're being a bit hard on
the wildlife, Ray,"he said, picking up the argu
ment. "I don't think that chipmunk meant to
bite you when you tried to feed it—"
"See, thafs just what I mean." Ray didn't
miss a beat. "Back home you wouldn't have
chipmunks barging through the windows and
panhandling in your kitchen. And remember
the wolves howling that we heard last night?"
Ray was glad Fraser couldn't see the growing
glee on his face.
"Well Ray, you have to admit that's an ex
perience that Chicago can't match."
"I wouldn't want it to. I don't need to go
all the way to the armpit of the North to see na
ture red in tooth and claw. Don't you think that
cranked-out junkies screaming abuse and
shooting random Joes for twenty bucks for the
next hit bear a striking resemblance to the
wild?"
"Not at all, Ray. You have a common mis
conception about the nature of wolves. They
arenot vicious, pointless killers, they arehighly
cooperative, intensely social animals, with a
community structure that optimizes survival
for the maximum number."
Ray made a vaguely skeptical sound,
preoccupied by picking his way down a steep
bouldery bit. Fraser, naturally, chose to take
that for encouragement.
'The entire pack is organized around en
suring sufficient food for the breeding pair and
their pups, the alpha pair, as they are called,
and around minimizing social stress between
the pack members, because the individual wolf
cannot reliably survive in this harsh environ
ment."
"Harsher than the streets of Chicago?"
"Much harsher. Only in a pack are they
able to hunt and kill enough large prey to sur
vive. And each wolf knows its place and func
tion in the hierarchy. The alpha leads the hunt
and gets first feeding at the kill; the beta
mediates between the other wolves, almost like
a policeman, if you will."
"A place for everyone and everyone in his
place. Nature must abhor a democracy."
"Even the lowest rank, the omega wolf, is
important. He is not only a scapegoat for ag
gression, protected against abuse by the beta
wolf, but also serves the function of breaking
societal barriers in encouraging the pack to
play. You know play is one of the signs of an
evolved species—"
Fraser was really warming to his subject,
and showing all the signs of wandering off into
other, even more tangential fields. Ray ruth
lessly nipped him in the bud.
"Fraser, do I look like I care about the so
cial lives of wolves?"
"Well, I don't know, Ray, as I can't see
your expression..."
'Trust me, I do not look interested. The
only wolf whose social life interests me is
Diefenbaker, and thafs because it coincides
with mine, especially the lazing around and
mooching jelly donuts part."
"Ah, but Diefenbaker is only part wolf.
And five years in Chicago seem to have dulled
his wolfish instincts somewhat. Still, I'm sure
that he would know what to do if ever he
returned to the wild."
"Yeah, get some other dumb wolf to do all
the work for him."
As if hearing his name, Diefenbaker turned
around and trotted back, with a pathetically
lolling tongue and a considerably more exag
gerated limp than he'd displayed five minutes
previously. Fraser got out a treat from his
pocket and Dief snapped it up.
"I'm afraid so."
The wolf looked inquisitively at Ray, who
made a show of keeping his hands well away
from his pockets. Dief snuffled in disappoint
ment and went back to ambling along beside
the two men.
"He's moving a lot slower these days, isn't
he?"
"Well, he's over ten years old. Thafs ap
proaching old age for a wolf. And the fact that
he's spent the last five years in Chicago hasn't
helped his fitness at all."
"He's just disappointed that out here we
have to get places the slow way on foot, instead
of sitting in the back seat and letting me drive.
And have I told you that I'll never forgive you
for letting the Riv blow up that third time?"
"Yes, Ray. About five hundred and eighty-
seven times, so far."
"Oh. Well, just so long as you're count
ing."
"Somebody has to," Fraser muttered, but
Ray pretended not to hear.
Ray paused and glanced back at Fraser.
The trail was ending and Ray was feeling
generous, so he stepped aside to let Fraser pass.
The trail looped one last time, angling
sharply down to the highway. Well, actually it
was a road. Chicago had highways. Canada—
well, southern Canada—had highways, if one
wanted to be charitable. The Yukon had crum
bling roads. Ray stepped roughly onto the
pavement and grunted in irritation. His legs
were tired and his thigh muscles sent tight
complaints through his lower back. Not that
he'd ever admit it.
Fraser was scanning up and down the
road. "I wonder if we can find out whafs hap
pened to the road crew? They were supposed
to have fixed that washout weeks ago." Fraser
sighed. "I suppose I'll have to get Carey to
drop a couple truckloads of gravel for me. Dad
used to do it every other year."
Ray groaned theatrically. "And are they
going to spread the gravel? No, of course not.
Thafs for the idiots in the only cabin up the
road, who have nothing better to do every
summer than find more ways to do other
people's work for them."
As they headed up the road Fraser com
mented, "Quiet, isn't it?" They had been walk
ing for almost twenty minutes, and not a single
carhad gone by.
Ray sighed. "Never thought I'd say it, but
ifs kinda nice without the RVs barreling by.
Even if it means we can't get a lift."
"Hmm. This time of year they're usually
like a herd of starving caribou hurtling south."
"Well, I guess there's a road break some
where. Must be why the road crew isn't work
ing on ours."
"Probably."
Another few minutes passed while they
walked side by side. Insects buzzed in the cot
ton grass that filled the drainage cuts with
white fluff. "Okay, I can tell you're listening to
something. What?"
"Nothing, Ray. Everything's just so—nor
mal."
"Nothing wrong with normal. I'm all for
normal. Normal is what civilization is all
about."
This far north, even the midday sun
slanted in the sky, glinting brightness off
Fraser's dark hair, highlighting the worn denim
and leather and flannel. Here in his native
country, even grunge favored him, Ray
thought, with more admiration than envy. "So,
Fraser, why did your Dad build so far from the
road? Ifd make the resupply so much easier to
be closer in. Not to mention cheaper."
Fraser'shead turned slightly as he scanned
the trees. His voice skipped backward, fading
in and out between the sounds of Ray's boots
kicking gravel. "Well, actually, the distance is
quite right Close enough for a one-day trip
mere. Far enough—"
'Tar enough to forget the neighbors. Yeah,
I know, Fraser. Only you'd think that twenty-
five miles is a reasonable neighborly distance."
Ray shifted the backpack as he adjusted to the
leveling path. "And of course mountains just
don't factor into this neighborly distance, do
they?"
Fraser turned his head forward and Ray
pressed ahead to catch his reply. "These aren't
mountains, Ray. They're just foothills to the
Mackenzie range."
Ray grinned, keeping his mouth shut. He
trod closerto Fraser, egging the pace along. He
really needed that coffee.
He was glad to see the first buildings edge
into view. Carey Klafter's Blue Heron Cafe was
just a general store and eatery, but to Ray it had
the allure of civilization. It even had a neon
"Open" sign. And it sold the only coffee, gas,
and propane for seventy miles.
The "town" scrunched next to the cafe, a
few cabins and a small motel, and the open
field acrossthe road that was kept cleared for a
landing strip. Someone had planted quick-
growing summer vegetables among the
fireweed where the gravel shoulder petered
out. Ray stepped past a zucchini the size of a
small car with amusement. Everything was big
in the Yukon.
The empty road curved away from them
toward the cafe, then back out again into the
distance. Fraser crossed without pausing and
Ray hurried to catch up. Fraser had kept
moving, his shoulders bunching as he in
creased speed.
What's his hurry? Ray thought. The town
was quiet, no one in sight. The sunlight, falling
in the midday haze, softened the weathered
wood and peeling paint of the storefront. The
cafe's neon "Open" sign hung there in the win
dow, dark and unlit. Carey's going to be pissed
it's not working. He just bought that thing. Said
it'ddraw truckers like bugs at night.
Fraser clumped up the cafe steps quickly,
pausing at the top. Ray stopped at the bottom,
automatically scraping the mud off his boots,
while Diefenbaker trotted back and forth along
the frontage, nose to ground. Fraser stood on
the porch, scanning the mountains behind
them with a puzzled air. Diefenbaker, having
found a scent of major interest, took off around
the side.
Something wasn't right. Ray could feel it
now, that cop's sense that the pieces were out
of order. It pricked him between the shoulder
blades and made him move a little quicker,
lighter on his feet. He wished automatically for
his gun, then tried to shake the feeling away.
This was Canada, for God's sake.
"I don't see it, Fraser. Just more moun-
tains, same as last month."
"Thafs not it, Ray. It's something..."
Fraser shook his head and turned abruptly into
the cafe. Ray lurched forward, catching the
screen door before it slammed.
The store was cool and dark, unusually
dark. And quiet.
Ray stopped sharply, his inner voice flar
ing. Fraser's tense movements showed the
same awareness. Ray watched Fraser's silent
motion behind the counter.
Scanning right, then left. No lights. The
cash register was dark. "Power outage," he
breathed in discovery. Fraser nodded, still
alert. "Probably all through town."
Fraser carefully eased out of his pack and
leaned it against the wooden counter. Ray fol
lowed suit, shrugging his muscles loose and
ready.
"Mr. Klafter?" Fraser called, leaning over
the counter to get a view into the back rooms.
After a moment, Fraser walked around behind
the counter and called again through the door.
Fraser turned and looked directly at Ray. His
mouth was taut, his face floating palely above
his flannel shirt. He looked almost ghostly in
the dim silence. It really was quiet, even for
such a small town.
Moving loudly, he stamped to the counter.
Carey's latest toy was still sitting where Ray
had left it after their last visit: a plastic out
house with the words "Charity Piggy Bank."
Can't believe I let a man named Klafter fool mewith
this thing. Ray fished out a penny from his jeans
pocket and slid it into the piggy bank.
The outhouse exploded with a loud crack!,
pieces scattering to reveal a butt-naked oc
cupant caught mid-stream. Ray snickered and
knelt to pick up a loose piece.
"Ray—" he heard Fraser whisper and
glanced back over his shoulder. Carey Klafter
stood shadowed in the doorway, the light spill
ing around him like a halo. Diefenbaker slunk
around his feet and took up a watchful position
in front of the counter. Fraser whispered to
Dief and Ray focused more closely. Carey's
shoes were covered with mud up to his ankles.
Blinking, Ray rose to his feet. Actually, Carey
was covered in mud. His face was blank, his
eyes closed. He stood, rooted, his upper torso
shaking, hands clutching a dirt-encrusted
shovel. It banged against his right knee rhyth
mically.
Ray's hand shot to his waist in a reflexive
grab for the gun he did not carry. Keeping his
hands low, he signaled over his left shoulder to
Fraser with his chin.
Fraser nodded once. "Hello, Carey," he
said softly. "We wanted to pick up a few sup
plies but were having some difficulty locating
the red beans. Could you show them to us?"
The shovel kept banging rhythmically.
Carey's bearded face was pale, his black hair
matted. Ray felt his chest tighten. He inched
closeron Carey's left. Fraser kept talking: "And
Ray's been asking for more coffee. Do you still
have that Nicaraguan blend?"
Carey's mouth finally moved, his voice
paler than his face. "Couldn't wait to bury her.
It still gets warm during the day."
Ray and Fraser exchanged glances. Ray
swallowed and moved closer. "Where's Rose,
Cary? We brought some late-season blackber
ries for her. The ones she likes."
Carey's mumbling increased in speed. "I
told her we'd be fine. We're safe here, I said.
No matter what caused the power to go out,
silenced the radios, deadened the phones—
we're safe here." His right leg began jerking
stiffly in counterpoint to the shovel. Ray angled
further to the left, eyes fixed on Carey's hands.
Always watch the hands, he remembered. Safer
bet than the eyes.
He was almost close enough when Fraser
spoke again. "Well, I guess we can do without
the beans and coffee for now. But we'll need
some more flour. Thafs an essential building
block—"
Ray had tensed to reach out when Carey's
voice exploded. "But Lavelle—Tom, the pilot—
he decided to fly into Whitehorse to see what
was up. When he came back he landed right
here on the road. Didn't even make it to the
strip. Not surprising—there was blood
everywhere. From his mouth, his skin, his eyes.
But God, oh God, he was still alive. Bleeding
everywhere and he was still moving. And talk
ing. Kept saying, over and over: they're dead.
They're all dead."
Carey choked, tears running down his
bearded face. Ray kept still.
"Rose—Rose—she wanted to leave. Said it
was too dangerous. I told her we'd be fine. No
need to run to a place where we'd only be
strangers. But then Barry died that night. Bled
to death in his own kitchen. His wife Essen
died the next day. By the end of the night they
alibied."
He paused, staring straight into Ray's face,
awareness unfolding in his eyes like a
crumpled piece of paper. "You can't stop the
bleeding once it starts. Rose only had a
nosebleed. She used to get those before. A little
ice, pinch the nose, and ifd stop."
"And this one didn't," Fraser said gently,
moving around the end of the counter next to
Ray.
Carey's hands stilled. The shovel's point
clunked gently on the floor.
'This one did. We were fine. Just like I told
her. We were fine. Everybody else was gone
but us. I told her we'd leave in the morning."
His voice became thick with tears. "And when I
woke this morning, I found this."
He reached out with his left hand, a note
clenched tightly in his fingers. Fraser eased it
gently from him, his arm resting around
Carey's shoulder. Ray took the shovel out of
the other hand, holding it out of reach. His
chest hurt and he forced himself to breathe.
Fraser's lips moved silently and then he
handed the note to Ray. "Come on over here,
Carey, lefs sit you down." Tugging, Fraser
shifted the man into a shambling, wide-legged
walk. Ray stood in the pale light, dust flower
ing in the air, his throat closing as he read the
note.
Carey—It's notfine. It will never befine again.
We've unleashed hell and can nevergo back. I can't
wait for it to eat away at me. I love you dearly.
Don't wait toolong.
Love, Rose.
Ray raised his eyes to the sweat-stained
man moving hesitantly toward the back rooms,
shepherded by Fraser. He breathed once, deep
ly. Then again. Oh, God, he thought. It must be
contagious. He threw the shovel and note away
with both hands and rubbed them on his jeans.
How was it transmitted? Could it be airborne?
What was the latency period? What was it?
Oh, God, Fraser had touched Carey.
Fraser's hands had touched the sweat- and
mud-soaked shoulder. He had to get them
away from here. To someplace safe.
His boots echoed loudly through the store.
He ran around the counter, crunching plastic
pieces. The back rooms were littered with
clothing, suitcases, and shoes. Stumbling, he
heard Fraser before he saw him: "Close your
eyes and rest. We'll take care of you."
"Why?" Carey's voice was thick with tears.
Ray paused in the doorway. The windows
faced west, casting a reddish glow over Fraser
kneeling beside Carey's bed. He held a limp
hand, tucking it gently under a blanket.
"Why what, Carey?"
"Why take care of me? If11 be over soon.
Why bother?Why bother with any of it?"
Fraser sighed. His eyes, charred with sad
ness, were abstract, distant. "Ifs what we do,
Carey. Now rest." Carey closed his eyes tightly
and curled himself on his side, tense and mo
tionless. Fraser crouched watchfully beside the
bed. Carey lay like that for only a few minutes,
until exhaustion tricked him into sleep. Fraser
rocked back on his heels and closed the
nightstand drawer. Then he pulled an empty
bottle off the nightstand, tossing it to Ray.
Holding the bottle up to the fading light, Ray
read its label: digitalis.
"If she took these—"
Fraser shook his head, motioning them
both into the hall. Diefenbaker remained in the
bedroom, lying on the rag rug by the bedside
like a watchful sphinx. Fraser pulled the
bedroom door halfway shut. "If she took them,
then she died quickly." Fraser took the bottle
back, rolling it between his fingers, his face
brittle, cold and white as bone, unseeing.
"I don't believe it," Ray said fiercely. "Ifs
crazy. Carey's gone nuts from his wife's suicide
and imagined the whole thing." He put all the
conviction he could into his voice, willing
Fraser to agree with him.
"I don't think so, Ray. A mass epidemic ex
plains a lot: the emptiness, the lack of power,
the absence of traffic. We need to see if anyone
else is still around, what information they
might have, and find the evidence of whafs
happened." The sad look was gone. Fraser's
voice was decisive and calm, though a little too
quick.
"Okay, fine, I'm on it." Ray couldn't wait
to get out of the claustrophobic back rooms, out
into somewhere cleaner and alive.
"Ray, wait." Fraser's voice sounded oddly
muffled in the hallway. Concerned, Ray turned
back. Fraser's silhouette had faded in the
gloom. The faint ticking of a clock, the wind
whistling though the front door, and his harsh
breathing filled the silence. "I think you should
go straight to the post office. If any phone line
is still up, it'll be that one."
Ray frowned. "Sure, Benny."
'Then maybe the Hensons'. They have a
CB, I think."
Ray opened his mouth and then closed it.
"See you in about an hour, Benny." Ray
reached for the flashlight kept under the stove
and clicked it on. Shining the light, he saw the
newspaper racks and grabbed a handful.
They came out of the dark store onto the
porch, into the sunlight, and looked out again
over the empty road, the silent buildings, and
the dark forested hills surrounding it all.Quiet.
Not a sound in the still air. Ray held his breath
with the intensity of listening. He could hear
the soft creak of Fraser's leather jacket, the
minute rustle of cloth, the faintest squeak of the
floorboards shifting under their weight. But
beyond the circle of their bodies there was only
a vast dumbness.
"Christ, Benny," Ray muttered. "Jesus
Christ" He heard his breathing increase, could
feel his legs tremble.
Fraser pressed his hand to Ray's shoulder
and let it lie there, a link of stability and per
manence. "We don't know anything yet, Ray.
They could all have fled."
Ray nodded, grateful for the solid feel of
Fraser, the press of him along his side, the
direct gaze. "Right. What you don't know will
hurt you. Right." He spun his fear and anger
into his words, felt the flush of adrenaline
clearing his thinking. "Okay. We'll start the
door-to-door. But lefs assume Carey's right.
That makes this a fatality without survivors or
witnesses."
"And neither of us are trained in forensics,
and the crucial evidence of the origin could be
far away. As least as far as Whitehorse."
"Thafs if Carey was right about Lavelle
being the first. So there might be a mention in
the newspapers of the beginnings of unex
plained illness." Ray's brain was working
again, going through the familiar stages of talk
ing out a case strategy with Fraser. The vertigo
receded.
"Who's got a radio or TV?" Fraser spoke
abruptly, washing away the last of Ray's fuzzi-
ness.
"Right. I'll check the radios and phones
again. Maybe the problems have cleared up."
Ray pushed away, eager to have clear direc
tions. Fraser strode off in the opposite direc
tion, toward the small clustering of cabins near
the road. His eyes flicked back and forth in
constant watch for any sign of movement.
Ray crossed the road to the cabin that
doubled as post office, campground office, and
airstrip terminal. A couple of RVs were parked
in the back. The Canadian flag hung limp over
the door. The tiny shack, hardly bigger than a
mailbox, was usually crowded with people ar
ranging deliveries, or storing supplies, or just
shooting the breeze with Essen and Barry. It
didn't take more than a glance to show the
room was empty. The bodies weren't here. Ray
felt relieved, and then embarrassed. He was a
cop. Bodies didn't faze him.
The phone was dead. Ray poked behind
the tiny desk and found a mailbag, not even
unsealed. Inside, the letters' postmarks were all
over two weeks old.
Out the back door the illusion of normality
was abruptly lost. On the edge of the gravel RV
lot was a large blackened patch, where some
one had apparently been burning garbage. As
Ray drew nearer a small breeze picked up, car
rying a sickly garbage smell as of a rancid bar
becue. A couple of the ubiquitous ravens flew
up and landed in the trees just behind the lot,
their croaks breaking the silence as nerve-shat-
teringly as a sonic boom.
Ray didn't need to go closer. He could see
the bodies now, charred but still grotesquely
recognizable as human. It was a lot more dif
ficult than most people thought to reduce a
body to ash, and even soaking the corpses in
aviation fuel hadn't raised the heat high
enough to do more than consume the clothing,
hair, and skin. There were at least a half dozen,
probably more, but Ray had no intention of
going close enough to count. The barbecue
smell was making him gag. He started to skirt
the edge of the burn, startling a coyote preoc
cupied with gnawing on something.
"Get away! Get! Get out of here!" Ray
yelled, but the coyote just looked at him, then
unhurriedly trotted off into the trees.
Ray knew he should check out the RVs,
but just at this moment he didn't think he
could. He went back around the front of the
post office and pulled a few more newspapers
from the rack. The breeze was picking up and
the flag overhead flapped at tired intervals. He
sat on the steps and began skimming the
papers. Weather, local sports, inept politicians.
He checked the date. The paper was three
weeks old. Tossing it aside, he sorted for a
more recent date.
"Flu-like outbreak" floods emergency room
with patients. This one, from the Vancouver Sun,
was dated fifteen days ago. He kept digging.
"Flu" more serious than originally reported.
Authorities investigating. Curfews and health ad
visories will beannounced thisafternoon. He could
not find any later news.
Reading the newspapers again for greater
detail he discovered that the "flu" had been
detected on the eastern seaboard first, spread
ing west and north. Early reports also indicated
that Europe and Asia had been equally af
fected. International updates were difficult to
come by due to an unprecedented travel and
media clamp-down. Within Canada, early
reports downplayed the symptoms, vaguely
described as "increased temperature, followed
by a coma, and possible blood loss." Ray
snorted. Blood loss didn't seem to begin
describing it.
He kept reading. Disease is characterized as
highly contagious. He checked the date. This was
the last report, from the Whitehorse Gazette. He
leafed determinedly through the rest of the
papers, Edmonton, Vancouver, Fairbanks,
Anchorage, but he could not find anything
more specific. He was not the only reader who
must have been alarmed by this news. The
authorities, anticipating a panic, had closed
major roads, to prevent wide-scale evacuation.
He dropped the papers. He knew what
that meant. He thought of his colleagues, hold
ing the barricades back. You could not hold
back a city of half a million. In Chicago it
would have been worse, three million panicked
citizens and every one of them and their
brother with a gun.
The gunshot reverberated across the dusty
road, slicing into his awareness. He scrambled
for the flashlight and sprinted to the store. As
he slid into the hallway, he slowed, training
and instinct extinguishing the flashlight.
Crouching low, he called softly, "Fraser?" He
waited a few seconds and then edged closer to
the partially open bedroom door: "Fraser?"
"Ifs all right, Ray. You can come in."
Still cautious, he stepped into the dark
room, keeping a low profile. He could barely
make out Fraser. But the smell of cordite and
blood was unmistakable.
"Are you...?" he asked, still holding the
unlit flashlight.
"I'm fine." Fraser spoke slowly, distantly.
Ray flicked on the light and scanned the
room. Carey had half-fallen off the bed. Blood
dripped from his skull, pooling on the wood
floor. Ray swung the light in circles,looking for
the gun.
"Where did he get it?" he wondered aloud.
Then he saw the opened nightstand drawer
and nodded. "Right. I guess we should have
checked before we left him alone."
Fraser stood quietly in the middle of the
room, holding the revolver firmly in his hand.
With a smooth motion, he released the trigger
guard and put the weapon back in the drawer.
"I did check."
"Hey, he could have kept it under his pil
low, for all we know. You can't keep a man
from killing himself. Not out here, anyway."
Ray picked up the blanket and covered the
body. "Come on, lefs get some air." He moved
toward the door, pulling Fraserin his wake. He
thought he could see an unfamiliar expression
flicking across Fraser's face, but it was too dark
to be sure. "Come on, Fraser," he urged, un
easy in this dark room filled with the smell of
blood.
The long afternoon twilight stretched
around them, peppered with the faint chirps of
the lastsurviving insects. Fall was approaching
and the air had become biting. Suddenly tired,
Ray slumped on the porch steps and leaned
into his knees. "So..." he said.
Fraser did not answer. He slowly rolled
down his sleeves, buttoning them and smooth
ing the fabric. His face was unreadable.
'The motel was empty, cleaned out. It
looks like only the Klafters stayed behind," he
said at last.
'The RV park is empty too—I guess when
it got here they all took off." Fraser must have
caught something in Ray's voice, and turned to
look at him with a clear-eyed acceptance that
made it easier somehow. Ray went on, "There's
a pile of bodies on the edge of the airstrip.
Someone must have collected them and tried to
burn them. Didn't do too good of a job."
"How many?" Fraser asked thinly.
"I don't know. Not enough to account for
everyone who lives here."
"I found a government quarantine notice
on the motel door, listing the symptoms and
ordering three weeks' isolation, but not sug
gesting any treatment"
Ray tried again. "The papers weren't much
help. Whatever it is, ifs big. Worldwide." He
looked up at Fraser, standing still in the dim
ness. "And contagious." He felt his remaining
strength flowing out into the emptiness.
'The symptoms described sound like a
type of hemorrhagic fever, but more virulent.
Almost as if it were artificially enhanced. It
could be a variant of Lassa, or Ebola, or den
gue, or..."
"Oh, shut up, Fraser! Just shut up!" Ray
yelled, all patience with Fraser long forgotten.
"It doesn't matter. We don't know how it's
transmitted or incubated; even corpses could
still be infectious. Shit, shit, shit! We're probab
ly dying already."
"If11 be fine, Ray." Fraser kept staring into
the distance, scanning the dark.
"No, it won't, Benny. We're cut off, we
don't know the incubation period, and we
don't know if there's any hope of outside con
tact Or help."
The silence stretched between them, mag
nifying the tension. Ray let it build and then
forced himself to speak "I want to go home. I
want to see my family and hold them and
make them safe." He turned his head toward
Fraser's shape. "It's what I do, Fraser. It's what
I'm supposed to do."
Fraser sighed and then cleared his throat.
"I know. We're two hundred miles from
Whitehorse, and over three thousand from
Chicago. And how much death in between?
We have no idea if we can find vehicles, or fuel,
and if we have to go on foot, the weather—"
"It doesn't matter. It's never mattered to
you when you had someone to protect." His
jaw was hurting now.
"I didn't say it didn't matter. Your family
matters to me too, Ray. But what if we are con
tagious?What if they have it contained and we
reintroduce it? Or we bring back a mutated
version?"
Ray clenched his fists, the nails biting into
his palms. He wasn't thinking clearly. Of
course, who would be, but he should have
thought of that. "How long until we know?"
Fraser stepped down, moving carefully
around Ray. "Three weeks. One month. How
long before we're willing to risk their lives?"
Ray clamped down again on his knees,
forcing himself to think. "You're right. So we
keep checking the phone and radio."
"Yes." Fraser sounded relieved. Hard to
tell sometimes. Strange how the dark could
make you feel closer to someone—an intimate
connection of sound and sensation. "And start
preparing in case we have to winter here."
"Right." Wintering seemed so remote.
They'd know within a few days at most, if
Carey was right. Until then, he wouldn't let
Fraser down. He could handle this. They could
handle it.
The wind picked up, blowing briskly
across the road. Leaves rustled in the darkness,
rasping across the pavement, and beneath their
trembling chatter, he heard the silence of the
dead. Ray leaned his forehead on his knees.
"Shit," he whispered. "Shit." The porch door
banged sharply, rattling loosely in answer. It
wouldn't take too much time. Before they had
an answer. Before they knew.
Chapter 2: The Village
"Our ability todelude ourselves may be an important survival tool.'
—JaneWagner
The ground was wet and muddy, but
Diefenbaker did not hesitate. His tongue lolled
out of the side of his mouth, and his paws
slipped on the wet stones cascading down to
the river. The ground was firmer there. The
river was still white and frozen shut, ignoring
the onslaught of spring in the green unfurling
along its banks. Sharp shrieks and laughter
ricocheted between the houses above the river,
as three children chased Diefenbaker between
the trucks and stacks of wood. Even at his age,
he could still outrun them—at least as far as the
river. There, he dropped the muddy raghe had
been carryingand wagged his tail in victory.
"Go, Dief," yelled the smaller boy, in the
lead. His blond hair was plastered with sweat
and he'd lost his cap as he passed the Nelsons'
cabin. It was his only one and he'd have to go
back and pick it up before returning home.
"We're the best," he cried, sliding down the
last few feet and throwing his arms around the
wolf.
"Not fair. We'll beat you next time when
he's on our team." The older boy jumped the
bank and reached over to tousle Diefs ears.
"We always win, when he's on the team." His
brown face crinkled with amusement as Dief
tried to snatch the rag back. His dark black hair
swung loose and tangled over his shoulders as
he wrestled for ownership of the dirty piece of
cloth.
"Well, of course we win when he's on the
team, Ussak. He's Fraser's dog." Jason stood
up, rubbing pebbles and twigs off his pant legs.
"He's a wolf, not a dog, you aglu." Ussak
rolled his eyes in irritation.
"Yeah, well, you're a ig- igluvigaq." Jason
stuttered over his best Inuit insult and Ussak
snickered. Jason stood as tallas his ten-year-old
frame would allow him and went on regard
less. "Ray says he's part dog. No way he could
be a real wolf and live in Chicago all those
years."
"Why not?" Ussak argued.
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Jason frowned. Sometimes Ussak could be
so dense. '"Cause in cities they don't allow
wolves to run free in the streets. 'Cause there
they belong in zoos."
"Ah! Well, thafs it, then!" said Victor. The
two other boys turned to look at Ussak's
brother. He was almost as tall as Ussak, except
he didn't squint. Ussak had lost his glasses two
months ago and scrounging nearby settlements
hadn't yet turned up a replacement. "We're
here now. So he's a wolf and not a dog." Jason
and Ussak both pondered this for a moment
and then Jason nodded in agreement.
"Okay. But he's a special wolf." That com
promise settled all differences.
Ussak tossed the muddy rag over to his
brother, who caught it left-handed. Victor
stuffed it into a pocket of his oversized jacket.
Like almost everything the Nunigaq brothers
wore, it had been scavenged from somewhere
else. They hadn't had anything when they got
here, not even parents. Jason envied Victor the
jacket. It had pockets all over it and real wol
verine fur trim on the hood. And who cared
how the owner had died.
Jason rocked back and forth, then pushed
his bangs back up against his forehead. "I think
losers should have to go out on the ice." Ussak
was always bragging he could do anything,
just because he was Inuit. "You can take Dief
with you," he added magnanimously.
Ussak sneered and loomed over Jason.
"No, I think winners should have to do it." He
grabbed Jason's coat and pulled hard. Jason
refused to be intimidated and dug his heels
into the mud.
"No one should go on the ice," Victor said
sharply, abruptly edging between them. Both
boys stepped back in surprise. "Fraser said
break-up is probably going to be tomorrow.
You wanna be out there when it gives? It's a
long way to the ocean."
Ussak frowned. 'This river doesn't go to
the ocean. It runs into the Yukon and that runs
into the Mackenzie and then—ouch!" He
peered down at Diefenbaker, who had nipped
his knee.
"See?" Jason said, stepping further back
from the bank. "Even Dief knows it's not safe."
Ussak looked fiercely at his brother, who
only smiled in agreement. Red-faced, he
headed up toward the slope, not waiting to see
if the others would follow. "Well, if Fraser says
it's break-up..." he muttered.
Victor and Jason scrambled after him, Dief
rising leisurely off his haunches. "What should
we do next?" Jason offered when they reached
the top. They stood there, the crisp breeze car
rying the sounds and smells of the nearby
houses across the water.
"How about we build a mud fort?" Victor
loved playing war and making battle plans. His
mother had even made him a small war-feather
band to weave into his braids. "We could use
Jason as a spy and have him infiltrate the
enemy camp."
"Yeah," Jason piped up. "And they can
torture me, but I won't give out any secrets."
His blue eyes flashed dark with imaginary
heroics.
Ussak pounded Jason on the shoulder with
a bit more force than necessary. "You'd better
not But we'll need more players." They
headed back toward the small encampment,
Diefenbaker following even more slowly, root
ing among the woodpiles for an interesting
scent.
"Well, we can always ask the Dunlaps.
They never play fair, so we can cheat too." The
voices faded as they scooted ahead.
From his perch on the hood of one of the
rusted trucks, Ray watched the children clatter
by. Kids were everywhere and always the
same, he thought, no matter what; up at the
crack of dawn, even here, where even in May
dawn started sometime in the middle of the
night; and getting into as much danger and
trouble as possible before the adults got up to
stop them. He shifted the rifle loosely against
his arm, yawned, and squinted against the
glare of the sunrise, finally clearing the hills
across the river. He should have another talk
with their parents, or Fraser should. It just
wasn't safe for little kids to be out alone, not
even with Diefenbaker. They'd lost half a
dozen dogs this winter to wolves that over
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night seemed to have abandoned their fear of
man. The smell that once meant danger to them
now only meant a source of dead meat. And
now that it was spring, the bears had begun ap
pearing, hungry after the long winter.
Ray slid off the hood and began making
one more round of the settlement. He was get
ting pretty tired of doing the early morning
watch. Not that there weren't others willing to
share the load. But somehow everyone seemed
to assume that Fraser and Ray, as policemen,
would naturally take the most difficult assign
ments. And Ray had to grudgingly agree that
there were certain people who didn't seem to
know one end of a gun from the other. He just
wished Fraser were with him now so he could
complain about it.
Fraser had been gone nearly ten days, on
another snowmobile trip down the frozen river
with Istas. "Scout and scavenge patrol," he
called it: scouting for more survivors and
scavenging for more supplies, especially fuel. It
would be the last trip before the ice broke up.
And then, finally, they could get ready to leave
and go back home.
Ray picked his way across the junkyard of
broken, but still possibly useful, machinery that
littered the perimeter of the village. Every rural
community he had ever seen, from Florida to
the frozen north, had to have one, and Stewart
Junction was no different. Except that here it
seemed to be at least a hundred years of junk,
dating back to gold-rush days and before. The
villageitself was a makeshift conglomeration of
log cabins and buildings of weathered planks
and new pressboard, strung out along the bluff
above the river where the old steamboat moor
ings rotted. Ray turned his back on the river
and headed out toward the cleared flats that
edged up against the forest, skirting the gravel
road that was the village's hopeful connection
to the rest of the world.
The road looked good from here. Thaw
had begun a couple of weeks ago, but the sur
face already looked almost firm enough to sup
port the weight of a car. Ray paused and
looked longingly down the road, to where it
darkened and disappeared in the trees curving
up the surrounding hills. Not yet. He turned
and walked back along the road, scanning for
what Fraser called "scat" and had been lectur
ing him about for what seemed like months.
Yeah, like that. Too big for dog, or even
human. Damn. Ray wasn't sure if Fraser and
the others hadn't been taking him on the
equivalent of a snipe hunt with all this talk of
bears, but nobody who had lived here, unlike
the tourists, seemed to want to go very far
without a rifle or shotgun.
The road didn't so much end as spread out
into muddy fingers that wandered down to the
river between the houses. Past the tidy new
building that had been the tourist visitor center
and general store and was now guarded by
Susan's team of staked-out huskies. They knew
Ray, of course, but they set up a ferocious bark
ing and heaving on their chains regardless.
Further on was the empty ground that he'd
been told was the Zusis' garden, pride of the
Yukon. He'd only ever seen it as a flat expanse
of snow. Today, under the cold morning light,
barely imaginable hints of green colored the
emergent muddy patches. Spring. And, annoy-
ingly, just when Fraser had predicted it. That
was okay, though. They had survived, the
plague was over, and it was spring. Not the
horror that Ray had feared six months before.
Gasoline would continue to be an impor
tant commodity—trucks and equipment they
had plenty of. Although the wilderness
population was sparse, most homesteads had
turned out to be well equipped. Self-reliance
was the norm in the Yukon. Which was good.
He'd only had to handle one petty theft, a few
fistfights, and one early onset of paranoid
delusion all winter. It was bad enough he had
to play cop in this wilderness, but at least real
criminal behavior hadn't been in evidence. It
was too cold to have the energy to really make
trouble. Though it hadn't been too cold for
some things. Ray avoided thinking about the
man he'd found one morning who had taken
Carey Klafter's way out.
The smell of Ilene's cooking reached him
as he passed her cabin. He saw Diefenbaker
nuzzling at the door, and debated calling him
back. Not that Diefenbaker listened any better
out here than he had in Chicago. Ilene Zusi,
recently widowed, opened the door to let the
animal inside and waved to him as he passed.
"Hey, Ilene," Ray nodded in greeting.
"Morning, Ray," she smiled. "Have you
seen Jason? He took off with Diefenbaker
before breakfast." She had wrapped a heavy
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brown jacket around herself, but her bare feet
stuck out and were turning blue in the cold.
"Yeah, he was headed down to the
Dunlaps' about half a hour ago."
Ilene pursed her lips. "Well, since I don't
expect they'll feed him he should be back soon.
You been up all night again?"
"Naw, only half the night. Ifs just like
being on a stakeout, only more boring."
She was a small woman but looked strong.
Her son Jason clearly had inherited her blond
hairand plump round face. Her husband—Ray
strained to remember him—had had red hair.
He'd been the last plague victim. They hadn't
known it at the time. Had kept her and her son
in quarantine for at least a month. By then they
had figured out that the plague had a two-
week incubation period. You either got it or
you were immune. But no one had wanted to
take any more chances.
He and Fraser had stayed there at the Blue
Heron Cafe for over a month. They buried
Carey next to his wife, then moved themselves
into the cafe. One of them always kept an eye
on the road, hoping and fearing that someone
would come through. They inventoried every
building, every corner and cupboard, anything
to keep busy and not think about what might
happen. They found enough batteries to run
the radio nonstop, but the only thing they
heard was the buzz of static. The weeks passed
and they were still healthy, but there was noth
ing they could do. No one came down, or up,
the highway. The aspens turned red and gold,
and then naked, and termination dust
whitened the hills, before they saw another sur
vivor.
It was Istas Makah, from the Tutchone vil
lage up the Stewart River. The plague had
burned itself out there and he had come down
to the highway to look for survivors and sup
plies before snowfall blocked the roads. The
village was larger and better built than the
truck stop, and so Fraser and Ray joined the
diverse group of survivors who had been
found or straggled in, clustering together for
the winter.
Once the euphoria of surviving and dis
covering other survivors had cleared, Ray had
wanted to head straight back south. It was so
















































what turned you into Zuko.
//Well// he drawled out, sneeringly, Tm
not sticking around to have you teach me like
you just did out there. Like you did Alain/'
The point drove home. He could see
Fraser's entire body grow silent and stiff, his
lips white. And felt exhaustion and pain slowly
creeping past his own anger,draining away the
intensity. He had to leave now, while he still
could.
He stepped back slightly and turned to
leave. But something caught his ear—a half-
drawn breath, or a soft rustle—and he swung
back, half in fear and half in anger.
"You know something, Fraser?" Fraser
had not moved from the table, but as Ray
spoke he raised his head and met Ray's gaze
evenly. Swallowing, Ray continued. "You
know, it doesn't take a genius to survive. And
last time I checked, Fraser, it doesn't take a
murderer. So stay the fuck outta my way."
For a minute Ray hoped that Fraser would
try to stop him. That they could finish what
Fraser had started in the town center. That they
could end the pain and fury right now, in this
cabin where they'd spent their last days
together. But Fraseronly nodded once, sharply.
Maybe he wanted to end it too, but didn't
know how. The thought confused Ray, so he al
most missed the next words.
"You're right." Fraser spoke each word
with brittle precision. Ray blinked his one good
eye, feeling his confusion grow. "It doesn't take
a genius, Ray. Or a murderer. It takes a lot
more than you think you know to survive. Do
you know how many nights I've sat up
wondering just how we're going to make it
here? And what I was going to do if you
couldn't make it." Fraser's voice had gone
thready and bare. "And then I would spend the
rest of the night wondering if you could still
care for the kind of man I would have to be
come." A tremor ran through Fraser. He
wanted something from Ray, wanted some
thing that Ray could not give.
For a minute Ray could almost hear the
faint trickle of painful truth seeping past his
defenses. For a minute he wanted to know—
what did it really take? What had Fraser seen at
the river? On Carey's front porch? At the mo
ment he pulled the trigger and changed their
lives forever?
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But only for a minute. That was all the
luxury of understanding Ray could afford.
Trembling, he felt he had just walked through a
field of invisible landmines. And Fraser was
still on the other side. Quickly, before he could
stop, he turned away and thrust himself out
into the light.
He stepped up to Danny's door and
dropped his pack before knocking. He heard
shuffling, then Steph shouted for him to come
in. She was sitting at the table, frowning at her
plumbing repair book. The right side of her
face was covered with a large ugly bruise
where Dennis's man had hit her. She glanced
up and her face went still. "Danny," she called
sharply and then rose to walk to Ray's side.
"Here. Sit," was all she said, and then she
turned away to the sink.
Ray felt the warmth of the cabin loosen his
muscles and his eyes started stinging. He heard
the door to the back shed slam shut and then
the sound of Danny's feet clattering to a halt in
front of him. Ray looked up and for a minute
the two men stared at each other silently. Then
Danny moved gently forward and patted Ray's
shoulder. "Hang on, we'll get you fixed up."
Ray thought he could hear pity and a touch of
fear. For a minute he wanted to get up and
walk out, leave them all behind. Just get up and
go and never stop walking. But then Steph clat
tered back into view. Danny stepped aside and
she was kneeling with antiseptic and cloth in
her hands. Too late, he thought briefly before
becoming distracted by the inevitable pain.
"Well," Steph said after a few minutes, "it
could have been worse."
Danny's eyes flashed at his wife and he
opened his mouth before a warning grimace
from Ray silenced him. "I don't think it's
broken," Ray replied stiffly, gesturing at his
nose. It had swollen into a misshapen match to
his left eye. "But my ribs..."
"I'll get to that. First we need to look at the
eye," Steph interrupted brusquely. "Danny,
bring the flashlight over." She splashed some
more water on the cloth and rubbed at Ray's
cheek. He tried not to wince.
Danny came back into the room carrying
the flashlight. He stood helplessly for a minute,
then, seeming to recollect himself, nodded
toward the door. "I'll get your stuff and put it
in the shed. I'll fix up the cot there too."
For a moment, Ray thought Steph would
object. But she only nodded and rose to refill
her basin with more water. Danny looked
relieved and hurried out the door.
Ray watched her wring out the clothin the
sink. He wondered what they'd do for antisep
tic when their supply ran out. Steph would
probably know, but he felt awkward and con
fused, too tired to ask. His eye slid shut.
"Wake up," he heard and then Steph was
unbuttoning his shirt. "You probably have a
concussion and we'll need to keep an eye on
you. I'll ask Ussak to check on you every
hour." She had more bandages and some
plastering tape. Ray started to agree but his
head spasmed and he shut his mouth tightly.
Trying to ignore the stabs, he focused across
the room. The boys had left their schoolbooks
open on the side table and one notepad was
teetering over the edge.
"Where are the boys?" he asked, trying to
keep his tone light.
"Out." Her voice had grown curt, her
words clipped. For a minute, Ray wondered if
they'd gone out to watch Fraser kill Alain, like
people had in the Old West. Picnics at the
hanging, hawkers at the scene of execution. But
there'd been so little time between Fraser's
decision and the gunshot that he doubted
anyone had had a chance to follow Fraser, let
alone stop it. He wondered what Steph thought
of it all, but, seeing her bruised face, thought
better than to ask.
Danny clattered by, distracting him, and
then Steph was done, washing her hands, sit
ting back down to her book. Hesitantly, he rose
from his chair, thanked her, and walked
toward the shed. It faced north and the after
noon light was dim. The small wood stove had
not been lit, so the room had a chill that ate into
him. Danny had placed his pack at the foot of
the cot and had lit a cigarette.
"I thought you'd quit?" Ray commented
and sat down heavily on the bed.
"I did. This is my last pack. I was saving it
for..." Danny's voice trailed off and he took a
deep breath and looked away.
Ray stared back, almost too tired to speak.
But somehow he couldn't let it rest. He had to
know.
"Why didn't you try to stop him?" He had
no energy for niceties.
Danny took another drag and then
coughed. "I can't believe these are the last
cigarettes I'll be able to smoke. I mean, we in
vented tobacco. Well, we were the first to cul
tivate it. And now it took some white fucker's
medical marvel to wipe it all away. I wonder
how many of us are left after this last genocidal
gasp."
"Sure. And your people were all pacifists
who never hurt anybody. So don't tell me.
What do I care? Don't tell me you were afraid.
And don't tell me that you didn't know. I
mean, gosh, what else would a man be doing
walking up a path with a rifle in his hand and
his best friend lying bloody in the mud." He
hated the words seconds after he uttered them.
He hated self-pity.
But Danny only smiled, sadly, bitterly.
"No, I won't tell you that. It was pretty quick.
And yes, I was afraid. But you know, at the
end, all I could think of was Steph. And Victor
and Ussak. You know, I never got the tribal
bullshit until now. But it is us versus them.
And when there's nothing left, if11 be us and
whatever is waiting for us out there." He made
that same, all-encompassing gesture that Fraser
had used only an hour before. Ray wanted to
climb up from the cot and crush him along
with the cigarettes into the dirt.
But somehow he could understand
Danny's position more easily. Maybe it was be
cause he was a man with a wife and children.
Ray had seen this before—the families of the
victims crying for protection from the hurt of
the world. Arid the cops standing like a thin
blue line between the rule of law and the rule
of the street. Oh, he couldn't fault Danny for
wanting to protect his family. He was only
doing what husbands and fathers had always
done.
Fraser had no such excuse.
Sighing, Ray held out his hand. "I could
use one too, I guess."
"I thought you didn't smoke." Danny
tapped the pack and leaned forward with his
arm outstretched. He seemed relieved at the
change in topic.
"I don't. But I guess ifs never too late to
start."
The old joke rolled between them for a
minute and then Danny smiled back, hesitantly
at first, then with genuine warmth. "Yeah," he
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finally said, tossing the lighter to Ray. "But it
looks like we picked the wrong week to stop
sniffing glue."
"Surely you can't be serious!" Ray fired
back, taking a drag and trying not to smile. It
hurt.
"I am serious." Danny paused, hesitating
for the rest of the quote. "And don't call me
Shirley."
They spent the rest of the evening sorting
through old movies and bad jokes until Steph
irritably called them into the cabin for dinner.
At least, Ray thought later that night as he fell
asleep, some things hadn't changed. But was it
really worth sticking around and fighting for
the rest? Uneasily, he rolled himself tightly
against the evening chill and let the painful
sleep overwhelm him.
He felt at loose ends all the next day.
Danny was up early, helping out with sorting
the remaining supplies. Steph grumpily told
him to stay put and rest. Which he did, pop
ping between the cabin and the back room,
wanting company and then retreating when
ever he heard the cabin door open. He tried his
hand again at fixing a truck alternator Danny
had left behind in the workshop, but his eyes
kept blurring. He threw down the wrench in
disgust, wincing as the clatter bounced back
through the open door. It was pointless: his
face was screwed up, his ribs hurt, and he real
ly needed to take the thing outside to test it
properly. But he sat, rooted on the bench, feel
ing the pain settle in his gut. He bent down to
retrieve the wrench and yelped.
A loud rattle bounced back from the main
cabin and Ray froze, his fingers brushing cold
metal. "Steph," he called out softly, keeping his
breathing even against the stabbing ache. He
heard her mutter something, another loud
crash, and then her voice rang out, sharply.
"Are you going to mope in there allday?"
Puzzled, Ray stood up and peeredthrough
the entryway. "Well, I thought you wanted me
to..." His voice trailed off as he entered, watch
ing Steph pulling on her muddy boots, each
movement tight and fierce. He sighed, softly.
"Yes, I think I'll rest a bit more. Is there any
thing you need done in the cabin?"
She met his eyes quickly, sharply. Ray saw
something flash there, annoyance at first, and
then it smoothed itself out. "No, I just to get out
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a bit. The stew needs to be stirred and the
bread comes out in thirty minutes. The boys
can feed themselves. Tell Danny I'll be at
Ilene's." And with that, the door swung open
and she was gone.
Ray stood in the doorway, watching the
dust dance in the light slipping through the
glazed windows. Dust seemed to filter into
everything, dulling the world into a fine shade
of brown. When it snowed, it mixed into a dirty
gray; when it rained, the world turned to mud.
And no matter how hard Steph tried, it seeped
past her and into every corner of her family's
life.
He sighed again and picked up the broom.
But the handle hung between his fingers as he
stood, mesmerized by the light. Closing his
eyes, he felt rapid-fire flickering, overwhelm
ing him. He shoved the broom away and
forced himself to open his eyes, forced his
thoughts to turn away from the blood-red im
ages. He circled the room, running his hand
over the pine table,brushing the walls, evening
his breath with each turn. He almost missed the
soft scrape of feet against the horseshoe that
served as a mud wipe outside. He jerked him
self to face the door, his heart pounding.
Dennis shoved past him, tromping more
dust and mud into the cabin. His gray hair
stuck out at angles, his flannel shirttails had
been hurriedly tucked into his pants, and his
parka was unbuttoned. He looked like he
hadn't slept in days.
Frowning, Ray turned to watch Dennis as
he checked the cabin before seating himself
heavily at the kitchen table. Dennis looked
around again and then settled expectantly.
"How long will we be alone?" he barked.
Ray didn't answer. Shrugging, he headed
toward the stove. The stew needed stirring.
And if he ignored Dennis, he might go away.
But Denniswas, as usual, oblivious. "Long
enough, I guess; if11 have to do. I waited until
she left. Shit, you look like...well, shit."
Ray winced, keeping his back to the
kitchen table. Trust Dennis to overstate even
the obvious. He kept stirring.
"Well, never mind. Actually, maybe it was
all for the best. I mean, who would have
thought...if he would do this to a fellow officer,
God knows what the rest of us could expect."
Ray could hear Dennis struggling out of his
parka and sighed. Ignoring Dennis wouldn't
work, not if he was settling in for a long whine.
Drooping the spoon onto the stove, he poured
himself a glass of water and stood next to the
stove, watching Dennis's eyes circling the
cabin. Looking anywhere but at his battered
face.
"So did you have a purpose in mind or
were you just going to scrape your mud all
over someone else's floor, Dennis?" Ray asked
harshly. He watched Dennis flush slightly and
shove his boots quickly under the table. Ray
shook his head. Man couldn't even remember
to remove his boots when he came into a cabin.
"I think you should listen to what I have to
say, for once. I think—" Dennis paused,
waving his hands for emphasis. "I think that
after what happened, you might want to hear
what I have to say. This is, after all, a free coun
ty. In spite of what Fraser and this town think."
Ray could feel the resentment building.
God, Dennis was such a pompous ass. He
should toss him back into the mud from which
he'd crawled.
His anger must have shown because
Dennis's face became thoughtful, his tone
lowered, conciliatory. "I'm sorry, Ray. I've
been under stress. We've all been under stress.
I didn't come there to rehash the same old
tunes. Or pick a fight." He ran his hands
through his hair and rested his elbows on
Steph's table. He looked old.
Ray looked away, covering his thoughts
under the guise of pouring more water. Dennis
was right. There was no point in chewing over
what had happened. No point at all. The dust
motes returned, dancing in the light, swirling
through the room, in aimless circles.
His eyes must have clouded becausehe al
most missed Dennis's next words. "I know
we've not gotten along. But in spite of it all, I
respect you. You did what no one was willing
to do. You did what was right. And if no one
has said this to you, then let me say it now. You
stood between us and the dark yesterday. Be
tween us and anarchy. Madness. Whatever the
hell it is thafs swept this town."
Ray felt a lump grow in his stomach. Oh
yeah? he wanted to say. If I did what was right,
then why do I feel like shit? But he didn't trust
Dennis.
"Right, Dennis, spit it out. We both can
skip the patriotic bullshit." He slammed the
mug back onto the stove and pushed his way
into the center of the room. His stomach hurt
like hell and he wanted to rest before Steph
came back.
Dennis looked up sharply and smiled.
"You're absolutely right. I do get carried away.
Well, that can't be helped." He smiled again,
wryly. It was the first genuine smile Ray had
ever seen on him.
"Ray, I'll be honest with you. I couldn't
have stood up to Fraser like you did. You
know, we're heading off to Whitehorse. It was
just a matter of time. Well, yesterday we real
ized that now is the time. And we'll need a cop
like you. Will you come with us?"
Ray studied Dennis. The swelling on
Dennis's face had gone down considerably, but
his bruises would remain for at least a few
more days. Ray could feel a twin ache in his
nose, his eye sockets, the bones in his jaw and
mouth. Lost in the sensation, he jerked back to
the conversation.
"Why?" The question fell into the air, fill
ing the silence. Dennis shook his head and
lowered his gaze. Carefully, as if parsing out
some great truth, he finally answered. "I know
it won't be easy. I know we'll have a hard road.
But we can't live...like this." His gesture swept
the cabin, the village, and carried into the
woods. "We have to rebuild. We have to re
store our faith in an ordered world. That when
we wake every morning, there will be a tomor
row. You can make a difference with us.
Here..." His voice trailed off.
And with a sinking sense of horror, Ray
knew he could finish Dennis's sentence for
him. Here there was no place for him. Here he
could make no difference. Here there'd be only
the feel of blood slipping under his feet, the
taste of bile, and the image of Fraser's white
face as he cradled the rifle.
He took a sharp breath, deliberately seek
ing out the pain of his aching ribs. If he held his
breath long enough, he could remain poised
between one moment and the next, and lose
himself in the sensation. As colors washed be
hind his closed eyes, he could feel himself slip
again. And before he could stop himself, the
decision was made. "You're right, Dennis." The
words sounded far away and he opened his
eyes, half surprised. The motes were dancing,
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agitating their way across the room as the light
shifted. "I'll come with you."
A look of satisfaction flashed across Dennis's
face. Ray closed his eyes again. He heard Dennis
scrape back from the kitchen tableand cross the
room. Something pulled at his hand, and he felt
Dennis's clammy fingers pressing his own in a
handshake. Til tell the others. We have a lot to
do before we can go. We've drawn up a list of
supplies we'll need. Could you requisition them
from storage? I'll get Greg and Carl to help with
the transportation." Dennis shoved a piece of
paper into Ray's hand.
Ray squinted painfully at the writing. It
was a blur. "Yeah, I can do that. But why the
hurry? It could have waited until later." He
asked the question automatically, without
thinking.
Dennis's glare almost made him wince
again, but he controlled his reaction. "Well,
Ray, I thought we'd better get cracking. Before
they changed their mind about letting us go."
Dennis paused, hesitating, as if wanting to add
more, but turned to leave. "I'll have the men
swing by storage about ten a.m.? That should
give you enough time to sort it all out with the
others."
Nodding, Ray barely stirred as Dennis
clattered through the front door. He listened to
it flap against the latch, then spring partially
open. Steph would be furious if he left it ajar,
letting the heat leak out into the still chilly
afternoon air. She would be furious over the
mud, the stew that even now he could smell
burning on the bottom of the pan. But what
was the point? Like Dennis said, it was not like
he was of much use around here any more.
Ray's stared tiredly out the open door. He
could see Dennis walking quickly, merging
into the woods to the side of the cabin. For a
moment he thought he saw a shadow move in
the trees, as if someone had been watching
them. As a chill skittered down his spine, he
angrily shut the door. If he weren't careful,
Dennis would have him looking for enemies
until he couldn't see straight. He had to watch
out for paranoia. With that in mind, he
slammed the door shut.
His chest and head had moved from throb
bing into a deep, hungry pounding. The room
felt dark, close. It wasn't until he stumbled
toward the back room that he realized his eyes
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had swollen shut. Lying in his bunk, he tried to
ignore the return of Steph and the rest of her
family. But he kept tossing restlessly until he
heard the cabin quieting and knew they had
bunked down for the night.
The next day he woke to an empty cabin.
He'd overslept, and he pushed himself quickly
through his morning routine. Moving gingerly,
he walked the half mile to the storage area. As
he made his way across the town center, he
watched himself grow more and more in
visible. Eyes slid over his face and past him
without acknowledgment. Helios were spoken
around him with great care. People could be
predictable, he thought as he shouldered his
way past the men gathered to rework the pipe.
They were just like lemmings. And they ran
away when they thought you were in trouble.
He'd seen it before in the streets of Chicago.
The woman screaming on the ground, crying
for help. Ignored until she bled to death. The
child brutalized behind a locked door. Don't
look, don't hear, don't get involved. Oh yeah,
they were no different here. And he'd be
damned if he'd lift a finger to help one of them
ever again.
As the path turned sharply toward a
storage area, he caught sight of Ron walking
back to the town center. The man stepped off
the path and pretended he was angling over to
Rita's cabin. Ray smiled and put thirty-five
years of Chicago muscle into his gaze. Ron
started nervously and sped up. Ray grunted in
satisfaction. Yeah, they were lemmings all
right. Like lemmings, one day they'd follow the
wrong man to their deaths. Thank goodness he
wouldn't have to stick around to see them fall.
The storage area was a mess. The new
shed was too small, so the supplies had been
assembled in front. Steph and Ilene must have
separated out the spoiled supplies first, and
then reassembled and inventoried what was
left. Ray stepped carefully around a box of
powdered milk before realizing that the sup
plies had been arranged alphabetically on each
side of the path. Milk after flour. Canned beans
ahead of both of them. He sighed and shook
his head. Ilene could really be a pain some
times.
His feet slid a bit in the mud as he ap
proached the shed. Too many feet and too
much traffic had churned up the pathway. In-
side, Steph was holding a clipboard, frowning
fiercely at a can of sauerkraut. Ray almost felt
sorry for the can. He could hear Ilene swearing
behind a stack of boxes.
"I told them. Didn't I tell them? They can't
count worth a damn. We have three boxes left,
not seven."
Steph nodded, then tossed the can back
into a box. She glanced at Ray, and then pulled
the pencil from behind her ear. "Never mind
that. How much of the other stuff do we have
left?" She started scratching, turning away
from the door. Ignoring Ray.
"What other stuff?" Ilene called from the
back. "Oh, you mean the canned fruit? I was
going to create subcategories. You know peach,
pear..." As the conversation continued around
him, Ray felt his face grow warm. But he con
trolled his reaction and took a deep breath.
"Steph. I have a list of supplies. Dennis
asked me to collect them for him." He thrust
Dennis's list in her general direction. She
started, as if seeing him for the first time.
"What? Oh, hi, Ray." She stared at his
hand, at the paper clenched tightly in his fist.
"What's that?" she asked. Ilene mumbled
something from the back and she moved
toward the back. "Whafd you say, Ilene? No,
we don't need to categorize the subtypes,
whatever. If11 take too long. Fruits is fine."
Ray tried again. "I know you're both busy.
But I need to collect the supplies for Dennis."
He paused, watching Steph's tense back, her
awkward scribbling. No need to make this any
more difficult. "Dennis and a few others are
leaving," he explained. "They've asked me to
collect their share of the supplies."
The back of the room fell silent. Poor Ilene,
always hating confrontations. Steph put down
her pencil and looked over her shoulder. "Oh. I
see. Uhhm, I'll have to talk to Fraser and Den
nis about this."
Ray frowned, feeling his plaster pulling
painfully. "Dennis asked me to pick up the
supplies. His men have worked out the num
bers. And I checked them this morning." He
kept his voice calm.
She shook her head in disagreement. "I
really think this has to be worked out by Den
nis and Fraser,Ray."
Ray breathed deeply again. "Steph, I am
sorry. I've decided to go with Dennis. And he
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asked me to pull the supplies they need to
make it to Whitehorse." There, it was out in the
open.
But Steph looked away, fidgeting with her
pencil. "I figured you might. That's not it, Ray.
I gotta make sure Dennis won't kick up a fuss.
You know..." Her voice trailed away, and she
gave him an expectant glare. Like he should
know what she was saying. Like he was sup
posed to read between her fines.
He shoved the list into her jacket pocket
before she could object. He'd be damned if he'd
run to Fraserover this. She was just like the rest
of them. Only cared about their own kind. Fuck
the outsiders. Fuck anyone but herself and her
family. Well, fuck her too. Nodding once, he
backed out and stood in the path, silently
counting to ten. The supplies weren't going
anywhere. They would still be sitting there,
probably still in alphabetical order, after he'd
had a chance to work this out with Dennis.
Except Dennis had already arrived. Strid
ing up the muddy path, with Greg and Carl in
tow. Looking neither to the right or left, Dennis
clearly had only one idea in mind. The pick-up
truck that followed was only to be expected.
Ray closed his eyes and then turned back to the
shed. Dennis followed at his heels.
Steph left the shed to stand in the early
morning light, arms crossed over the clipboard.
She looked tense, almost scared. Ray could see
Ilene also moving hesitantly toward the door.
Behind him, he could hear Dennis gearing up
foran argument and moved to cut him off.
"Steph and I were just working out the
details. She just got the list, so—"
Dennis stopped abruptly, sliding in the
mud, and grabbed Ray's elbow for support.
"Shit, this place is a pigsty. What's the hold-up,
Ray?This isn't rocket science."
Over his shoulder, Ray saw Carl grab a
box of powdered milk and throw it into the
truck. Steph swore and started forward.
Reflexively, Ray reached out to stop her, to
slow things down before they got out of hand.
She wrenched free and threw her clipboard
into the mud. "Get your hands off that stuff,"
she yelled and then lurched at Dennis.
"Hell's bells, lady," Greg called suddenly.
"Most of my stuff is missing. I had seven cases
of canned chili when I got here. I see only three.
Where's the rest?"
Ray felt a sudden wave of exhaustion rise
and then fall. He reached around Steph, into
her coat pocket, and retrieved the list. "Let's
check the list first, Greg, before we make any
assumptions." As he unfolded the crumpled
paper, Dennis snatched it away.
"There's nothing to look over," Dennis
said definitively.
Ray resisted the urge to snatch the list
back. Instead, he leaned back on his heels and
lowered his voice. "I am sure we all want to
find a fair resolution. Lefs step over to the side
and pool our information." He turned, expect
ing Dennis to follow. Expecting Steph to pick
up her clipboard, glare at him, but also follow.
Instead, he heard the sound of another box hit
ting the bed of the pick-up truck and more
shouting. He lowered his head, feeling the pain
kicking in his jaw, a counterpoint to his aching
ribs. When he raised his head again, he saw
Ilene, standing in the shed doorway, looking at
him with awkward pity. He flushed. What the
hell was he doing here?
"Hello, Dennis. I see you're helping Steph
and Ilene separate out the supplies. Thafs
good." Fraser's voice cut through the noise.
Slowly, Ray turned to facehim.
Fraser stood between Dennis and Steph.
Dennis clutched the crumpled list nervously.
Steph wielded her clipboard like a shield. Greg
knelt beside a box and was grumbling his way
through a recount of chili cans. Carl stood on
the flatbed, frozen. And all eyes were on
Fraser.
"We're taking our supplies, Fraser," Den
nis said argumentatively. His voice had an un
pleasant squeak of fear. Still, he pressed on,
looking to Greg and Carl for support. "But it
looks like someone is trying to shortchange
us." Ray stepped automatically forward. Fraser
eyed him once, then dismissed him. Ray
stopped moving.
Fraser reached for the list. Dennis almost
dropped it into the mud. His hands were shak
ing so hard that the list flapped back and forth
in the air. "Ray even checked the numbers.
And since he's coming with us, I doubt he'd
make a mistake," he said loudly, pointing
toward Ray. Fraser tensed slightly at the news,
his surprise imperceptible to anyone who did
not know him well. Lightning flickered behind
his eyes, a dry distant storm, but they never
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wavered. Ray might have been invisible.
Fraser lifted his arm and rubbed his nose.
Carl jumped and dropped the case he'd been
holding. Greg Nelson simply stood there mute
ly. Fraser was wearing his undershirt and a
pair of old trousers. Both were caked in mud.
Fresh mud. His hands were covered in it. He
looked as dirty as Ray felt.
"I am certain we can work something out,
Dennis," Fraser said. "I believe you and Susan
discussed you getting enough for half the trip
there. You'd scrounge for the rest." He moved
among them; they watched Fraser, uneasy yet
entranced. A few more awkward moments
passed in which no one spoke. The silence
seemed to embolden Dennis and he waved the
list vehemently. "We don't have to work any
thing out. We agreed that we'd get all the gas
we'd need, and full supplies."
Fraser looked over to Steph, who shook
her head. "No, we did not," he said flatly. Den
nis began to rock back and forth and Ray had
to still the impulse to grab his arm and shake
him still.
"Murder not good enough? Have to steal
from us? Starve us out?" This time Ray did
push himself forward and placed his arm on
Dennis's shoulder. And was promptly shaken
off.
"I don't care what you and Dennis agreed
to." Greg weighed in from behind Fraser. He
seemed to have found his voice. "Some of that
stuff is mine. I am taking everything I brought
with me, right down to those five rolls of TP."
Fraser stared expressionlessly at Dennis,
ignoring Greg as if he too did not exist. "I am
afraid I can't let you do that." His voice was
measured, even. Ice flashed behind his eyes,
sharp and deadly.
Dennis made a small choking sound and
lowered his hand. The list hung loosely in his
fingers. Over Fraser's shoulder, Greg glanced
fearfully at Carl. It was over. No one wanted to
cross Fraser. Not after Alain.
Looking at Dennis's gray hair, still poking
crookedly out from under his cap, Ray couldn't
see him ever sticking up for anyone but him
self. Greg was no better, bullying Steph like he
was God's own gift to creation. God knew why
he'd ever agreed to go with them. They were
all bullies. Or cowards. Or murderers.
Disgusted with himself, Ray chose to walk
away. They could all sort it out without him. It
wasn't as if he was doing anything there. Or as
if anyone really saw him. Years ago, Fraser had
barely listened to him when he'd decided that
Diefenbaker had to die. He could still remem
ber the sight of the long stock nuzzling up to
Fraser's cheek as he aimed at Dief running
across the snow. He wondered if the dog had
felt the same sense of terror and despair, know
ing that nothing could stop Fraser from pulling
the trigger. Or was he like Alain, dumb and un
comprehending of his own imminent death?
Ray's stomach lurched as he made his way
back to the civic center. Once he'd been so
eager to have Fraser as his friend. Except now
he knew that Frasercould pull that trigger. He
had no illusions left.
He headed back toward Greg's camper. At
least he could start tuning it up before they left
for Whitehorse. Greg had parked his RV up a
slope, where it was barely visible through the
brush. Pushing through the undergrowth, he
nearly tripped and fell. The smell was over
powering; Greg had unloaded his sewage right
next to the path. Gingerly, he tried to pick his
way back. But everywhere he turned, the
sewage spread. It would only grow worse as
the days warmed up. Gagging, he turned and
forced his way back to the RV. The man had no
idea of even basic sanitation. And these were
the people he was going to travel with?
He pulled up the hood of the RV and
stared blankly at the engine. Well, the oil
would need to be changed. But that could wait.
First he should rev the engine, see how it
sounded. His father always said the only way
to really tell how a car ran was to listen to the
engine running. Greg kept the door latched,
but Ray jiggled the handle to release the hook.
The keys were kept in the ignition and he
twisted the engine to life. It coughed and sput
tered, caught and then coughed rhythmically.
Sighing, he turned it off. Clean the spark plugs.
Something mindless and easy.
As he shuffled around to the front of the
camper, he heard the call of geese overhead.
Fraser had said some would keep flying past
until they reached the lakes. But some would
stay on the riverbanks and would be a good
meat source. He wondered when the geese
would return to Whitehorse. How long ifd
take for the wildlife to reclaim what little was
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left of civilization.
Ray opened the driver's door and slid the
keys back into the ignition. As he bent down,
he saw something bright red peeking out be
hind the driver's seat. He tugged and three
cans of canned chili tumbled out of the cloth
bag. Ray stared at the bright red labels. How
many cans to a case? At least twenty-four. And
if he kept rummaging through the RV, he bet
he'd find at least three times that many.
He felt short of breath, but then took a
deep breath. Well, Greg might be a thief and
Dennis a bully, but both were just as big
cowards as Frank Zuko. Lots of talk, but not
much there. He shoved the can back into the
bag. Well, at least he knew how to handle the
Zukos of the world.
As he straightened, his elbow jammed into
the door. The pain shot through his hand and
radiated up through his arm into his chest.
Stunned, he shut his eyes, giving the pain time
to fade away. He could still feel the pain of the
final punch that had slammed Zuko onto the
floor of the basketball court. Could still see the
blood smearing the bastard's pale face. Staining
Ray's Armani clothes. Ray's eyes opened and
for a moment the scene hung before him,
reflecting faintly inside the windshield. Or was
that his blood gushing as he fell into the mud,
and Fraser's pale face staring coldly down at
him?
He blinked, and the only reflection was the
light shivering faintly through the spruce trees.
Oh, he was a damn fool. Going off with Dennis
wouldn't solve anything. There were Dennises
everywhere. And there'd be more and more of
them as time went on, as more and more of
civilization was stripped away. His problem
wasn't just Fraser. No, it was the world. It had
changed—or maybe it was still the same.
Whether Chicago or the Yukon. Or Whitehorse.
Without some kind of law, there really was no
place to hide.
Sliding from behind the seat, he slammed
the door shut. He missed his revolver, the
weight of his badge. He missed the certainty of
his old life. But he doubted he'd find that cer
tainty in Whitehorse.
This time, when he reached the path, he
hesitated. He really had no place to go. Not
back to Danny's cabin. It was too soon. Not
back to the sorting shed. And he sure as hell
was not going to fiddle with Greg's shit-mobile
any more.
Overhead, a few geese straggled toward
the river, calling again. He shrugged and
stepped off the path, following them on a deer
trail, faint and overgrown. But it was better
than standing in the middle of nowhere. He
heard the sound of a pickax striking the
ground faintly at first. He ignored it and
moved on. Elu's cabin was nearby, so he
angled a bit to the left, hoping to miss it. The
pickax sounded louder, thudding into the
ground heavily. Ray turned away from the
sound, then froze. Now he understood why
Fraser was wearing the undershirt. And where
all the mud had come from. And why he was
sweating on this cool morning.
As if hypnotized, Ray followed the fluid
upward arc and the rush of the downward
swing. He watched the pickax eat deeply into
the soil, biting into the clay next to Alain's
body. There was surprisingly little blood seep
ing through the sheet. Ray started horrified as
the ax thudded again. The grave was too shal
low. The permafrost was still too thick. Fraser
would have to use rocks to keep the predators
at bay.
Fraser's muscles gathered powerfully as he
swung the pick again; the rising blade cut up
ward through the sunlight. His hair was damp,
his t-shirt soaked and caked with mud. Even
from a distance, Ray could see the tightness in
Fraser's neck muscles, the painful rigidity of
each swing.
The pick bounced on a rock and nearly
sprang from Fraser's hand. He released it and
then gripped it even more tightly. As he bent
forward, Ray thought he paused, as if listening.
Reflexively, Ray froze, but the ax resumed its
steady swing. Fraser looked like a man doing
penance. As if each blow were his last. As if by
tearing into the frozen earth he could bury his
sins.
Ray waited for the heat—the anger—for
something to feel. But he felt as numb and as
unyielding as the soil. He had stopped praying
years ago. Franny was the one who had
pretended to believe. His mother had never
lost faith, not even when her husband died. But
Ray had always known better. If there still was
a God, Fraserwould pay. But if there had been
a God, he'd stopped listening long ago. Surely
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God wouldn't care about one more murder
among the millions who had died? Now all
that was left was rocky soil that bitterly refused
to shape itself into a grave.
Fraser's shoulders twitched and he lifted
his face, the lines on it etched mercilessly in the
sunlight. Ray knew Fraser had seen him. But
Fraser turned his back to Ray and swung the
pickax again, and Ray understood that Fraser
really couldn't see him. Fraser couldn't talk to
him. Fraser couldn't afford to reach out to him.
And neither could Ray.
Ray watched for as long as he could bear
it. He left quietly; the path he randomly chose
led down the hill. Above the trees, threads of
smoke frayed into the wind. He smelled it; his
throat tightened. A sudden drift of smoke
stung his eyes. He closed them and saw a raven
flying.
He knew Steph was angry the minute he
walked into the cabin. She was slamming pots
in the sink.
"You're late. Don't expect me to fix you
anything. If you want to eat, you'll be here on
time."
Ray decided now would not be a good
time to mention he hadn't known what time
she'd be serving dinner. He nodded politely
and moved into the main living area. Victor
and Ussak were sitting on the floor working on
a puzzle. The picture was an old sailing
schooner. Danny looked up as he entered.
"Hey, Ray. Want to join us?"
"No, thanks. Never been really good at
puzzles. Besides, if Victor is playing, you know
he'll hide the best pieces."
Victor grinned and held up a fistful. "I
only keep the center ones until the very end.
Makes the puzzle last longer that way." His
eyes sparkled. He loved building things; puz
zles were just another chance to figure out
structures.
Ray smiled, his face still creaky and
bruised. "No, thanks." He nodded at Danny
and took a deep breath. "Dan, you know what
we talked about last night?"
Danny looked up from the game. "Yeah?
Do you need something?"
Ray smiled; this time it felt almost real.
"Yeah, I need a place to bunk for the next few
days. Maybe weeks. Maybe longer."
He heard the clattering stop in the kitchen.
Danny's eyes flicked quickly behind Ray, then
snapped back. "You're staying." His voice was
flat, almost expressionless. For a second, Ray
thought he'd misunderstood. Then Steph
spoke.
"So whafs this shit? You're staying now?"
Ray turned slowly to face her. He felt suddenly
exhausted, as if someone had switched him off.
The pain in his face and ribs roared dully.
"Yes, Danny and I talked earlier. He said—"
Steph shook her head and tossed the
drying towel onto the kitchen table. "I know
what you talked about. Danny told me. So
you've decided this place is okay. What is up
with you? First this is not the kind of place to
raise kids. Now ifs good enough for you?"
Ray shook his head dumbly. But he knew
if he'd didn't answer, she'd press him until he
finally gave her the answer she wanted. "I
thought about it some more, but there doesn't
seem any point, you know. There's no dif
ference." Steph looked at him silently, then ex
changed glances with Danny. Ray felt
miserable. They were shutting him out, even
worse than before.
Steph nodded, then picked up her towel.
"Well, that's just great. You're pathetic." She
walked back to the sink and tossed the frying
pan into it.
Ray looked down. Victor and Ussak were
staring, openmouthed. Victor was still clutch
ing his puzzle pieces. It had been his turn, but
the grownups were more entertaining than a
puzzle.
Danny sighed and then stood up. "Come
on, Ray. Don't take it personally. She gets like
that. Can't stand indecisiveness."
He smiled at the boys and they grinned
back. Another in-joke. Just great. "I hadn't
noticed," Ray replied, trying to ease the ten
sion.
"No problem." Danny grinned. "You may
have to spend more time in the shed until she
calms down."
Ray forced himself to nod pleasantly. But
the joke fell flat. He doubted Steph would let
up on him so easily. And why should she? He
was pathetic. He might as well be a ghost.
His room was freezing, so he stripped
quickly. He heard Victor and Ussak arguing
over where to put the next piece and then he
began to drift. He was walking through a forest
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in snow. It was the park where he used to play
as a child, in the old Chicago neighborhood.
Ahead were paw prints. He looked around, ex
pecting Dief. He must be out here playing too.
The snow crunched pleasantly beneath his
boots. Looking down, he could see that the
paw prints filed off steadily deeper into the
park. As he studied them, he remembered. No,
not Dief, he was too old now and he didn't run
far from home and den. It was Fraser. Of
course.
Ray began to follow the tracks. Frasermust
be on his way home. He needed to catch up
with Fraser. He had to tell him he had found
the park where he had played. But the snow
grew deeper and deeper and each step became
harder and harder. Fraser'stracks were still just
lightly impressed into the snow, though, like
perfect paw marks. Ray paused and saw two
big black birds, ravens, perched in a bush just
ahead. One flew up at his face, armed with
beak and claws. He flinched and plunged away
into the snow, but the other raven joined the at
tack, pecking at his eyes. He floundered
through the snow, snapping futilely at the
ravens with his jaws, until he was exhausted,
up to his hocks in the drifts. The ravens settled
just out of reach of his paws. He couldn't see
Fraser's tracks anymore. But it was okay, be
cause he was cold and would fall asleep soon,
and then the ravens could use his flesh and fur
for themselves. Soon.
The morning light was barely noticeable
when Ray woke. The room was freezing, and
there was no wood left. He pulled on his
clothes and shouldered the door open. Blinking
blearily, he stared until the wood beyond came
into focus. He might as well as make himself
useful. Chop some wood.
But he could only lean tiredly in the door
way. It must be around four a.m. Sun's rhythm
was really off this far north. Just another ex
ample of how fucked up this place was. Thin
smoke rose stiffly from each building, and the
white dawn sky contrasted with the dark
forest. Til die here," he thought, and still
could not find the energy to leave the doorway.
He should split more wood. It might be the
only job left to him as Denny and Steph's
lodger, in the only place he had now, without a










The day swirled more and more into focus.
The light was shifting low across the muddy
space between the lodge and the treeline. He
heard the sounds of wood chopping and real
ized dully that Danny must have risen. There
wasn't really much point in them both chop
ping wood. Besides, he was certain Danny
could do it much faster anyway.
He briefly thought of packing his gearand
heading into the deep woods. But what was the
point? There was nowhere to go. The steps
were bitter beneath him—the morning sun had
not reached behind the shed. Forcing himself,
he rested his head on his arms, shutting his
eyes, listening to the rhythmic chopping.
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The wood smoke grew thicker, and Ray
realized that Steph had fired up the cabin
stove. The faint smell of freshly chopped wood
wafted on the air. Ray breathed it in, but his
chest felt tight and he hugged his knees. Christ,
his mind was racing nowhere. Ray felt himself
sinking. Breathing heavily, he leaned forward
to rest his head on his knees. He could feel the
sun flashing through the trees, bypassing the
shed and touching the top branches lightly. Sit
ting alone in the shade, Ray couldn't help but
think that maybe the dream was right. Maybe it
was good that Fraser went ahead and left him
behind to die. Alone with the ravens. Alone in
the snow.
PART TWO - NATURE
"In nature there are neither rewards nor punishments—there are consequences.'
—Robert Green Ingersoll
Chapter 7: Treading Water
"Nothing happens to anybody which he is notfitted by nature to bear."
—Marcus Aurelius
It was late, and Jason knew he really was
supposed to be in bed. It was still the long
twilight of late summer. The river rushed far
below its dry gravel banks while Jason skidded
down through the shingle and turned
upstream. He'd left his favorite matchbox car
down on the bank past the willows that morn
ing and he had to get it before something hap
pened to it.
It had been so boring for the past week,
nobody doing anything but building and
laying fish traps, and then hauling them out
and cleaning the fish. Nobody had time for
him, even when he tried to help. It wasn't fun.
The traps were too heavy for him to move, and
when they were dragged out of the river they
were full of writhing silver bodies that looked
like giant slimy slugs. And when they were
dumped on the ground the fish kept flopping
and twitching with their big scared eyes bug
ging out, until somebody came along with a
stick and whacked them on the head. Jason had
tried to help the other kids carry the fish over
to the boards where they were being gutted,
but he dropped the first one he picked up
when he felt it throb in his arms and realized it
wasn't dead yet. His mom had yelled at him
then, and he'd tried not to cry, but nobody had
wanted to let him help after that. Today he had
run away to his secret place under the willows.
Jason's mom had been gutting salmon all day
and Jason couldn't wait to get away from all
those shiny dead eyes. Even his constant
hunger could not make those dead eyes go
away.
The still air was hazy with smoke, drifting
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in curls over the river from the smoking fires
up on the bank. Ray was still down there, sit
ting on a driftwood log fixing a broken trap.
There was a pile of them along the shore. Jason
felt a little shy of Ray these days. He wasn't the
same man Jason had known last winter. Back
then he had shown Ray his car collection and
Ray had been impressed. He told Jason lots of
cool stuff about cars. But then he stopped com
ing over and got just as short with Jason as Mr.
Snyder next door. And he never seemed to talk
to anybody else either. Maybe he was as
lonesome as Jason was these days.
"Can I help?" he asked tentatively,
prepared to run.
Ray looked up at him and didn't say any
thing for what was an awfully long time for a
grownup. Jasonknew he'd made a big mistake.
"Sure. Hand me that twine." Jason found
the spool and held it out. "Thanks." Okay, so
maybe he wasn't going to bite. He didn't tell
Jason to get lost either.
"Why do we have to keep killing fish? I'm
tired of it."
"Yeah, me too." Ray wound a length of
twine around a slat and cut it with his pock-
etknife. "But we don't have a lot of food right
now, and we'll need the fish this winter."
Oh, Jason thought, that's what Mom meant
about Alain.
"You want to help, you can hand me the
slats."
Jason found a trap in the pile that was half
unbroken and wiggled a slat out to hand to
Ray. This was great. Somebody finally wanted
him around, even if it was only Ray. Jason
didn't quite know what to think about Ray.
Ussak said he was a wuss 'cause he didn't have
any guts, and he'd overheard Mr. Snyder tell
ing Mom that it would have been better if Ray
had left with the other losers. And he sure
acted like a loser. He never yelled at anybody
any more,, no matter what, just walked away.
Jason hoped Ray wasn't going to get really
weird, like Alain had been. Jason peeked over
at Ray—he didn't look crazy. He looked grum
py and tired and thin. He smelled of fish and
wood smoke. Jason rubbed his nose; they all
smelled. He missed hot baths. And he was so
tired and hungry all the time.
He kept handing slats of wood to Ray,
hoping he'd talk some more. But he didn't, and
they just kept working steadily, silently, until
Jason grew bored. Ray really wasn't much fun
any more. He waited as long as he could and
made his escape when the sun fell below the
riverbank. As he scrambled up the path he saw
something looming tall in the dark, brown and
huge like a grizzly. He yelped and stumbled,
his heart racing. Then it moved and he saw it
was only Fraser, his heavy brown coat
wrapped tightly around him, his head bare to
the cooling night. He cradled his rifle to him in
the safety position, just like Jason's dad had
shown him. Jason's heart kept thumping and
he felt a little wheezy, but Fraser nodded and
Jason nodded warily back. He was always un
certain around Fraser and never knew what to
say. Fraser wasn't looking at him, Jason real
ized with relief. He was staring down toward
the river. Jason craned back, trying to see what
Fraser was seeing, but he only saw Ray, still
working alone in the gathering night. The chill
began to nibble on Jason's hands and he
nodded breathlessly at Fraser and scrambled
up the last rise. He had forgotten all about his
matchbox car.
The light was too far gone to work now.
Ray put down the trap and rolled and
stretched his shoulders. The ache never went
away any more. He hunched again and stood
slowly, easing out the cramp and tension in his
back, putting off the time when he had to go
back to interacting with people, even with
someone so easygoing as Danny. The wind was
coming down the river now, blowing the wood
smoke away, clearing out room to breathe.
Jason was a good kid. Curious, but not loud
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about it. Ray pocketed his tools and made his
way along the riverbank, taking the long way
around through the alders to avoid any chance
encounters in the center of the village.
In a patch of sand washed around the tree
roots was a spot of color, bleached out in the
twilight but still garishly out of place. A toy
car. Ray smiled to himself in mock pain. So
that's whatJason came down here for. Not to talk to
me at all. He'd drop it off on the way. He
climbed the bank and headed around the back
toward Ilene's cabin. There was still a faint
light from the window, and Ray was suddenly
immensely tired. He couldn't talk to Ilene now,
make conversation about fish and supplies and
kids and toy cars. He left the car on the side of
the wooden step, where nobody would walk
on it accidentally, and headed off. The tired
ness lifted a little with another social encounter
successfully avoided.
Danny and Steph were still up when he
got in, making inventory lists. Steph was big on
lists, which she kept tacked all over the cabin,
listing contents and giving directions and tick
ing off things to do. Ray wondered what she
was going to do when they ran out of paper.
Danny at least looked up and smiled when
Ray came in. "Hey, Ray. Did you get them all
fixed?"
"Nah, there must be half a dozen left. I
don't know if we'll need them before the
spawning's over."
"What do you know about fish?" Steph
said. "The spawning usually lasts at least
another three days."
Danny looked at Ray over Steph's bent
head and shrugged slightly. Ray didn't mind
Steph too much. She didn't like him, but it
didn't feel personal. She didn't like anybody
much, except Danny. She snapped at Ray when
given the slightest opportunity, but he mostly
tuned it out. It only hurt when she reminded
him of Francesca.
'There's some stew left on the stove,"
Danny said. "And at least it doesn't have fish
in it."
Ray made himself a space at the table,
away from Steph's tally sheets, and mechani
cally ate his share of the stew. He couldn't have
said what it tasted like, since nothing tasted
like anything to him any more. Still, he forced
himself to eat; his stomach had shrunk over the
winter and even now the rations were barely
enough to keep up his energy levels.
"Ray, you want to, uh, let me know
what..." Danny began, then actually looked up
at Ray and stopped. "Never mind." He shoved
aside the page he was working on and tried
again. "You decided about going with me and
Brianup to Keno after the spawning?"
Ray shook his head and kept eating. He
had put the issue off as long as he could. He
really wasn't needed for the trip—just an extra
pair of hands and shoulders. He knew Danny
had only asked him along because he was wor
ried about him. Danny was trying hard, but it
had to be exhausting, living with a ghost in his
own house.
Ray shoved his bowl away from him. Or
something worse than a ghost, he thought; how
about a black hole that shared your food, your
supplies, your living space, yet never tried to
connect? He would have hated it if he'd had to
put up with someone like himself. Funny how
things could change.
"Yeah, sure," he heard himself say, in the
husky voice that still surprised him when he
heard himself speak. He forced himself to keep
talking. "Is he back yet from hunting?"
Danny smiled, pleased. "Not yet. But we
have to get one of the trucks running first. We
only have a few weeks before the weather
starts to go bad." He glanced over at Steph, but
she kept working on her lists.
"You need me to work on one?" Ray asked
reluctantly. Now he was going, he might as
well pull his fair share.
"Yeah. Susan said we can use her Ford. It's
got a winch and chain already and she said it
was at least turning over when she started it in
the spring."
'The carburetor's probably fouled by now,
then," Ray said. "But that shouldn't take too
long to fix and Susan always took good care of
it."
Danny looked away from Ray's blank face
and started doodling with his pencil. "After the
council meeting, I talked to Fraser and he said
we can have whatever gaswe need for the trip,
since ifs important. So we can leave when
Brian gets back."
"Okay." Ray made to get up, but Danny
was still talking, trying to keep the conversa
tion going. Ray settled back into his chair, ex
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hausted at even this minimal conversation. "I'd
help but you know I'm not that good with cars.
I've got to get the supplies and then Fraser
asked me to work on the watermill plans. I
think if we can deal with the inconsistent water
flow we can generate maybe three hundred
watts per month. Fraser thinks..."
Ray kept nodding, wondering when
Danny would finally give up on trying to in
clude him. Ray really wasn't interested in lis
tening to what Fraser thought. He really wasn't
into listening to any of this, but he owed Danny
and he paid his debts. Ray looked over at
Steph, her brown eyes finally lifting from her
list, considering him briefly before turning to
hertask, ignoringhim. Danny startedsketching
his mill design with a finger on the table, his
worn hands tracing the air in widening pat
terns. He had thinned—they all had, under the
hard work and shortened rations—but his face
still carried an openness between the sun and
windburn. His hair spilled over his shoulders,
now that he had given up on trimming the
ends. Too much work, he'd said, no need to
bother Steph to cut it for him, but Ray
suspected it held a deeper meaning, a slow
return to his roots. Still, when the evening fire
burned down and Ray slipped off to his cot, he
could not fault Danny for his desire for
stability, for some sort of connection to the rest
of their little community. There was very little
connecting Ray to anything in Stewart Junc
tion, and sometimes he wondered why he
didn't just pack up and go off on his own.
He shifted on the cot, tugging the wool
blanket down over his stocking feet. Well, he
had had his chance with Dennis. That wasn't
much of a choice. And going off alone in the
winter would be suicidal. He wasn't quite there
yet. Ray smiled grimly in the dark. He knew
Fraser had been watching him, keeping an eye
on him when he thought he wasn't looking. He
probably thought Ray would off himself. Feel
ing his own thinness shiver under the blanket,
Ray shut his eyes. No need for suicide when
starvation was just as easy.
He began to drift as exhaustion pulled him
under. Now that the fall was almost here, he
doubted he'd leave. No point in trekking
thousands of miles through the wilderness
when you still had no place to go. It would be
good to get away with Danny, though. And
maybe he could get out from under Fraser's
eye. Yeah, he thought, just before he slipped
into sleep. Pity it isn'ta one-way trip.
Susan wasn't in her yard when Ray
stopped by the next day. He skirted the large
mounds of scrap metal she had been collecting,
and knocked on the cabin door. Only the soft
hiss of the wind through the spruces answered
his calls and he shrugged his shoulders. Her
Ford was parked in the back and it was never
locked, so he might as well get started. Lifting
the hood, he pulled out the air filter and held it
up to the pale yellow light. It would need
replacing,but he was certain he could scrounge
the necessary parts. Assuming, of course, no
one had any better need for them. Or had
promised them to someone else.
A few hours later, he heard Susan banging
in the cabin and stood to stretch. He could hear
her laughing as she opened and then shut the
front door, "...so then he said, 'Well, why don't
we connect the pipe fitting to the big line?' And
before I could point out it was the septic line,
he unscrewed it and shit came flying up
everywhere."
Someone's voice—a man's, it sounded
like—snorted in response and the door banged
closed again, cutting off the voices. Ray leaned
forward, almost unconsciously trying to make
out the conversation. The pipes had given way
again? Surely not, after all the repair work he
and Fraser had put into them that spring. He
found himself standing next to the cabin before
realizing it. The voices were a bit clearer; he
could almost make out the words now. But he
didn't want to hear, or be caught lurking
around the edges of the cabin like a peeping
Tom. Stiffly, he returned to the truck and
resumed working. So intent was he on tuning
out all other distractions, he did not hear the
shouting until Larry had almost reached the
cabin.
His training took over and he dropped the
wrench and reached the cabin so efficiently he
startled Larry with his speed. Larry's eyes were
red-rimmed, his coat open, and his cap was
sliding off his head. Ray focused sharply and
saw blood on Larry's shirt and reached out a
hand to steady him. But Larry plunged for
ward, past Ray and up the steps. Ray, still
moving quickly, caught up with him just as the
cabin door was flung open.
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"What the hell's up with you?" Susan's
voice seemed suddenly too large for the clear
ing. Larry froze, his hand still reaching for the
door latch, and then blurted in one breathless
gasp, "Brian sliced his leg and it's down to the
bone and he's bleeding hard. Is the medic with
you?"
Susan, startled, looked over Larry's head
and up the road. Automatically, Ray looked
over his shoulder but saw no one. "No," she
said, stepping out and reaching down to pull
her boots on, "I haven't seen him. He may be
over at Rita's checking on Mary. She's just
about due."
"God dammit." Larry's voice cracked.
"He's fucking bleeding. It's dark and heavy
and...fuck, what are we going to do? I can't
stop the bleeding and I left him by the
smokehouse alone."
Ray stepped forward and tried to catch
Susan's eye. But she turned away, grabbed her
coat, and shoved past them both. 'Then you'd
better get moving and grab Jim." With that she
jogged out of sight and was gone.
For a moment, Ray and Larry eyed each
other. Ray nodded slowly, and saw an answer
ing gleam of helplessness in the man's eye.
Then Larry paled further and ran heavily away
in the opposite direction. As silence fell, Ray
could still smell the sharp tang of blood and
glanced down at the smears Larry's boots had
left on the porch. His fists curled into themsel
ves.
Fuck, he thought. How many more of them
would they lose? The young tourist couple
from Ottawa—the Latteaus—had shot themsel
ves last month. From Danny's description it
sounded like a murder-suicide. But with no
note, only dead bodies, they could only specu
late. Stepping off the porch, Ray looked at the
overcast sky. Well, whatever their reason,
they'd been damned lucky it had worked on
the first try. Too many people thought it was
easy to shoot themselves. Usually they botched
it and were found still breathing with bits of
jaw hanging out and fragments of eye splat
tered all over themselves. No, if you wanted to
off yourself all it took was a plastic bag, two
rubber bands, and a handful of sleeping pills.
Assuming you could find any pills now.
The day grew chilly and he decided it was
too dark; he'd finish the truck later. He con-
sidered heading back to Danny's but felt rest
less. He turned right and walked slowly
toward the center. As he passed the bend in the
path, he saw Larry's cap, which had fallen off
in his rush to find the medic. Larry sure had
changed in the past few months. It had helped
that they'd run out of alcohol and no one
wanted to spare the potatoes to make more.
But sometime after Canada Day, Larry had
pulled himself out of his stupor and started
helping. Danny had laughed and said that
Larry had even stopped muttering about how
soft everybody else was. Steph had said that
when Larry stopped whining, he'd started
teaching useful stuff about living up north.
She'd sounded almost respectful when she said
it.
He continued past the cap without picking
it up. Well, just great, he thought. So the town
drunk reforms and everyone rejoices. Hurrah.
Smoke curled from the civic center but no
lamps had yet been lit. He heard the faint
sound of scraping from the back, and caught a
sharp unpleasant smell. They were tanning
hides, a messy and disgusting process. He
walked around the building and found Istas
working alone. He had removed his coat and
was wearing his dirtiest sweater. Istas had
several hides at various stages—scraping, soak
ing, and stretching. The small shed had been
converted into an enclosed charcoal pit with
smoldering rotten wood to color the hides.
Ray paused, shrugged, and kept approach
ing. Istas barely looked up from his scraping.
Ray blinked against the smell and then nodded
at Istas and waited.
Istas kept scraping, his arms swinging the
scythe in rhythmic arcs. His dark ponytail lay
flat against his back and his face was well
browned. He liked to work outside and alone.
After waiting a few more awkward moments,
Raynodded again. "So how's Brian?" he asked.
Istas shook his head. The scythe flew down
the hide, removing more sinew in an even
stroke. "What about Brian?"
Ray winced and then let it go. So no one
had told Istas. "Don't know the details," he
said reluctantly. "Brian hurt himself—cut him
self—and Larry and Susan went to get Jim."
"Ah," Istas said, stepping closer to reach a
particularly troublesome knot of flesh. "Well,
sounds like they have it well in hand."
The scraping noise sent a chill down Ray's
back. Well, if it had been me Fraser had left in
charge, I'd double-check to make sure everything
really was okay. I wouldn't just sit there pulling
some pointy stick over a dead animal skin. But he
wasn't in charge, and Ray felt a heavy wave of
weariness and hunger wash over him. He
watched Istas working a few more minutes in
silence and then walked to the center's back
steps. As he knelt to remove his boots before
entering, he heard the back window edge open
and a voice drifted out.
"Who put green wood on the stove?
Christ, it smells like crap in here." It was Bar
ney Dunn. He had been hunting with a few
buddies when the plague hit. He was the only
survivor.
"Close that damn window. I can live with
the smoke. Ifs the cold that'll kill you." Ray
recognized George Meeker, a naturalist who
had come to the Yukon on a university grant in
the '70s. He had stayed and started raising hus
kies for sled racing.
"In a minute. So, you hear about Brian?"
Ray paused on the steps and listened to
the two men moving about the center.
"Yeah, sounds bad. Hope he'll make it."
George was standing next to the window and
his voice carried.
More rustling and clinking noises as the
two men started lighting the lamps. The soft
light spilled out the opened window and fell
across the snow.
"So you think that boiler project is still
on?" Barney asked.
"I dunno. Danny may have enough info.
But if he's just going to take Ray, I'd think not.
He's not the most reliable." George replied.
What doyou mean, not reliable, Ray thought
and sat down heavily on the steps. I pull my fair
share.
"Well, he does pull his fair share."
Barney's voice came faintly as he moved away.
"But he does it on his own time and at his own
pace."
"Yeah, I know what you mean. I had a
husky like that once. Good dog, just didn't pull
with the rest of the team." George had regaled
them one night with exploits of his prize-win
ning sled dogs.
"Wasn't that Tag? I thought he was one of
your best?" The floor creaked under Barney's
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feet as he crossed the room toward the back
door. Ray began to rise from the steps.
"He was. He could outrun any dog in the
pack. But he just wouldn't follow the team
lead, and you know what that spells on a sled
run." George sounded irritated, as if the dog
had insulted him personally.
"Yeah." He heard Barney's voice end
abruptlyas the window slammed down.
Absently Ray looked for his boots, found
them on his feet. The cement steps were cold
beneath him and his body was growing numb.
He looked around to see if anyone else was
aboutbut he only saw Istas pickingthe hide off
the rack and stacking it on the pile. Well, there
was no point hanging around here. He might
as well go back to Danny's.
Rattling from the kitchen woke him and
Ray realized he had fallen asleep. His sleep was
intermittent, and some nights nonexistent. He
had exhausted the village's limited book collec
tion before guilt at wasting their batteries and
candles had put an end to nighttime reading.
Now he spent a good portion of most evenings
listening to the wind and the sounds from the
main cabin.
Sliding into his indoor shoes, he pushed
open the door and ran his hand across his face.
Steph always had a pot of something on the
stove, even if it was just a watery stew of
wrinkled potatoes and dried fish. Tonight,
even the smell of cooking food couldn't made
him hungry. He blinked a few times, trying to
clear his head, and then the room snapped
painfully into focus.
Fraser stood next to the kitchen table, his
dark head bent over the map covering it. Ray
still couldn't get used to the beard—it seemed
to harden his face into something unrecog
nizable. Danny was measuring the distance be
tween two points. Ray could probably just slip
away, back into his corner, before they noticed
him, but he hesitated, his eyes returning to
Fraser. He seemed smaller somehow, his thin
body stretched and angular. Fraser nodded
once at Danny's muttered calculations and then
bumped awkwardly into the table. Fraser's arm
was in a sling, his fingers wrapped in gauze.
From the way Fraser dipped his shoulder each
time he moved, Ray could tell it hurt.
Ray stepped further into the kitchen and
waited for them to finish their calculations. He
could see what Danny was trying to do—how
many miles to Keno and back, how much fuel,
how much time before the weather turned. In
formation that he, Danny, and Brian were sup
posed to discuss today. He wondered how
Brian was doing. Looking at Fraser's arm, he
decided not to ask.
"Shit," Danny finally muttered and then
tossed his pencil aside. "I was a math teacher;
you'd think I could do this." Danny slumped
into the chair and frowned down at the map.
"I think your numbers are correct. Three
days there by truck, two days to select and load
the boiler, and then three back. That gives us a
four-to-five-day window before the freezes
begin. It's doable." Fraser paused and looked
up, seeing Ray for the first time. He nodded in
greetingand began fumbling with his left hand
to fold the map. Ray felt an overpowering urge
to leave the two of them. He forced himself to
stay in place.
"Yeah, but without Brian to help choose
and load, can we do it in two days? I mean, he
knew the most about steam boilers and which
one could best be retrofitted to burn wood."
Danny glanced at Fraser's arm, then looked
back at Ray. Ray focused on a spot between his
feet. He didn't want Fraser along. Hell, he'd
hoped to get away from Fraser. But if Fraser
wanted to run the show, it was up to Danny to
raise the practical objections. Like how they'd
lift a seven-hundred-pound boiler with a truck
winch and only two able-bodied men. Clearly
there were other factors to consider, but Danny
didn't know how to raise them. Ray was just
along for the ride. Danny was going to have to
deal with Fraser.
Fraser tossed the map down as if the mat
ter were closed. Fraser was no fool. He could
ignore your objections until you could no
longer remember why you had any in the first
place. He could convince you north was south.
Or that the word "Chicago" was no longer part
of your vocabulary.
"Danny, we have Brian's list," Fraser said
soothingly. "It's just a matter of picking the
right boiler size. As for my arm—" He wiggled
the fingers gingerly. "Ifs just a sprain. By the
time we get here, the swelling will have gone
down."
Yeah, and if it hasn't, Danny and I will just
have to make do, Ray thought. Fraser's eyes flick-
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ered toward him, and for a moment Ray
wondered if he had actually spoken aloud.
God, five years as partners and they could still
read each other too well. The thought unsettled
him and he stared at the floor until he could
feel Fraser's intensegazeslideaway.
Danny cleared his throat, breaking the
mood. "Okay, well, I guess thafs it, then. When
do we head out? Ray, is the truck ready?" He
clearly wanted them to move on to something
else. Ray took pity on Danny and sat down at
the table; besides,he was tired of not lookingat
Fraser.
'The truck is working fine," Ray
answered. Fraser's eyes were back on him
again. "I'll need some help siphoning the gas
from the RV. It should take a few hours. Add a
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gas cap and we'rereadyto go." Hesnappedhis
mouth shut. Fraser nodded at Ray, a flick of
surprise in his eyes, followed by a pleased ex
pression. Danny relaxed, and Ray felt con
fusion and will drain away, leaving only
vague, shapeless guilt behind.
Danny returned to the boiler specs, paus
ing to ask Fraser for clarification from time to
time. Ray saw no further need to participate
and sat in silence, smoothing a discarded list
into smaller and smaller folds of paper. And
when Fraser left, he pointedly did not watch
Fraser fumbling with his coat buttons.
That night, Ray tossed with Danny's lists
















Chapter 8: The Ravens
'Think not disdainfully of death, but look on itwith favour; for even death is one
of the things that Nature wills."
—Marcus Aurelius
It took nearly four days to drive the two
hundred miles from Stewart Junction to Keno.
It wasn't so much that the highway was in bad
condition, though signs of that spring's violent
thaw were evident whenever the road neared
the river. But downed trees and washouts were
everywhere. Sometimes it was just as fast to go
forward on foot, dragging branches out of the
way. Ina few places near theriver theroad was
gone entirely and they had to creep along the
old bankside shoulder. Late summer had
slipped briskly into autumn. But even the cool
fall days would only last a few weeks under
the onslaught of the Yukon snows.
"We really should have done this last
winter," Danny grumbled on the second day,
after theyhadspentalmost theentire afternoon
making only five miles. "We could have taken
the snowmobiles most of the way up the river
and not followed the road at all."
"Yes," Fraser said, while the rear wheels
slipped again as Danny ground the transmis
sion back down. "But their engines don't have
the power to run the winch,let alone transport
anything of size. And it would have been just
as difficult to drive the highway after freeze-
up. This year will probably be our last oppor
tunity to use the roadat all."
When they turned off the highway to start
the climb to Keno the conditions improved.
The spruce forest gave way to willow scrub
and alders so that no more debris blocked the
road. The road had been well graded two years
before and the only thing that held them back
was the skull-crackingwashboard surface.
Ray grabbed the roof handle on the cab of
the truck as Danny maneuvered around a
pothole. Fraser sat stiffly between them, the
seat belt keeping him from sliding on the worn
vinyl seats. From time to time he glanced at
Ray; his face seemed older, more vulnerable.
Almost questioning. It disturbed Ray and he
studiously avoided any eye contact.
Fraser's arm was still in a sling. He had
shaved, something which Ray thought was
bizarre. You spend days and days in sight of
water and soap and you don't shave. But you
go off for a five-day trekin thewoods andsud
denly facial hair is a no-no. He was probably
afraidof being mistaken for a bear.
Fraser's thigh bumped against his and Ray
squirmed away. It was cramped and the win
dow Danny insisted on cracking didn't help
matters. The gears ground and something hit
the windshield and bounced off.
"Christ, what was that?" Ray tightened his
seat belt with one hand.
"Probably just a rock falling." Fraser
pointed with his good hand at the sheer wall
that rose outside the window. Dark green moss
covered the chalky dirt. Small waterfalls, par
tially frozen, cascaded down the slope and
puddled across the road. They were slowly
climbing higher. Overhead, the sky had turned
to a dark gray. To their left, the land sloped
away, slowly at first, then steeply into a deep
ravine. A bank of mist absorbed the other side,
merging the horizon into a large blank blur.
Ray shivered and pulledup his collar.
A yellow sign squiggled in front of them
and the road curved even more sharply. Danny
slowed to a crawl. "Fraser, I think I'm going to
need to take a break. I'm getting pretty
hungry."
"Sure, Danny, just find the next level spot
and we can stop and make sandwiches."
"Yummy," Danny smiled, "peanut butter
and jelly. My favorite. Hey, Vecchio. Whaf 11
youhave?" Heaccelerated into the next curve.
Ray shrugged. It was all the same to him.
They couldcook only when they camped. This
left them with cheese and tomato sandwiches
in the summer and peanut butter and jelly in
the fall for lunches. They'd probablydevolve to
pemmican by next year. By the following year,
they'd be suckingon stonesor chewing leaves.
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Fraser would probably be in heaven.
The cliff grew taller, more rockier. Moss
had disappeared, washed away by the steadier
trickles of water. The road was now completely
wet. Ahead, Ray saw the yellow line curve into
the deep shadow of an overhang. Fraser leaned
forward, rolling to the right and pressing him
self firmly into Ray to catch a better glimpse of
the road. Trapped against the truck door, Ray
turned his head away.
The truck slipped and began skidding,
lightly angling away from the overhang and
toward the edge. Ray lurched, his hands grasp
ing at nothing.
"Steer into—" Fraser shouted and then the
cabin tilted, hard. Their bodies rose and smack
ed into the ceiling, only to be flung against the
doors as they tumbled. Green, yellow, and gray
cycled past the windshield until the colors bar
reled over and over. Something smashed into
Ray's chest and his mouth filled with blood.
Coughing, he flailed and blacked out.
"Ray, Ray." He heard the voice and a hand
tugged at his shoulder. He coughed and then
gagged. The pain was incredible, worse than
anything he'd ever known. For a second he felt
nauseous as the hand tapped him again.
"Yeah," he mumbled and then lost all breath.
Something was wrong inside, something loose
and hot and sharp. He spat but his mouth kept
filling. Scared, he opened his eyes and saw
dead-white sky through the windshield.
"Ray, can you reach the door latch?" Con
fused, he raised his right hand only to see it
flop toward the top of the cabin, then realized
they must be upside down. Moving slowly, he
fumbled for the handle, but his fingers only
brushed it.
"Mmm," he mumbled and let his arm fall
back.
"Ray." Fraser's voice was slow, his breath
moist on Ray's neck. "I can't reach the latch
from here. Can you unlock the door on your
side?" He was lying on top of—well, under
neath—well, somehow next to Fraser. Their
seat belts had kept them from going through
the windshield.
"Fraser," he tried and coughed again. This
time his mouth stayed clear. His voice was
thready and trembled. "Why don't you unlock
it yourself? Something broken." He ran out of
airagain and gasped.
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"I can't, Ray. If I do—" Fraser paused and
then spoke even more calmly. "Just try to lever
the latch with your fingers. It's partially open
already."
Fuzzily, he craned one eye and saw Fraser
was right. Lucky for them the door hadn't
popped all the way open or they'd've been
flung out, seat belts or no. He'd seen enough
trafficaccidents to know what happened when
you started flying without a helmet.
Gingerly, he moved his arm again and
touched the handle. It gave way and the door
flopped open. Puzzled, he tried to raise his
head but Fraser stopped him. "Stay still. I am
going to unbuckle you. I want you to slide out.
Slowly."
"Like hell I will, Fraser," Ray was hurting
now. Even raising his arm was painful. "No
way in hell. I've got something broken."
Danny moaned then, a deep wet sound.
Then he began gasping for air. Ray felt
nauseous. "Danny, Danny," he shouted. And
reached back across Fraser.
Fraser grabbed his arm and forced him
still. "Ray, he's hurt. The cab slid on a patch of
ice and we're too close to the edge of the
ravine. You must keep still."
Ray stared through the windshield and
realized why he had been confused. The truck
was lying on its back. He could only see the sky
and the mist-covered horizon through the
cracked windshield. The only way out was
through his door.
"Shit," he swore and nodded. Fraser
fumbled with his good hand and unbuckled
Ray and then himself. Breathing shallowly, Ray
inched toward the door. Pain shot through
him. Even his teeth hurt. He could feel a small
trickle of blood forming in the back of his
throat and whimpered in fear. But Fraser's
hand pushed against the back of his neck, sup
porting him. The fingers felt cold, clammy, as
he edged his way out of the cab.
The ground was soft and muddy, scraped
down to rock where the truck had skidded.
Ray lay heavily on the piney earth, trying to
ease the pain in his chest. The sky kept swim
ming back and forth, in and out of focus.
Danny had stopped moaning, but the air
shivered with a sharp metallic whine that in
creased in pitch as the cab teetered against
Fraser's shifting weight. Firsthis boots, then his
legs crossed the door. The truck held steady
and he gingerly lifted his torso, holding himself
steady with one good arm to clear the frame.
The vehicle rocked sharply and then
steadied. As Fraser slid out of the cab, Ray
caught a glimpse ofDanny, a flash of red,gris
ly white, and the shock of dark hair.
Stunned, Ray rolled his head back and al
lowed the sky to blanket his eyes. He tried to
speak, only to find his throat had closed again.
He tried to breathe, with little better results.
His body began rolling with low shudders as it
fought for oxygen. "DannyDannyDanny-
Danny," his mind chattered into the haze that
overtook him.
Fraser pulled at his face, his fingers touch
ing his carotid before peeling back an eye. He
seemed satisfied because he leaned back and
began running his hands slowly down Ray's
head, neck, and body. He's checking me for in
juries, Ray thought dimly. Involuntarily, his
eyes flicked back to the ravine while the air
bled past his lips again. "Breathe, Ray."
Fraser's voice cut through him urgently. "One
breath at a time. Slowly, steadily." Fraser's
fingers touched his face briefly, cupping his
chin, and Ray felt warmth return to him. And
with warmth came breath, and with breath
came awareness and memory and pain. He
took a shallow gasp of air and then focused his
gaze on the nothing curling over Fraser's
shoulder. Fraser kept blurring in and out of
focus.
He heard dim, scraping, metallic sounds
and blinked to clear his eyes. Fraser was gone
and the sound was coming from the truck. He
flicked his eyes to see what was happening and
then looked away. He could still see Danny,
hanging motionless inside the cab, pinned in
place by his seat belt. Fraser's legs stuck out
through the open door as he backed out ginger
ly. He rolled to his knees and stood, staring
down at the truck before looking up and over
into the ravine. He fumbled with something
and then wheeled sharply and walked briskly
toward Ray, breathing heavily, a dark frown
between his eyes. His face was chalk white,
smeared with tiny, dark droplets.
Ray closed his eyes. Danny was dead. A
new pain, deep in his gut, clawed at him and
his throat closed. He felt Fraser crouch down,
\irt Yds wrist, and start taking his pulse. Ray
squinted past blurring tears and saw that
Fraser's other arm—the injured arm—was out
of the sling but hanging stiffly from his
shoulder. Fraser's eyes were half-closed.
They sat there silently, until the chill set
tled into them. Fraser released Ray's wrist and
rolled back onto his haunches. Ray avoided his
gaze, still staring blindly into the air. Fraser
took off his coat and put it over Ray's chest. He
pulled the gloves from the pocket and gently
picked up Ray's hand. "Ray," he said as he in
serted first the right, then the left hand into
each glove. His voice was harsh, thick—almost
as if he had been crying. He cleared his throat
and tried again. "Ray. We need to find shelter
and treat your injuries. I think I can move
you—but not very far."
Numb, Ray stared at him. Danny was
dead. He had been wearing a seat belt. How
could he be dead? Ray opened his mouth to
protest,but the breath would not come.
"Do you understand, Ray?" he heard
Fraser saying from a distance. "I am going up
the road a bit—the last building I saw was ten
miles back and I don't think I can carry you
that far safely." The cliff overhang had robbed
them of the little sunlight, making it hard to see
what Fraser was saying. He tried nodding but
found himself paralyzed. Fraser leaned closer
and spoke more precisely. "Ray, you need to
keep still and stay warm. And breathe shallow-
ly. Little breaths. I won't be gone more than an
hour." He felt a soft tug on his head and
Fraser's woolen cap was pulled down around
his ears. As Fraser's hand flashed in front of his
face, he recognized what covered Fraser's
cheeks and forehead. It was the same thing that
covered his hands and every other exposed
part of his body: a fine brown spray of blood.
Danny's blood. He swallowed and found the
strength to nod, hoping it would be enough to
send Fraser far away.
As the gray mists enfolded him, Ray could
almost see Fraser rounding the first bend slow
ly, testing for icy patches. The road curved
back out from the overhang and the road grew
less slippery. Fraser began to jog, pulling his
arm back into the sling. His feet thudded loud
ly in the stillness, startling a pair of ravens nest
ing in a twisted alder that still clung to the edge
of the ravine. They flapped awkwardly,
screeching, and for a moment Ray's vision
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wavered, then cleared as Fraser's steady uphill
slog left them behind. Mile after mile skipped
by, and with each passing road marker,
Fraser's breath grew more and more cloudy.
The temperature was falling, the slate clouds
carried the sharp tang of moisture. Soon it
would rain.
The cliffs to the right soon leveled off into
a range of rolling hills almost outside of Ray's
vision. Below, Fraser had almost reached the
crest and soon would begin the long descent
into Keno. His speed had increased, so he al
most missed the small turn-off. It had once
been paved but now had been covered with
gravel and mud. The steep path climbed, guid
ing them both to an old mining site. The main
office had faded from its original green to a
bone white-gray. Its windows had been broken
long ago and the western half of the roof had
collapsed under the weight of winter snows. A
tool shed stood in the lee of the shaft, its doors
tilting off their hinges. The site was bare,
having been stripped of valuable parts,
machinery, and tools when it was shut down.
The surrounding hills were bare as well,
stripped with the same cruel efficiency of wood
or cover. Rocky shale and broken boulders lit
tered the slopes. It would be decades before the
land reclaimed itself. As the first drops of rain
fell, two birds swung past Fraser's head toward
the dark recesses of the ruined building. The
rain glistened on their black wings and the
echoes of their caws followed Ray until he sank
deeper into unconsciousness.
Something clattered and then splintered.
Ray jerked, feeling a sharp stab in his chest.
The travois had finally given way. Blearily, he
raised his head and saw they had almost
reached their destination. A peeling, half-
sunken building surrounded by mountains of
stone. It looked vaguely familiar. He con
centrated on not throwing up.
"Here," Fraser said, and helped Ray to his
feet. Ray grunted with pain, then gasped.
"Shit, that hurts," he muttered as he tried
to put his arm around Fraser's shoulder. "I
think this is going to be a bad idea."
"It's not far, Ray. I found what might have
been the old office. It will be better than the
shed."
Ray figured Fraser would explain it all
eventually. At the moment he concentrated on
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putting one foot in front of the other without
jarring his chest and making his breathing shut
down from the pain.
The building was small, cabin-like, possib
ly built during the first survey, since it was
made out of wood and not pre-fab. A battered
metal desk and chair stood in the center, with
empty metal shelving lining the wall behind.
Dust, dirt, torn papers, dirty rags, and broken
glass littered the floor. Nests of small rodents
or giant insects were scattered through the
wreckage.
They made their way to the back room,
which was bare except for a truly filthy sofa
that the rodents had torn up for nesting
material and, amazingly enough, a cast-iron
wood stove.
Fraser helped Ray lean gingerly against the
sofa back. Ray barely noticed; his breathing
had gone very shallow and he was starting to
blackout around the edges.
"We'll need the stove. There was some
kind of well in the back but the pump was
electric," Fraser informed him in that academic
voice while carefully removing Ray's jacket
and shirt. "Ray, you're hyperventilating; try to
slow down your breathing." In a peculiar mo
ment of clarity, Ray, realized that Fraser only
got pedantic when covering something up.
Graying again, he gave up on pushing Fraser
just this minute. Maybe later, after he got his
breath back.And the room focused again.
Ray's right side, from shoulder to waist,
was swollen and purple with bruising. Fraser
ran his fingers across the ribs very lightly, and
Ray winced but said nothing.
'This is going to hurt, Ray. I'm going to try
to probe a bit for injury."
"Fine. Whatever."
It hurt. Then it hurt more. A lot more. And
then it hurt exactly like Ray imagined it would
if someone stuck a hot six-inch knife into his
chest and let it twist there a bit.
"Christ, Fraser," he panted, and then had
to stop, because it hurt too much to speak.
"I'm sorry, Ray. I think you have at least
one broken rib, and probably several cracked
ones. The severity of the pain worries me,
though." And then Fraser shut up suddenly.
Christ. Wonderful, Ray thought. Fraser's
worried.
Fraser tried to make Ray comfortable,
messingwith the awful sofa cushions, vaguely
sweeping cleana bit of floor by the stove.
"I'll have to go and salvage what's left of
the supplies. I may be a while." He looked at
Ray steadily, almost measuring him,bothwait
ing and wanting acknowledgment, but deter
mined. Rayremembered thatlook—Fraser had
stared at him the same way while waiting in
the bank vault to drown. Ray looked back the
sameway, asbest he could.
'Til be okay."
Fraser nodded, then left.
It was a long time before Fraser returned.
It was cold and boring, and as the light
dimmed he grew anxious. Fraser was carrying
thesleeping bags and his and Danny's duffels.
He made a better nest on the floor with the
bags, and explained that this was all he could
salvage. The rest, in the back of the truck, had
slid off the back into the ravine. They were
lucky the truck was still there.
"Danny?" Ray asked.
"He's dead." Ray nodded and swallowed
hard. He knew it. He'd just needed to hear
Fraser say it.
Fraser was still speaking. "I buried him.
It's too dangerous, otherwise."
Animals, big ones, Ray guessed. But the
ground was getting too hard, so Fraser must
have piled rocks over Danny. They wouldn't
lastlong. He hated the thought of Dannylying
open to the night. He fought the thought down
and focused on the grim-coloredwall.
More cracking, thwacking noises came
from outside, and Fraser returned this time
with wood: by its appearance,a broken shutter
from the shed. Using the trash in the next room
for tinder, he lit the stove.
Then he was out of the office again,
crunching around the back, searching. When
he tromped back into the room he was carrying
a rusty pot and a can of something. The long
twilight was ending and it had been nearly
eight hours since the accident. Fraser had not
stopped working all that time, and as he
wrestled with the pot Ray could see how tired
he was.
"So what's the therapy for broken ribs?"
He found talking hurt, but the silence was even
more painful.
"I don't know," Fraser replied. "Something
to immobilize the chest, so the bones don't rub
so much, but I don't know that we have any
thing. I think you'll just have to not move as
much as possible until they heal."
"I can't just lie here."
"I don't think you have a choice, Ray. You
nearly blacked out several times just moving
around."
Ray thought about that, unhappily. Then,
'Tell me the rest of it, Fraser. I can tell when
you're hiding something."
Fraser sighed. "We have no transport. We
have no supplies. Winter freeze-up is due in
two to four weeks. I can scrounge until then,
but we'll have only traps for game after it
snows. We have no weapons or ammunition.
And this shelter is not weather-tight."
Silent, Ray sat, taking it all in. "Okay, so
what's the bad news?"
Fraser smiled briefly at that. "I'm worried
that you might have a punctured lung. Any
movement could drive the rib in again, and of
course there's the risk of infection. Our first-aid
supplies arepretty inadequate."
Ray nodded, still finding it hard to talk to
Fraser. He waited for more, but Fraser had un
buttoned his shirt and was peeling off his un
dershirt, his pale skin turning a deep brown
where the sleeves ended. With deft hands, he
ripped the undershirt lengthwise into long
strips.
Kneeling next to the sofa, he maneuvered
Ray gently forward, taking his weight on his
left shoulder. Ray shivered in the cold air, only
to feel the cold wash away in the flood of pain
that followed. He had just enough control to
prevent himself from biting the inside of his
mouth. Fraser hesitated after tying the last
strip, resting one hand gently on Ray's chest,
the other stabilizing Ray from behind. He cock
ed his head intently, listening to the beating of
Ray's heart beneath the wrappings. Fraser's
hands and face were clean, all traces of Danny's
blood now gone. His skin glowed brown and
copper where it had tanned and his eyes were
round, dark, and enormous. His face was very
still, covered by tiny lines of pain. Something
began to tighten in Ray's throat to a fine,
dangerous precision.
The moment stretched, and then a
whimper escaped from Ray. Fraser released
him with exaggerated care and Ray shut his
eyes in embarrassment. When he opened them
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Fraser was by the stove, feeding bits of broken
wood into its blackened belly. It seemed to be
an absorbing task, one that required real con
centration, for he said nothing more. A chill
wasp of air cut across the room, wending its
way through the broken slats in the floor. Ray
tucked his feet up underneath him, trying to
find a position that didn't hurt so damn much.
"Well," he said, finally breaking into the
darkened silence. "So what's the plan?" The
words startled him, but not as much as they
surprised Fraser, who shot him a questioning
look, only to look away, hunching closer to the
stove. The shutter wood was almost gone and
he'd have to round up more to keep it going
through the night. Ray licked his dry lips,
wanting water but afraid of pushing Fraser in
this strange, silent mood.
He must have dozed because he woke
hours later, when the room was pitchblackand
cold. The stove was still giving heat, but the
house's gaps and partial roof leached its
warmth away. Both sleeping bags were piled
on top of him. He tried to make out Fraser's
shape in the dark. He was sleepingnext to the
stove, lit by a dull red glow. He'd found a
wooden box for firewood. Pulling the covers
closer, Ray realized that he was wearing not
only Fraser's coat, but also his cap and gloves.
He wanted to shove off the covers and give
Fraser something to keep warm but the pain
trapped him in place. His eyes grew heavier,
and in spite of himself he fell backasleep.
The next morning Fraser rose early, found
water, and then opened the can he found. They
made a quick meal and Fraser disappeared
again before Ray could question him further.
The pile of wood stacked in the room grew
slowly all day. More boxes, probably used to
store equipment; the shed door. A few wood
braces from the mine. Fraser checked each
piece of wood carefully for bits of metal. By
midday, the pile was still depressingly small.
Later, Fraser returned with some roots and
spruce needles, which he boiled, and they
drank the liquid. It tasted horrible, like mold
with a bitter aftertaste.
"Hhhm, Yukon tea?" he asked, trying to
draw Fraser out.
"Actually, these are sura roots. They are a
good source of vitamin A. The needles contain
vitamin C," Fraser said neutrally. He was
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splintering the wood into smaller pieces.
Without an axe, he had to lever the wood
against the desk with hisbody weight.
Grateful that at least Fraser was speaking
again, Ray took the conversational opening. "I
bet the woods are full of stuff like that around
here?" He didn't know why, but it was impor
tantto keep Fraser talking.
"Well, the immediate area is denuded.
Strip mining requires a large quantityof wood.
Luckily it also requires a good water supply
and I was able to rig a bucket to reach into the
well."
Ray hesitated and then decided not to ask
how far Fraser had had to go to find even those
few items. Casting about for another topic, he
pointed to his chest. "So how long before we
can move me?"
It seemed the wrong thing to say. Fraser's
face, already remote and distant, closed even
further. He answered tersely, "Assuming you
receive the proper care and rest, ten days. It'll
give me time to fix the truck."
Ray blinked. "Fix the truck? Fraser, the
truck is lying on its back on the edge of a
ravine."
"Yes, but flipping it is just a matter of
leverage and basic physics. Then we just need
to get it running again and we can make it back
before the freeze." Fraser's voice was calm and
clear, and offered no room for disagreement.
No way to point out that there were no spare
parts and most cars required at least some
structural integrity in order to operate.
Sinking deeper into the sofa, Ray nodded
wearily. There was no use arguing with Fraser
when he was like this.
The next day passed and he waited for
Fraser to return. The pain kept sucking him
back into a gray zone, onewhere breathing and
fear merged into a large mass inside his chest.
Moisture ran down the walls of the cabin and
the dampness settled intohim,accentuating the
pain. Hecouldn't move and even smallthings,
like peeing and drinking, loomed large in his
mind. He tried a few times to push himself into
a more comfortable position. One time he mis
calculated, pushed too hard,and passedout.
When Fraser had not returned well after
sunset, he began to get worried. The cabin
creaked and whistled and the lack of candles
and lamps made the deepening gloom
smothering. He heard Fraser before he saw
him. Footsteps traveled slowly across the outer
office, stepping across debris with aching
precision. He heard a soft gasp and then Fraser
walked into the room. Squinting against the
dark, Ray could barely see Fraser. He was
moving strangely, cradling his right arm with
his left hand. He put more wood in the stove
and as the door swung open, the room
brightened and Ray looked more closely.
Fraser had hurt himself—even worse than
before.
"Fraser, you okay?" he asked, tentatively.
The back of Fraser's head nodded and he stood
slowly, carefully, holding his arm close to his
side.
"I'm fine, Ray. Just a little twinge I got
when rolling the truck back up. Excuse me one
moment." Fraser turned abruptly and left the
room. Puzzled, Ray listened and heard the
sound of flesh clunking against something
hard, and a faint, sickening, crunching sound.
Then Fraser came back into view, his arm
hanging stiffly but more normally at his side.
"See, right as rain," Fraser said and began
working on opening another can for their din
ner.
Ray stared at him, confused. Fraser
fumbled the knife he was using to pry open the
lid. His shoulders were tight and he lacked his
usual grace. "You dislocated your shoulder,"
Ray blurted out.
"Of course,Ray. But a door jambis a fairly
effective substitute for traction." Fraser was
dividing the contents—they looked like
ravioli—into two portions.
"Shouldn't you put ice on that?" The
words dragged out of him, unwillingly. "Or
something cold," he corrected himself even
more weakly.
Fraser shook his head and handed the tin
cup that doubled as a bowl to Ray. "No," he
said. The word bounced shapelessly back and
forth in the high corners of the room. He sat
there, not breaming, not blinking, as if he were
something honed into shape by wind and
weather. Then Fraser looked down into his
bowl, moved briskly over to Ray, dumped his
share of food into Ray's cup, and simply
walked away. It took Ray a moment to realize
he had left the cabin. Puzzled, he sat there for a
while listening for Fraser. He heard cracking
noises—more wood, he guessed. He looked
down at his food and lifted the cup. He really
had no appetite—in fact, he really had no
hunger. Nothing much could push past the
pain and the growing dullness that threatened
to cloud his mind. He put the cup down and al
lowed himself to gray out.
That night he woke, his body shivering un
controllably. He heard a soft whimpering noise
and realized with embarrassment he was
making the sound. Fraser rolled to his feet and
stared, his eyes night-dark, and picked his way
carefully over to the couch. Ray whimpered
again before firmly clamping his teeth, but
even the muscles of his jaw wouldn't obey.
Fraser's hands on his arm came as a shock
and he jerked his head in protest. Fraser ig
nored him and tried to place one arm across
Ray's shoulder to pull him close. He gasped in
pain, even the weight of Fraser's arm un
bearable. Fraser sat back, settling on his knees
and staring at him gravely. Ray finally under
stood; Fraser was trying to give him his body
heat, but there wasn't room for them both on
the sofa without moving Ray.
Fraser reached out again and began rub
bing his hands slowly up and down Ray's arm.
The friction warmed Ray and Fraser increased
the pressure until he was rubbing vigorously.
Without pausing, his hands traveled down to
Ray's hands, then his thighs, his calves, and
finally his feet. When that was done, Fraser
worked his way methodically back up Ray's
body. Ray felt his shudders slowly ease under
Fraser's touch. He blinked, welcoming the
small store of warmth that returned to him.
After a while, Fraser drew back, one hand
shaping around Ray's right wrist in the dark,
and then Ray's fingers. He crouched, his head
bowed, then solemnly moved away, the dim
stove light melting over his face. Ray wondered
suddenly if he knew Fraser at all. Puzzled, he
grew still, so still he could hear the beating of
his own heart until he slid beneath sleep.
More days passed; each day Fraser would
rise, parcel out their little food, and disappear.
He returned, every evening, looking more and
more grim. When he talked about the truck
repairs, he shifted from specifics to generalities.
Ray stopped asking Fraser how things were
going. Ray could see their food dwindling and
he could feel the nights growing colder.
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Fraser's face grew more and more haggard,
with dark circles underscoring his eyes. His
arm was still stiff and at times he fumbled even
routine tasks, like stacking wood or emptying
the pot that served as a bedpan.
Ray wasn't doing much better; the stove's
heat kept leaking through the exposed roof and
gaps in the floor. He was also unable to move
to warm himself; often, when Fraser was gone,
he'd find himself shaking so hard he imagined
his skin would simply slide off his body. But
the pain in his chest was the only marker be
tween what was real and what he imagined.
Pain tinted every moment and lay in wait for
him with every small move. He hated it, hated
how it trapped him in the small cabin, hated
how it shaped his every interaction with Fraser.
"Fraser..." he started one evening, watch
ing Fraser struggle with placing a plywood
board over the broken cabin window.
"Yes, Ray." Fraser balanced the board on
one hip and angled it into the frame. He barely
spoke to Ray now—when he wasn't working
on the truck, he spent his day trying to find
more food. Or futilely trying to prop up the
building to make it winter-tight.
"Nothing." Ray tried not to sound sullen,
but knew he failed. He was so tired of hurting.
He was tired of watching Frasertry so hard. He
was tired of waiting to get better. He rubbed
one hand gingerly across his chest and probed.
The pain sang under the slightest pressure. He
gasped and sagged back. He couldn't even im
agine ever being pain-free or warm again.
Fraser stepped back from the window and
pushed against the plywood. When he thought
it would hold, he stepped back. The plywood
fell with a crash. Ray had a sudden memory of
Fraser trying to piece the broken vase together.
He wondered how long Fraser would keep
trying before he gave up.
But Fraser just knelt down, picked up the
leading edge of the plywood sheet, lifted it,
and shoved it back into position. Ray realized
then that Fraser would never quit, that he
would keep working, would keep pushing
himself far past any human endurance.
He won't stop until he's dead, Ray thought
and felt suddenly sick. Fraser had meant it
when he'd said he'd do anything to keep Ray
alive. And you could not even pretend to hate a
man who would lay down his life for you.
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Ray was good at math. He was even better
at figuring things out. The truck wasn't going
to be fixed. They couldn't over-winter here.
Fraser couldn't build shelter and scavenge at
the same time. He was strong, but even he
couldn't drive the cold winter away. And if
Fraser stayed here any longer, winter would be
closeat hand and travel on foot impossible.
He thought of Steph, and Ussak, and Vic
tor. They had lost Danny. If Fraser didn't go
back, they'd never know what happened to
him. He thought of Ilene and Jason and all the
rest. If Fraser didn't go back, they'd probably
wouldn't survive another winter. If Ray's life
was held up against their lives, his life would
always come up short. He had failed his old
man. He had failed his mother and sister. He
had failed as a cop long before Fraser arrived.
He had failed Alain. And in the end, he really
couldn't blame any of it on the people of
Stewart Junction.
Ray felt surprisingly calm. As long as he
didn't think too hard and long, he knew he
would stay calm. And wasn't that the first
thing they taught you in the academy: no mat
ter what happened, you had to stay calm?
Wetting his lips, he hooked his thumb
around the tin cup Fraser had found in the tool
shed and sipped some water. He opened his
mouth to speak, then shivered.
"So, Fraser, how long do you think if11
take you to reach Stewart Junction?"
Grunting, Fraser shoved the plywood and
then wedged it into place with a smaller piece
of wood. 'Two days once the truck is fixed."
"And on foot?"
Fraser stepped around the end of the sofa,
tugging at his sweater. His eyes traveled across
the room as though he were searching for
something. "Well, it's a distance of two
hundred miles. There's at least ten hours of
light, so if the weather holds and the roads
aren't washed out a man can cover at least sixty
or seventy-five miles a day. Thafs four days on
foot for someone with full rations and in peak
condition."
"Ah well," Ray whispered, with a little
catch in his voice.
Quit stalling, he thought and smiled
crookedly. "So you'd better get started at first
light then? You'll need the coat, hat, and gloves
at least. Ifs not like I'll be the one traipsing
through the woods."
Fraser stood framed in the doorway. He
must have moved, so silently that Ray had not
heard him go. He couldn't see much of him; the
anglewas all wrong and he'd hurt himself if he
twisted to get a better glimpse.
Fraser's forehead, under the curling bangs,
was high and straight,and tight with unspoken
words. He seemed at once real and unreal,
caught between the desires to stay and to go.
Then he raised one chapped hand and rubbed
his eyes. It was an ordinary gesture. But it was
eloquent of weariness and sorrow in a way Ray
had never seen, and he was filled with shape
less melancholy.
Ray's fingers ached from clutching the
cup. He pried them loose and allowed it to clat
ter to the floor. The sound startled Fraser and
he stepped back into the room.
"I can set you up so you have food, water,
and wood in reach," Fraser began, the words
coming out in a rush. "You shouldn't move for
at least a few weeks." He stopped, silenced by
the sight of Ray's hands, knotted, clinging to
the edges of the sofa.
They stared at each other, caught in their
own thoughts until Fraser made a harsh, dry
sound, like a crow's laugh. He was looking into
the fire as if he were watching it weave a
dream to an ending. He turned away from it
abruptly, but not before Ray saw his eyes, black
and expressionless as the eyes of the dead,
eaten to the bone by the truth.
Then Fraser set to puttering around the
room, clearing more of the debris, trying to
seem at ease, his equilibrium recovered. It was
very different from the real thing, but Ray let it
slide.
He felt a wave of exhaustion overwhelm
him. Time enough to sleep later. After Fraser
was gone. Instead, he found the strength to
respond to Fraser's stream of conversation.
They would move the sofa within reach of the
stove. Fraser would spend the rest of the after
noon stacking and breaking as much wood as
he could find. He'd tour the site one more time
and hopefully find some more cans of food.
He'd also stack jugs and buckets of water,
again within reasonable reach. And he'd leave
by first light. Ray spent the rest of the day lis
tening while thunderheads gathered low in the
sky and threatened to surround them with the
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last bleak breath of autumn.
Morning came hard and fast, shaking Ray
awake with brightness. Fuzzily, he thought he
heard kitcheny sounds from the other room
until he remembered where he was. The
knowledge that Fraserwas still there both com
forted and annoyed him in equal measure. He
pushed the thought away and reached for the
bucket Fraser had considerately placed in
arm's reach.They'd have to figure out a way to
handle the waste before Fraser left.
He heard a tap on the doorframe and
looked up. Fraser was carrying two jugs of
water easily in one hand. "Good God, Fraser. If
I drank all the water you're leaving I'd float
away," he said, looking wryly around the clut
tered room.
An expression flicked across Fraser's face
and was gone before he could identify it.
"No harm having a bit of extra water. I
wish I could have found more food," he said,
gesturing to the three cans he'd pulled from
underneath the cracked boards of the storage
shed. Squinting, Ray saw a small pile of weeds
lying neatly next to the warm stove.
"What am I supposed to do with that?"
'Those are dandelion roots. Ideally, you
should grind them into a paste and bake them.
But you can boil them in water, along with
spruce needles, which—"
"—which are an excellent source of
vitamin C. Yes, I know, Fraser. I'll stick to the
canned food." Fraser rearranged a few of the
water bottles to make space for the new ones.
He seemed preoccupied; Ray suddenly wanted
to get this over so he could rest. His chest was
hurting badly—the dull throbbing of the
broken ribs was now matched by the burning
tensions of the bruises as they swelled and stif
fened.
"We need to do something about this—"
He gestured at the slop bucket.
"I thought of that. We need to keep you
from moving too much. So I've knocked a hole
in the floor and you can dump it through there.
You may want to cover it up when you're not
using it to help with the smell."
"I think I can manage," Ray said dryly,
gauging the distance from the sofa and think
ing it couldn't be far enough away. Fraser eyed
him worriedly over the kindling stacked next
to the stove.
"Let it rest, Fraser. You've stacked it six
ways to Sunday. Have you eaten, yet?" he
asked, pulling off the gloves and then the wool
cap without raising his arms.
Fraser glanced up and frowned, shaking
his head.
"Sorry," Ray muttered and then reached
out his hand. "You're going to have to help me
with the jacket."
Fraser seemed reluctant to approach him,
pushing the wood closer to the sofa.
"Fraser, come on," he growled. "If you
stack anything more around the sofa, I'll roll
over it and break my neck."
Fraser rose, sliding around the stacks of
wood and water like a dancer. Ray blinked, his
irritation fading as he was gently pulled for
ward and the coat unbuttoned. With some effi
cient tugging and mild wrestling it slipped off
and draped loosely over Fraser's arm. As
Fraser stepped back, sidestepping the piles
without looking, Ray felt absurdly as though
he were participating in a solemn ritual. The
thought made him uneasy. Something un
breakable and angled, like grief, was pushing
in his chest, into his throat; after a moment he
realized it was not grief,but something harder,
crippling and deep.
Fraser stared down at him, wearing
another of his inscrutable faces, and Ray puz
zled overit until he realized it wassimply fear.
Ray found himselflooking intodarkblueeyes,
unnervingly close. Fraser closed his eyes and a
muscle worked in his jaw. A stillness fell over
Ray, and over Fraser as well, it seemed; all ex
pression slid from his face, followed by the
quick motion of Fraser's chest as he drew a
breath.
Ray's chest leapt in response in an un
pleasant way. Beneath the constant pain, the
friction of broken bone grating against broken
bone was a new sensation, heavyand depress
ing.
Not knowing how to end it, he yawned ex
aggeratedly. "Hope you don't mind," he
mumbled. "Guess Iamstillsleepy. Didn'tsleep
too welllast night. I think I'll napabit longer."
He shut his eyes quickly before Fraser could
respond. He waited, until finally the floor
creaked. He heard the hiss of the stove as more
wood was added, the rustle as Fraser donned
the jacket, and finally the gravel faintly crunch
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ing beneath Fraser's boots as he faded into the
bright morning. Grimly, Ray kept his eyesshut
until he was certain the prickling beneath his
lids had passed.
The first day passed without too much ef
fort; he spent it dozing, eating his half-can at
noon and drinking warm waterto keep his in
ternal temperature up. Thebright morning sun
turned out to be only a briefbreakin the day;
soon the cabin grew dark as more rain clouds
gathered. He watched it rain lightly through
the broken window, where the sheet of
plywood had slipped when the winds
returned. The rocky hills deepened their color
as they became wet, and his mood followed
suit. Rain always seemed to seep into his
bones; in the last few years any bad weather
settled in his knees. He inched hisarms slowly
under the sleeping bag to rub them. His hands
missed the gloves, but he firmly told them to
stop complaining. He wished his ribs would
shut up too, but they kept singing theirchorus
of pain.
"Great, talking to my body parts. First sign
you're losing it." He didn't realize he had
spoken aloud until he heard the crack of his
voice. Pulling thecoversbackup, he sighed. He
was bored, too.
He leaned back, against the armrest, tilting
hishead to study the ceiling. There were water
patterns, and he amused himself trying to see
figures and faces in the yellow markings. That
could only pass so much time and soon he was
bored again.
The first night alone was unsettling. He
would hear something creak or rattle in the
rising wind and shake himself awake, his heart
pounding. He hadn't noticed the sounds when
Fraser was here. Of course, the trick was to get
any sleep at all; the pain was pretty much a
constant companion.
In the morninghe decided to try to move a
bit. He was getting too stiff and he remem
bered something about inactivity being a bad
thing. As he shifted the covers aside, he braced
himself on the armrest and swung his legs
down. Trembling, he rolled forward into a half
crouch. As he bent forward, the pain burst intofull force, racing around hischest in tightening
circles. Before he could stop he felt himself
retchand fought to keep his stomach down. He
made only a few tottering steps, before he real-
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ized he was not going to make it to the door.
Falling would be disastrous, so he retraced his
steps sweating.
Lying back on the couch, he stared about
the room with new eyes. This was it. The peel
ing wallpaper, hanging in sheets. The stained
yellow ceiling, the rotten floorboards. The four-
inch gap in the window and the open door
without a handle leading to the office beyond.
This was where he would die.
His body shuddered as he took in the
thought and tried it on for size. He would die
here. Ever since that day in Carey's store, he'd
known it would come to this. But at least he'd
die on his own terms and not at someone else's
hands. He'd die as Ray Vecchio and not
screaming in fear in the mud.
A red squirrelpopped its head through the
plywood gap, peering nervously around the
room. Something had been carting the room
away bit by bit over the years, gnawing on
woodwork. Given the lack of trees in the imme
diate area, Ray wondered how far this squirrel
had traveled to get here.
"Nothing here, folks. Move along," he
said, and watched its tail twitch before it disap
peared. His stomach growled. If he had a BB
gun he could have shot it and eaten it. Fraser
had killed a number of them in the months be
tween the salmon and caribou seasons, when
even rabbits were hard to trap. He'd always
refused to eat them; he drew the line at rodents.
But now he found himself surprisingly flexible.
Now, when ifd do him little good.
Irritated with that line of thinking, he
began calling up his favorite basketball plays.
He'd used this trick on boring stakeouts when
he'd been saddled with partners who didn't
careto even speak to him.
The squirrel's head appeared abruptly
again and it made a loud chittering noise. Ray
eyed it speculatively, only to see it streak into
the room and head for a small pile of insulation
hanging loose from the wall. It snatched a
mouthful, flicked its tail insultingly, and fled
through the window gap.
He fought a smile, then gave in. God, even
the squirrels were giving him the finger.
Yawning, he listened to the rain return and
watched it drip through the roof into the far
corner of the room. The soft pattern lulled him
into fitful sleep. The sullen glow of the stove
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greetedhim when he awoke in the evening. He
swung his legs to the floor and rolled a pieceof
wood with his feet until he could lift it without
too much effort. The sofa was perilously close
to the stove, but his reach was too limited to
allow any more distance. He warmed his
chilled hands, and then set to heating some
more water. The rain had stopped, but the utter
darkness outside told him the cloud cover had
remained in place. He sniffed the air and
smelled the tang of ozone, which could only
mean more rain. He suddenly wondered where
Fraser was, if he'd been able to find shelter.
There had been only a few houses in the last
fifty or so miles. Maybe there were more cabins
further back in, but that would mean a detour
and—
He angrily shoved the stove door closed
and rubbed his face. He knew what his father
would say, if that bastard were still alive. Trust
no one. Every man for himself. I am in it for
number one. And the old tried and true: ifs
your own damn fault for following that Moun-
tie.
He snorted cynically. He doubted his
father would have survived the plague. No, if
he had still been alive he would have died
scrabbling, bleeding on some barroom floor, far
from his family.
And without warning the tears came. They
welled up like unwelcome guests, ripping sobs
from his throat. A part of him sat in shock—all
this time and he'd never cried for Franny or his
mother. He'd never mourned them properly.
Had never said any prayers nor lit any candles.
But they were gone, so long gone.
He choked and then pinched himself,
trying to stop the tears. He hated crying; he
refused to cry. This was stupid. He sputtered to
a stop, then wiped his cheeks with his fingers.
The moisture glistened in the red stove light
and for a moment he thought he saw blood.
His body went rigid with alarm. The
adrenaline rush drove the last of the tears away
and he blinked until his hands swam and then
reshaped themselves into fingers, wet with
only tears.
His chest hurt and he softly rubbed the
bandages beneath his shirt. He gazed randomly
around the room, trying to find something to
distract him. The stove's glow was not bright
enough to reach the walls or penetrate the
darkness beyond the door. He stared dumbly
into the dark, growing more and more numb.
He watched the dark until it crawled into the
room to blanket him.
Ray struggled the next day to keep the fire
going, to drink, and to empty the slop bucket.
The can of food tasted funny and he debated
throwing the restout. He opted to leaveit half-
eaten for later. The rain had turned to sleet; he
could hear it striking the roof and bouncing off
the rocks wetly. He felt sluggish and a bit
feverish and dozed off and on.
Twilight had fallen when scrabbling woke
him. His lidswere gummed up andhe rubbed
his eyes. The squirrelmust have returned and
he felt absurdly grateful for the sight of some
thing living. He turned his head and froze.
A small black bear was licking the food
from the open can. He could smell its damp
fur, could hear its hoarse grunting as it pawed
at the floor. It was barely inches from his head.
He held his breath, hoping it would finish
quickly and then leave. The can rattled in
circles under the bear's tongue; then it lifted it
up, holding it between its jawsbeforedropping
it and snuffling the areain frustration. It batted
the can and then pawed at the two remaining
sealed cans.
Ray heard more scrabbling and forced
himself to remain still. Oh God, not another
one. Something small and red flashed at the
end of the couch and the squirrel peeked
around its edge. It saw the bear, peered briefly
at Ray, and then fled. Ray felt a sudden urge to
laugh.
A loud groan pulled his eyes back to his
right and he swallowed his fear. The bear,
tiring of the impervious cans, had batted them
across the floor. Small clouds of dust rose be
hind the cans as they rolled. The bear sneezed,
then shook its head. As it moved, its fur
gleamed in the stove light, smoothly rustling
like a flood of black water. Mesmerized, Ray
stared as its bulk rotated around the cans, past
the water bucket, and right into the hot stove.
A meaty roar burst into the room, jerking
him up involuntarily. The stove tipped, spilling
its contents onto the floor. As the flames
caught, the bear half rose on its legs, claws ex
tended, and Ray squeezed his eyes shut. The
room filled with smoke, driving the bear back
out into the front office and through the open
door.
Panting, Ray felt all his muscles release
their tension until he was watery and soft. His
heart raced and his lips tingled. The smoke
thickened and he looked at the stove in alarm.
The fire was still small—the leak from the roof
had dampened the bits of paper and debris so
they were smoldering rather than burning. But
not for long.
Galvanized, Ray swung himself up
without thinking. He bent forward, grabbed
the bucket, and tossed it over the stove and the
small fire. As the flames winked out, he felt
something shift inside his chest and was filled
with searing pain. He stared down, surprised,
before the world blacked out and he fell. Oh,
God, no was all he had time to think before he
mercifully lost consciousness.
The smell of smoke was strong. His mouth
was full of something and he spat it out. He lay
face down on the floor, his hand inches away
from the still-warm stove. He turned his head
and listened. He was alone. He wasn't certain
whether to be relieved or to cry. He tried to
push himself up off the floor and blacked out
again.
It was fully dark when he came to the
second time. The stove was cold, still lying on
its side. His body was shivering and for a mo
ment he wondered if you could shiver if you
were unconscious. This time he moved with
more care, rolling onto his good side. The pain
was liquefying and he tasted blood. His groans
pierced the room, broadcasting his distress to
the world outside. At least, that's what he im
agined, and he stifled his next moan. There
were worse things than bears and he didn't
want to advertise his whereabouts.
He focused on the shallow breathing tech
nique Fraser had taught him, but nothing
seemed to make the pain better. Each time he
tried moving he would come that much closer
to blacking out. And each time he grew weaker
until he finally lay there, waiting for the sun to
rise.
The next few days were a blur. He could
not raise himself up even to right the stove or
reach the sleeping bag. His body had stopped
shivering and there were moments where the
cold numbed him so badly that even the pain
faded away. In the afternoons he watched the
sun travel across the back wall only to fade
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away when the clouds returned. It was quiet;
the only sounds were his occasional whimpers
and gasps. Even the squirrel stayed away.
Amazingly enough, the second bucket of
water had stayed upright and was within his
reach. From time to time he would carefully
reach his cup up and over its rim, scoop up
water, and suck it down. He didn't know what
he'd do when the water level fell below his
reach. Somehow he couldn't think too much
about that.
He dreamed, small weird disjointed
dreams where he was walking in the snow
with Fanny and his mother, barefoot. They
kept teasing him about losing his shoes and
then he was ten, again chasing after the bullies
who stole his new Adidas from his locker. Each
time, he jerked himself awake and listened for
some sound, some hope of rescue. Fraser had
been gone five days already—or was it four?—
and he should be on his way back.
Ray coughed, his eyes tearing with the
pain. He'd developed some sort of infection,
maybe even pneumonia. Who was he kidding?
Even if Fraser ran all the way from here to
Stewart Junction, he wasn't coming back. Ray
was just like Alain: expendable. And he was
going to die like Alain—without dignity.
And there would be no one to bury him.
The thought obsessed him. There had to be
some way to prevent the scavengers from get
ting to him. Goddamn Fraser, he couldn't even
stick around and do this last little thing.
The coughing prevented him from getting
any rest, so the next morning the day seemed
hazy and unreal. It seemed too much of an ef
fort to even dip for water any more. He was
very warm now and kept touching his face
with his frozen hands to cool himself off. Pull
ing his fingers away from his face, he noted
they were wet. Is it raining now inside? he
thought dimly, before remembering he'd been
crying. That, too, didn't seem to matter much
any more.
The building creaked around him. The
wind had picked up, signaling another storm,
and the air had a heavy bite. It was going to
snow, he could tell by the falling temperature.
He licked his chapped lips, wondering how
long it would take for him to die. He thought of
suicide.Where were those handy sleeping pills
and plastic bags now? Oh, right, he'd forgotten;
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good Catholic boys don't get sleeping pills,
they get nailed to the cross and die slowly,
screaming for their mothers. He wondered if
Christ had felt the cold, or was it warm when
they strung him up?
He remembered his mother telling him not
to ask questions like that. His father had
laughed and told him not to worry, dead is
dead no matter how you get there. His mother
had yelled and there'd been another fight She
stopped attending mass with his father, which
was fine by the old man.
Ray shifted on his side, stifling the cough
ing spasms. He hated that his father was right.
The thing he had always admired about
Fraser—no, loved—was that he had known so
clearly what to do in any situation. Every day,
Ray had lived wondering what kind of dif
ference he could make, knowing that no one
respected his caring, and constantly listening to
his father's voice telling him he was no good, to
shut up and sit down. But Fraser had under
stood his doubts and failures. And had still
acted like Ray was someone worth respecting,
was someone worth spending time with, was
somebody worth saving. Once Fraser had even
thought Ray was someone worth loving. His
discomfort with Fraser touching him that way
seemed remote and small now. There was so
little love in his life and all he knew how to do
was push it away.
The room turned icy, his breath frosting
the air with each labored breath. The cold hurt
his face and he groaned in irritation. But the ef
fort shook him awake ever so slightly. The
smell of his own body waste filled the room,
making him sick. He wasn't going to die. Not
here, inside an old rotting shack, smelling of
piss like his drunken old man. He rolled onto
his stomach, this time not trying to silence his
cries of pain. And then, slowly, he pulled him
self toward the door, to the outside. He passed
out several times, each time clawing his way
back to consciousness. The pain kept grabbing
him and shaking him until he could have
puked—but there was nothing left. He had no
idea of time or space or distance. All he saw
was the open door and the gray rocks and
gravel beyond.
He came to feeling small wet pebbles
beneath his fingers. He could barely turn his
head, but fingered each stone like a gift. He
had made it. He smiled but found his face was
frozen.
The rain stopped but the clouds hung low
and dark. The gravel road sloped down and
away from him, curving before it disappeared.
Ray liked the thought that if he could just stand
up he could walk down the path, turn left, and
head back'home.
He laughed, a soft breathless thing. He
wasn't going anywhere. He was going to die.
Just as the Fraser he had loved had died. He
felt a wave of sympathy for Fraser. At least
he'd be dead, but Fraser would have to go on
living with the loss of his identity, his world,
and the innocence he'd tried so hard to protect.
Fraser had known this all along, from the mo
ment they first sat in Carey's bedroom: he
would have to sacrifice his compassion for
their survival. And while death had a thousand
doors to let out life, life had only one door you
could walk through. Fraser would now have to
walk through that door alone. Ray's only regret
was that he hadn't realized this until it was too
late.
Something wet trickled down his check
and he blinked. It was a snowflake. He could
see another one spiraling lazily down from the
gray sky. Then the flakes stopped, leaving the
wind to rush past the cabin and down the road.
He shuddered under its icy caress and
then lay still. Their survival was what Ray had
been fighting against all along. Not a battle of
wrong and right. Not a fight for civilization or
standing up for the little guy. No, he and Fraser
had been locked in a barebones fight for exist
ence.
He found it ironic that in telling Fraser to
go he had—without really thinking about it—
finally agreed to die on Fraser's terms. There
was no shelter from the rockslide. You couldn't
outrun it, you couldn't deflect it, you could
only stand there and accept that you couldn't
win. So maybe Fraser was right—only when
you accept that you cannot win, only when you
surrender, will you survive.
And it was somehow okay. Becausenature
madeuse of everything. The squirrel rummag
ing through insulation to build a nest. The bear
lapping up the remains of old campsites. In the
end nothing got wasted, nothing vanished;
everythingfound its own place and purpose.
A few more flakes trickled down from the
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heavens. Ray's open-mouthed, heavy breathing
sounded loud in his ears. Then he heard some
thing scratch and a soft tapping sound. He
opened his eyes weakly. Two ravens stood a
few feet from his head, studying him intently.
One was eyeing him suspiciously, while the
other bobbed its head up and down like a win
dow-shopper angling for a better look.
"Hey," he whispered. The suspicious one
rattled its wings. The curious one started hop
ping from foot to foot. "So whaddya say?" he
asked the curious one—George, he decided to
call it.
"Looks good, Barney. I think, whaddaya
say, it looksgood." It turned to the other, larger
one and opened its beak. The second bird
shook its head and peered more closely before
offering an opinion. "It'll do, I guess. There's
an awful lot of him."
"Well,somuch the better."George jumped
onto a nearby rock and resumed his bouncing.
"More for us!"
"And less for me, I guess, eh guys?" Ray
muttered, feeling very light-headed.
"Well," Barney began pompously, "I see
lots of nest-building opportunities there, with
that coat and shirt and all. Not much use for
the hair—it degrades too quickly due to its or
ganic nature." Ray snickered; the bird sounded
like Fraser lecturing on the medicinal proper
ties of some native root.
"But the buttons, the buttons. And eyes,
too!" George chirped, lookinglike a smallchild
eager for Christmas. He arched his back and
flapped wildly with anticipation.
"Have at them, boys," Ray said, gesturing
with one hand toward his chest. The pain,
which had been so dim and unreal, shot
through him, choking him, and he coughed
once, explosively. When he opened his eyes
again, thebirdswere gone. The snow had pick
ed up and a light dusting covered the gravel
and his arm and hand. The pain was wonder
fully absent, almost as if he had coughed the
last of it away. He could smell a faint piney
scent and opened his mouth. The snowflakes
dissolved sweetly on his tongue. One brushed
his nose, tickling him.
It was so peaceful here. His breathing
slowed and he felt the light-headedness return.
He floated slowly at first, then higher until he
could see the caved-in roof and the worn shed
standing next to it. The hills really were
denuded; only a small stand of scraggly
spruces had survived the ravages. Turning, he
followed the gravel road, just as he had im
agined, turned left, and headed west. As his
speed increased something white below caught
his eyes. Swooping down, he saw three wolves
chasing a herd of caribou. Curious, he leaned
closer and was then running fleet-footed beside
one of the stragglers. His mouth was open and
he was breathing hard—but it felt good to be
whole again, without pain. The doe swerved
and he shot ahead to cut her off. Overestimat
ing his speed, he found himself tangled
beneath her hooves and fell to the ground,
dying as she crushed his skull.
Then he was flying again, leaving the herd
behind. The air was crisp and the snow flung
itself into his face like sand-tossed sky. He
could feel the hum of life all around him,
electrifying him and pulling him along. When
he came to a river he allowed himself to fall
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and enter the partially frozen flow. His fins
scraped on some rocks as he hugged the
riverbed. The current was strong, carrying him
downstream to the sea. Then jaws closed
around him, grabbing him, lifting him out of
the water into the sudden light that broke
through the clouds and dazzled him, turning
the water into white gold.
He was standing on a cliff above the
Pacific Ocean, watching the setting sun turn the
sky and the clouds into layer after layer of gold
and red. The light bathed his face, warming
him, enfolding him until he could almost taste
its sweetness. He sensed someone standing be
side him and turned to look. But everywhere
he turned, the sun followed, filling his eyes so
he could not see. He turned and turned and
turned until he finally felt the brush of warm
skin and heard the sound of someone breath
ing his name, softly, like a song so remote and
clear.
Chapter 9: The Price
''Nobody is stronger, nobody isweaker than someone who came back. There is nothing youcan do to
such a person because whatever you could do is less than whathas already been done to him.
Hehas already paid the price"
—Elie Wiesel
The smell of fish frying was what he first
noticed. He couldn't be dead if there were fish
frying. He tried to open his eyes, but they were
too heavy and he fell back into his dreams.
One day he heard thumping nearby and
the sound of a child laughing. He must have
made some sound, because the thumping
stopped and the child went away. As time
wore on, more and more details filtered
through. The smell of astringent or rubbing al
cohol. The feel of cloth on his face. He swal
lowed something bitter once and nearly choked
on it. He was still coughing but not as badly as
before. He tried to remember what there was of
before but that too faded into the grayness that
was his dreams.
Once he thought he felt a hand touch his
chest and a deep voice murmur his name. He
thought he might have smiled.
When he finally came to, he was lying in a
narrow bed, in a cabin that was dark. The wind
howled outside and he could hear the rush of
snow against the windows. He tried to be
alarmed—here in this unfamiliar place—but it
took too much effort to think. He rested there
while his eyes adjusted to the near black. The
night grayed the finer details but he could
make out a man sitting in a rocking chair at the
foot of the bed. He sat motionless, almost like a
mannequin, watching him. It was Fraser, his
eyes glittering in the dark. Frightened, Ray
looked away and fought the weariness that
threatened to pull him back down. It was so
quiet in the room; the only signs of life were
the wind and the snow. He started to tremble;
his breathing sped up as a sudden thought
flashed across his mind. Maybe he was dead
and this was Fraser's ghost. He squinted, trying
to find light where there was none, wondering
if his eyes were playing tricks. But then Fraser's
arm moved, and Ray realized that if he were
dead it would be he who was the ghost. Not
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the other way around.
Experimentally, he tried to speak, only to
hear a long hiss. Startled, he looked around for
the source of the sound. When he looked back
Fraser was standing silently beside the bed. His
fingers rested loosely on the bedcovers, and Ray
remembered the touch of a hand. He tried to
speak again and now Fraser crouched next to
him, giving him a sip of water. He drank clum
sily, spilling, and tried again: "Wherrrr—?" and
then stopped, horrified at the creaking sound he
made.
"It'll be fine, Ray. You're fine." Fraser's
voice was low and husky. Ray nodded slightly,
feeling comforted by the sound.
"We got you in time. You had a pretty bad
fall and cracked a few more ribs, but nothing
was punctured. You developed pneumonia but
we've treated that. But you must rest." He gave
Ray another sip of water and then replaced the
cup on the nightstand. Ray peered around the
room, trying to make out more detail in the
dark; he could see quilts and dried flowers.
"I'm fine," he agreed, the words coming
out clear but thready. His throat was sore and
grainy but knowing he could still speak was a
relief. He turned his head, seeing Fraser a bit
more clearly. His face was a pale slash in the
dark, with two dark glistening eyes and a
steady mouth. His hair was tousled, as if he'd
just awoken from a deep sleep. Crouching next
to the bed, he looked like someone who had
been waiting a long time and would be willing
to wait even longer.
Ray closed his eyes, a sudden prayer well
ing automatically to his lips. He was alive, he
wasn't dreaming, and neither one of them was
a ghost. He felt his chest tremble as the reality
gripped him. "Hail, Mary, full of grace, the
Lord is with thee..."
When he opened his eyes Fraser was still
there, still waiting. "Fraser..." he started, and
then didn't know what to say. Fraser nodded
and settled back on his haunches. He gazed at
Ray with an odd mixture of weariness and
peace, as if he had brought some greattreasure
safely out of danger.
'There was so much—-" Ray started and
then fell silent again. What could he say? That
there was so much he understood now? That
there'd been no hope and that he had been
waiting to die? That in the end he'd believed
Fraser wouldn't come back for him and that it
had been okay? Looking at Fraser, he didn't
know if he could say any of these things. Ever.
He listened to the wind hiss around the
cabin and the silence between them, feeling the
old panic seep back into his world. His clarity
was fleeing and he struggled for composure.
Then he heard it—the sound of his breathing,
his chest rising and falling in perfect unison
with Fraser's. The rhythm calmed him, center
ing him on the dark> silent figure next to him.
He reachedout and gripped Fraser's hand.
"I learned, I learned something. There
were these ravens...I talked to them." Ray's
voice must have been weak, because Fraser
leaned closer. "I guess you'll think I was going
a little nuts. No," he said, looking for the first
time in a long time straight into Fraser's eyes,
"no, no, I wasn't, and you know it. They said,
they told me..." Ray's voice faded, with images
still so sharp in his mind that the edges pained
him and seemed to cut the meaning of all his
words away. Fraser's mask of calm concern
was slipping; his hand gripped Ray's harder,
careless and desperate with something he too
was mute about. "I wish, I just wish you'd told
me, Benny. You know, right? You're so good
with words, with stories. You should have told
me." There was no accusation, only weariness
and sorrow in his voice.
He waited for Fraser to judge him, and in
the quiet that followed he feared he had said
too much. But the dark was like a confessional,
freeing them both. "Ah, Ray, I couldn't," he
finally heard Fraser say. "Some people, they're
born here and live here all their lives and die
here, and they never know. And some people,
they learn and then they, they can't deal with
it. Some use drugs and alcohol and violence to
deal with it, but most people just close their
eyes and pull the curtain and turn on the lights
and forget. And some leave here, they just, just
stop..." Fraser's voice was breaking,and some
thing too like fear crept into his eyes.
"Hey, it's okay, Benny. Ssh, ifs okay. I'm
not leaving. I want to live."
He felt Fraser shudder, then pull his hand
back. He resisted the impulse to tighten his
grip. Fraser would stay or go at his own pace.
That was something he had also learned.
Fraser stepped back from the bed, leaving
an empty space behind. He walked slowly,
silently, to the rocking chair and resumed his
watchful position at the foot of the bed. And as
Ray listened for the snow, he fell asleep to the
sound of Fraserbreathing.
"Mr. Vecchio. My mom wants to know
when you're going to wake up?" Jason hung in
the doorway, kicking his stocking feet as he
swung on the roll bar. The woolen sweater
Ilene had knitted herself; Ray recognized the
pattern as the same as that on the quilt on his
bed. Jason's hair had grown long again and it
fell softly into his eyes. He was clearlybored.
Sighing, Ray pushed himself up and ges
tured for the boy to come in. Smiling, he ran to
the bed and then slid across the wooden floor.
It was hard being only ten. And cooped up in a
teeny cabin for months with nothing to do.
It had been two weeks since he had woken
in the dark with Fraser by his side. Ilene
watched him by day, and when she was out,
Jason ran and fetched for their "boarder." It
gave the boy something to do. As for Ilene, she
seemed to take pride in nursing him.
"Well, there, has my rug rat told you
what's for breakfast?" Ilene called out from the
kitchen. Jason and Ray exchanged wide grins
and then Jason put his hands to his lips. Ray
nodded and then said, "Sorry, Ilene. No, he
hasn't. Whafs for breakfast?"
"Ifs liver cake and spinach frosting," she
shouted, with Jason diiming in perfectly on
cue. The little boy collapsed in giggles and slid
through the door across the floor into the
kitchen.
Ray shook his head. It was the morning
ritual; Jason would "wake" him, his mother
would ask the breakfast question, and the two
of them would come up with an idiotic
response. Kid humor.
Ilene carried the tray into the room, her
blue eyes grinning. She wore a long white
smock over her sweater and two layers of
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pants. Her blond hair gleamed in the white
light, a perfect match for Jason's tow head. The
snow outside turned the windows into hazy
white panes directing and reflecting the sun
light. The cabin was warm and cozy.
The tray held two small brown pieces of
bread and something green heaped on top of
them. It was rye bread and watercress—what
Ilene called "egg salad watercress" sandwiches,
only without the eggs. They had run out of but
ter and other toppings for their bread, but some
greens could be found even in this weather.
'Thanks, Ilene. Have you already eaten?"
he asked politely, gesturing to the chair.
She sat down. They spent many hours
chatting whenever they were snowbound.
"Yes, thank you. I'll fix something later in the
day. I'm trying a new bean casserole."
"Mmmhm, beans." Ray bit into the
sandwich. It tasted cool and peppery and was
quite good. "What did you do with them the
last time? They tasted like something Indian."
"Secret spices," Jason shouted from the
kitchen.
"More like good cooking," Ray replied,
directing his comment to Ilene. She shook her
head at him.
"Really, Ray. Now I know you're getting
healthy; you're shoveling it in."
Taking another bite, Ray kept talking.
"Well, my mother taught me one thing: never
criticize a cook in her own kitchen. No, actual
ly, she taught me two things: one, never
criticize a cook in her own kitchen, and two, al
ways tell the cook her food tastes great. Actual
ly, my mother taught me three things: one—"
"Your mother should have taught you not
to talk with your mouth full. Thafs how the
cook knows she's not appreciated. If they talk,
they aren't eating it." She brushed her hair out
of her face with one hand. Her face had a few
more lines than he remembered and was much
thinner. Before she had looked housewifely,
edging comfortably into sedentary plumpness.
Now her face and wrists showed their bones
and her skin had a sallow sheen. Ray swal
lowed his last bite, acutely conscious of how
stretched their resources were. His stomach
growled, angrily demanding more.
'Thanks again. It was good," he said
solemnly and handed the tray back to her.
Their eyes met and she nodded back. In taking
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him in, she had to work harder. He suspected
Fraser was helping offset his upkeep.
Thinking of Fraser, he looked out the win
dow. He hadn't stayed the night, having been
called away to help with some emergency at
Ron's house. Catching his glance, Ilene rose
and turned to the kitchen. "You can stop look
ing for him. He stopped by earlierthis morning
and said he'd be here for dinner. Hope you can
amuse yourself until then."
"Actually, I was thinking of going out
today. It looks fairly mild and I can—" Her
fierce expression stopped him. "Well, ifs just
that Jason has been cooped up and I thought it
would be good for..." He tried for confused
and innocent but withered under her skep
ticism. "Well, at least I can help clean up inside
the cabin."
"I had been flunking of you walking Jason
through his math lesson. What else did you
have in mind?" Her eyebrows rose in chal
lenge. Looking around the painfully neat cabin,
Ray winced.
"I can do the dishes. Thafs the third thing
my mother taught me. Those who don't cook,
wash."
She laughed then and waved her hand at
him. "It's a deal. I hate washing and I can use
the weather break to visit with Rita. Just be
sure to stand slowly, don't bend, and have
Jason lift the buckets of water. After his math
lesson."
"Yes, ma'am," he and Jason chimed, al
though Jason sounded a little less enthusiastic
now that math was involved in the equation.
After she left, the math was "lessoned,"
and the dishes were washed, he and Jason sat
at the kitchen table. Jason pulled out his draw
ing notebook and began doodling. Ray sat stiff
ly in the chair,his ribs still healing. Pure white
light filled the room, and he looked around the
cabin. Hand-knitted throw rugs, sweaters, mit
tens, socks were neatly arrangedover every ex
posed surface. Ilene had found her niche:
cooking and knitting. A book lay open on her
sofa: Basic Weaving and Spinning. By next year,
she'd have mastered both skills. The normalcy
of it all was overwhelming. He still felt discon
nected at times, lost and without purpose. He
wondered whether he'd ever feel normal again.
"Mr. Vecchio—" Jason tapped his hand,
interrupting him.
"Ray. It's okay to callme Ray."
"Sure, okay. Does this look right?" Jason
held out a pencil drawing. It was quite star
tling: two ravens perched on a rock, one peer
ing curiously, at the viewer, the other looking
off to the side, flapping its wings. Ray felt a
chill across his back.
"What made you draw this?" he asked,
holding the drawing uncomfortably between
his fingers.
"You kept talking about ravens when you
were—you know, when you were—deler—
deler—"
"Delirious," Ray supplied and slid the pic
ture across the table. "Have you ever seen a
raven?"
"Yes, sure, lots of times. Anyway, I
thought ifd be neat if I could get them right.
Did I?"
Looking at the boy, his eyes open and
curious, Ray shoved his misgivings away.
"Sure, you did fine," he answered casually. He
tried not to think of the other things he might
have said while he was dreaming.
"I've got lots of other pictures, do you
wanna see them?" Jason reached for the draw
ing book, but Ray shook his head.
"How'd you like to sneak out instead? Just
for a brief walk down to the path and back."
Jason frowned, uncertain.
"Of course, I'll need your help to go slow,"
Ray continued. "And to lace my boots for me.
Are we on?"
Still hesitating, Jason thought for a mo
ment and then said, "And you'll need me not
to tell my mom?"
"No." Ray laughed. "I wouldn't even ask
Fraser to lie to your mom." Jason's face
lightened. He was a good kid, conscientious
and smart. He'd grow up to be a good man.
"Okay. I'll get something warm for you to
wear."
He heard a trunk lid rattle open. Jason ap
peared, trailing a long brown coat. It smelled of
mothballs and he held it reverently. Ray knew
it was his father's and accepted it solemnly.
Jason held his hand all the way to the path and
back to the cabin.
He slept the rest of the afternoon and rose
a few hours later to build up the stove. He put
on Ilene's casserole to reheat, shook his head at
its pitiful smallness, and set the table for four.
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Ilene smiled appreciatively when she brushed
into the cabin, blustery and cold. Fraser held
the door open for her and kicked his boots off
on the sill. Diefenbaker sailed in and started to
shake his coat.
"Dief," Fraser reminded and the wolf
slunk outside, shook himself thoroughly, and
then trotted in quickly, tongue lolling.
"Smells wonderful," Fraser said, helping
Ilene with her coat. Fraser's own long coat was
wet around the hem. Snow had frosted his bare
head, and as it melted it trickled in small
rivulets down into his polo neck.
"You always say that, Fraser!" She flushed
a bit, although with her complexion it was hard
to tell. Fraser smiled back, and then neatly
hung up both of their coats on the back wall.
His shoulder was still a bit stiff and he favored
it as he lifted the heavy coats up and over the
hooks.
"Not unless he means it," Ray answered
from the back of the kitchen, ladling the beans
into bowls. Fraser stepped around the normal
cabin clutter casually, gracefully crossing the
small room until he filled the entryway into the
kitchen. His nearness brushed up against Ray,
leaving him flushed with warmth that lingered
long after Fraser walked past him to open the
cupboard. "You sit, Ilene, and rest. Ray and I
will handle it from here."
She sat listening to Jason tell her about the
day while the two men maneuvered around
each other in the small kitchen. They never
seemed to get in each other's way. Jason
whispered something in her ear and she bent,
frowning.
"Is this right, Ray? You left the cabin?" Ray
shot a glance at Fraser andthenreturned tohis
ladling.
"We dressed warm, went slow, and only
walked down to the path." Fraser was watch
ing him carefully, looking for signs of distress,
but he knew there were none to be found. "I
am fine. Really, mom."
Ilene sighed and looked around her cabin.
"I guess it must be hard, cooped up in here. But
promise me you'll wait until I am around for
anything more vigorous."
"He will," Fraser answered firmly for him.
Ray raised his eyebrows and kept ladling.
They sat down and Fraser said grace. After
a few moments of silence, Ray asked after the
latest news.
'There's a lot happening, or rather a lot
has happened," Fraser answered after some
thought. "You know there's a food shortage."
Ilene shot him a surprised glance. Up to this
point, their evening meal conversations had
been filled with gossip and daily activities.
Sensing Fraser's shift in direction, Ray simply
nodded.
"So Istas and I need to decide tomorrow if
we need to adjust the rationing."
Ray slowed, the food sticking in his throat.
"How much?" he asked.
"It depends on the weather patterns. Even
after the ice breaks if11 be a month before we
can fish. Months after that before the first crops
come in." He looked exhausted, his skin thin
and lined with worry.
"So spring is our next vulnerable period,"
Ray mused. 'The weather may be better, but by
then we'll..." He stopped and looked down at
Jason. "We'll have to deal with the mud.'
Jason scowled. He hated mud, probably
because he tracked so much of it into the cabin
and had to clean it up. He rolled his feet
against Diefenbaker, who was dozing under
the table. Ilene looked grateful that they had
shifted the topic slightly in front of Jason, but
the news of more rationing made her look ner
vously at her kitchen stores.
Fraser finished his bowl and leaned back.
'Thank you, Ilene. It tasted better than usual.
What did you use? Cardamom?"
"Cumin, and don't be giving away my
secrets, Fraser." She gestured at Ray, who was
eating his meal more slowly.
'Tf you still have some seeds left we can
try planting it this spring. It likes hot weather
but if we position it on the south wall of the
cabin it may get enough sun."
Ray scraped the bottom of the bowl. He
recognized Fraser's forced lightness. "You
know, Fraser," he continued, "since the
weather is the big variable, why not factor it in?
You know, like a random variable thingie in
the math equation."
Fraser considered the idea thoughtfully.
"You mean like the X variable."
"Yeah, Jason and I were doing algebra
today. If two trains leave at the same time at a
rate of fifty miles per hour, how far until they
meet. Somewhere between X and Y is the range
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of where they could meet, plus or minus—"
"Factors for wind, grading, and other vari
ables." Fraser supplied.
"Right. Ifs not foolproof, but if11 give
you—" He paused and looked down at Jason,
who was following this intently. "—maximum
coverage for the maximum...units."
Fraser nodded. "I'll think about it, Ray. Ifs
the...maximum number of units I am worrying
about."
"Yeah, I know ifs not easy" was all Ray
could find to say, but it seemed to be enough.
Some of the tension faded from Fraser's face
and he relaxed in his chair slightly. How long
Ray stared at Fraser he did not know, only that
his eyes suddenly shook and the conversation
shifted to weather patterns and Ilene's knitting.
After Fraser left, Ray sat up thinking.
Fraser could do reams of math in his head. He
knew how to ration and calculate caloric in
take, and certainly he didn't need Ray to ex
plain basic algebra. It was something else that
Fraser needed from him. Listening to Ilene's
rhythmic breathing from the other bedroom,
Ray had the beginnings of understanding. He
blew out the last candle and made his way
slowly into his room in the dark. It could wait
until tomorrow.
Ray kept Fraser's word and took only
short trips under Ilene's supervision. Ilene
tolerated his impatience for only another week
and then set him to carding wool when his con
stant complaints of boredom grew tiresome. He
liked the simple, repetitive task of combing and
recombing the wool. Once it was gone, they'd
have to find a substitute—there were no sheep
or goats or cotton. Ilene was studying hemp;
they might be able to grow it in the short sum
mer and it had many uses.
He was finally "released" and spent the
first above-zero day walking around the town
center. It bustled with activity—the weather
breaks were too few and they still had to haul
in firewood, clear snow, and check the traps.
Most people nodded in greeting as if he hadn't
been gone for months. It wasn't until he
reached the civic center that he realized what
was different. People were making eye contact.
They were busy, preoccupied, but they no
longer gazed past him as though he were a
ghost. He stopped short on the center's steps
before reaching the door. Sweeping the imme-
diate area, he decided to test his theory on the
next random person who walked by.
He didn't have to wait long; Evan Snyder
scrunched past, his dour face hardly improved
by the beard.he'd taken to growing. It made
him look like a badger with beady eyes squint
ing suspiciously at the world. Claiming the
porch railing, Ray raised his hand in greeting.
"Hi, Evan." Evan looked up, barely breaking
stride, and grunted. His hunched shoulders
turned the corner and he was quickly out of
sight.
At least some things haven't changed, he
thought with relief,and entered the building. It
was cluttered with books and paper piles on
the tables. Makah and Ron Shinn were study
ing a set of blueprints while Brian sat, his leg
propped up on a stool.
In the other corner Elu and Larry stared at
survey maps of the area. Ray wandered over to
their table and nodded in greeting.
"Hi, Ray. You're up now." Elu grabbed a
large book and used it to flatten the map she
was rolling out. She looked tired and, like the
rest of them, much thinner.
"Yes, finally. Hello, Larry!" Larry was
steadying the other end of the rollof paperand
waved one hand in greeting without looking
up. "Sorry, Ray, can you give me a hand here?"
he asked as the overlarge paper started to slide
off the table.
"Sure," he said, reaching and pulling the
map back into position. "What are you work
ing on?"
"Cropland," Larry answered. "We only
have garden plots in the immediate area. We're
looking for land within easy reach of the river
thafs already been cleared and only oneday's
walk from here." He traced a spot on the map
with steady, sure hands. "We have to plantas
much as we can—the season is too short here."
That made sense—the tribes who had
lived here had succeeded because their num
bers were small. But they wereheavilydepend
ent on hunting and fishing. It would take years
for the fish to return. And caribou migration
patterns had changed significantly since the
pipeline was built.
"But what about irrigation? Don't we
need—" Ray asked and then stopped. "So
thafs what they're doing," he observed, nod
ding in Brian's direction.
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"Right, in the summer months we can use
the river to flood the irrigation channels. But
we need a steady supply of electricity to keep
the water pumped into the cabinsand the sep
tic system." Larry rubbed his stubbled face.
Ray studied him carefully; no sign of alcohol,
no slurred words. Standing side by side with
Elu, he hardly looked like the angry drunk who
had threatened him a few months ago. Ray
smiled wryly and realized he was hardly the
same man either.
"...so we'll go back for the boiler again in
the spring," Larry was continuing, and Ray
pulled himself back to the land surveys. "But
by then Elu and I will have a pretty good idea
how much land we can plant immediately. We
can plant multiple rounds of quick-growing
crops later, when we have more land cleared."
"We're thinking of planting spinach and
cowpeas early—the biggest bang for our buck
early on." Elu waved the list she was making.
'Tomatoes will be one of the things we'll have
to wait until June to plant. Seedlings we'll start
indoors earlier, and then transfer them under
plastic, which will heat the soil."
Ray's mouth watered at the thought of
tomato sauce. "But we don't have a green
house. How are we going to start the see
dlings?"
Elu smiled and held up a finger. "Larry
and I figured that one out already. We all have
kitchen windowsills? Lots of light, close to the
stoves? We each can start one hundred see
dlings and then thin them as we go."
"So are we going for what's easy to grow
or whafs—you know—balanced, vitamin-
wise?" His mother had been big on daily
vitamins—she had once seen children with
rickets when she was growing up and wanted
allof herchildren to be strongand healthy.
Larry looked thoughtful. "We're focusing
on speed and survivability. We know we want
diversity and they have to breed true—you
know, give seedsthat we canuse next year. But
we haven't gotten to figuring the nutrition part
yet."
"I've added it to the list already, Larry."
Elu pointed to her notebook. It was filled with
numbers and row after row of lines. Ray would
have felt sorry for Larry but he was clearly
energized and focused on his work.
The door opened and, without turning,
Ray knew Fraser had walked in. Larry stooda
bit taller and Elu began searching for some
thing among the pile of papers. Diefenbaker
rose from next to the stove and walked over,
his tail waving. As he watched the groups
begin to converge on Fraser, he realized why
Fraser was looking so tired every night. So
many questions, decisions, problems to solve.
And tempers to soothe, he noticed wryly, as
Brian threw down his blueprint in disgust and
wagged his finger at Ron.
"Look, who is the engineer? You or me?
Oh, I am, aren't I?"
Fraser stepped forward and nodded at
them both.
Ron looked embarrassed but stood his
ground. "I know you're the engineer, Brian.
But I think if we rig it that way, you'll end up
blowing the whole thingsky high."
Fraser leaned over the blueprint, and then
turned it around. "Oh," he said mildly, and
then went silent.
They looked at him and then back at each
other, waiting for Fraser tocontinue. He angled
hishead and then turned the blueprint around
again. And then again.
Brian slowlystarted to laugh. "Okay, I take
your point, Fraser. Itdoesn't matter which way
we attach the pipe; ifs thedirection of thepres
sure that matters."
"And that," Ron interrupted, "depends on
the type of boiler we end up using." The two
menhadthe grace to looksheepish.
"I expect you're right," Fraser said, drop
pingtheblueprint. "Glad tohaveyoubothhere
to help us with this project." He smiled, a
graceful flash, and nodded politely to them
both. Ashewalked away, it seemed to Ray that
Fraser was smiling abitmore. Fraser putonhis
hat and shut the door behind him, leaving Ray
to hope the smiling was not one of the things
he'd been imagining.
That evening, they went over the agricul
tural plans in detail. It all seemed so fascinat
ing: how much acreage they could farm, how
much labor was needed, how to balance their
nutritional needs, and how to store the food.
For the first time, Ray understood why men—
young men—were so important in farming
communities. Without tractors or heavy farm
equipment, every pair of strong adultarms was
needed. After Jason went to bed, they used a
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few more candles to go over Elu's and Larry's
recommendations. Ray didn't add much to the
plan—but it seemed to help to listen. And
learn.
He was still bored, and finally broached
the topic one evening. "Fraser," he said, after
putting the last of the dishes away. "I may not
beback full strength, but there's got tobemore
than this that I can do." He gestured around
Ilene's cabin.
Ilene raised her eyebrows at this. "No offense, Ihope, Ilene," headded hurriedly. Ilene
shook her head and smiled.
"As much as I like having—" She paused
and corrected herself, "—we enjoy having you
around, I understand. I think he's right,
Fraser."
Fraser sat quietly at the table, holding his
cup in his hands, staring at the tablecloth. He
looked up and Ray caught a glimpse of some
thing like gratitude in his eyes, before he
blinked it away. "What do you have in mind,
Ray?" Fraser asked.
His question startled Ray, although hehad
given it some thought. It reminded him so
much of their Chicago days, when they'd dis
cuss cases and crimes. Looking down at his
shoes, he felt a lump in his throat. He hadn't
remembered how much he missed those con
versations.
Glancing up, he saw that Fraser had
noticed his confusion, and tried not to feel
miserable about it. "Well, I know a lot about
engines, cars, etc. We're covering electricity
with the boiler project and we're working onfood production. But if we're ever going to be
sustainable we need to find a way to get farm
equipment to move. And cars and other
machinery."
"But, Ray," Ilene chimed in from her knit
ting. "We have no gasoline."
"But there are alternatives—ethanol, corn-
based substitutes," Fraser said, his eyes never
leaving Ray's face. The gaze seemed intense,
intimate. It pulled athim, as though some mag
netic core within Fraser's being exerted a
powerfuldraw on his eyesand brainand heart.
"Yeah," he found himself saying. "And
there's gotta be books on the subject. I can start
the research alone and then bring youmy find
ings?" Somehow it was important to leave
Fraser awayout, awaytoback down graceful-
But Fraser refused the opening. "No, Ray,"
he said firmly. "Ifs a good idea. I'll talk to
Nodin and see if he has time to spare. The traps
arehardly full this time of year and he was as
king for something else to do."
A bit.dazed, Ray nodded and sat down
across from Fraser. The candlelight changed
Fraser's face from moment to moment, flicker
ing across his cheeks and forehead. Only his
eyes remained constant, lit by some private
thought. They sat there in silence until it was
time to leave. And in the dark, waiting for
sleep to claim him, Ray wondered if he would
ever see Fraser truly happy again.
His routine changed after that. His days
were spent in the civic center, poring over
books and manuals with Nodin. Although
Nodin hadn't finished high school, he had a
good mechanicalsense and seemed to enjoy the
thought of developing a fuel source. He
wanted to work on a heating source too, but
they both agreed to focus oh available raw
materials and work from there.
He finally encountered Istas, too. The man
walked past, nodding politely on his way to
the tanning station. Istas hadn't changed either.
Later, he came into the center, where he
worked alone, quietly repairing shoes. Ray felt
relieved to see he held no animosity toward
him.
Ray grew tired quickly and often would
rest at the center before heading back to Ilene's
cabin. The families would take turns supplying
a small lunch for the crew working at the cen
ter. Rita Manchester came in one mild day with
a pot of beans and the center took a communal
break to eat. Ray found himself sandwiched be
tween Rita and Elu, politely listening to them
chat about recipes.
"So, Ray," Rita asked, taking a sip of
water. "Has Ilene introduced you to her Dead
Fish Casserole?" Rita had been a very plump
housewife before the plague hit, but now her
skin hung loose on her face. Her thin brown
hair had started to fall out, leaving small
patches near the back.
"Don't tease him, Rita," Elu smiled. "She's
just jealous. Ilene's come up with a pretty good
set of recipes. Not much you can do with fish."
Ray kept eating from his small bowl,
knowing better to comment on any woman's
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cooking.
'That's not true, Elu." Rita laughed good-
naturedly. "Am not jealous. Ifs just that if she
makes the Dead Fish Casserole, ifs official."
Both women chuckled in unison. Ray had no
idea what they were talking about, but his con
fusion didn't bother him as it had before.
"Well, at least thafs an improvement on
how they used to do it." Naomi's voice floated
over from where she was sitting sewing. "Hang
a string of dried fish on the girl's doorstep. If
her family took it into the lodge, you had your
answer. If they fed it to the dogs, then you had
the other answer."
Ray coughed and ducked his head. It was
hard, living in such a small community.
Everyone saw everything and everyone had an
opinion on the everything they saw. It was a lot
like his old neighborhood. He was saved by
Nodin, who walked over and asked him about
using softwood as an ethanol source.
His evenings were split among Jason,
Ilene, and Fraser. At the end of each meal, the
adults would chat and then Fraser would rise,
take Diefenbaker with him, say good night, and
return home to his cabin. Ilene would tuck
Jason into bed and then Ilene and Ray would
spend a few minutes talking quietly. It was
usually small things—her lesson plan for Jason,
repairs she wanted to make to the cabin, idle
chatter. Ray often felt she wanted to talk about
other things—her husband, her life before the
plague—but a silent barrier hung between
them, a reticence that Ray wasn't sure was
there but didn't want to test.
He finally gave up worrying about it and
focused on his project and helping Ilene and
Jason out. He was deeply grateful to her for
taking him in, but knew better to mention it.
"What are you smiling at?" Ilene asked, in
terrupting his thoughts. She was sharpening
her cutting and boning knives, a tiresome task
that she would only do in full daylight when
she could see clearly. Now, with twilight fall
ing, she was hurrying to finish it before Fraser
arrived for dinner.
"Mom, when can I use the table again?"
Jason whined. He wasn't allowed at the table
while the knives were sharpened. Ray shook
his head warningly at the boy and he slouched
back onto the sofa.
"Hm, oh, I am sorry, Ilene. I was just think-
ing of something Larry said yesterday." Now
thatLarry was no longer drinking, he'd actual
ly shaped up to be a pretty funny guy. And a
very hard worker.
"Well, don't let me put a damper on it,"
she replied primly, giving the knife a good
scrape.
"Damper?" Ray asked, puzzled, watching
the white light glint off the steel rod she was
using.
"A damper on your smiling. Ifs good for
you. Suits you," she said, looking up, her own
face lighting up with a grin.
Ray flushed and flipped a few more pages
of the cookbook he had been idly reading. Her
eyes rested on him a bit longer than normal
and he found himself liking it. "So where did
you get all these knives?" he asked, pointingat
the neat rows covering the table.
She deftly put down the vegetable knife
she was holding and picked up a smaller
paring knife. "They're not all mine. I'm doing
them for Elu and Steph. Elu will be fixing
Jason's shoes. And Steph promised to install a
new pipe outlet outside the house this sum
mer."
Ray nodded. Bartering services made
sense. "I thought Susan was our pipe expert?"
he asked. He tried not to think of Steph often.
She hadn't been at the civic center these last
few weeks.
"She is. But she and Susan decided we'd
need more than just one expert. So she's been
over at Susan's house all month—actually
Susan's shed—learning how to weld. Can't do
it in the center 'cause ifs too messy."
"Ah" was all that Ray could find to say.
A quiet knock and Fraser entered the
cabin. He saw the knives on the table and
turned to leave. "Sorry if I am too early. I can
always come back later."
"No." Ray and Ilene both spoke at the
same time and smiled at each other. "It's okay,
Fraser," Ilene continued. "If11 only take a mo
ment for Ray and me to put the knives away
and serve dinner. Have a seat."
Fraser stood a moment, awkwardly,
shrugged off his coat,and sat down in the rock
ing chair. Jason sat up and began prattling but
Fraser seemed preoccupied and spent some
time staring down at the throw rug. His eyes
kept lifting to watch Ilene and Ray chatting as
they sorted the knives. He watched them all
through the clearing and setting of the table,
tracking them as they criss-crossed the room,
chattering easily with each other. Eventually,
Jason grew tired of trying to tell him about his
day and sank back into the sofa with a bored
sigh.That seemed to rouse Fraser and he spent
the next fifteen minutes listening to an excited
rendition of the story Jason had just read about
a frog-jumping contest.
Dinner was relatively normal, with the
conversation light and easy. The meal was
equally light; their rations had been cut again
and the food barely stilled the constant ache
that filled their bellies each day. They drank
water to compensate. When Ray rose to start
clearing dishes, Ilene shoved her chair back to
join him. Fraser jumped to his feet, grabbed
Ray's arm, and spun him around by the
shoulders until they both faced the kitchen.
"Please don't trouble yourself, Ilene. Ray
and I will handle the dishes tonight." Ray felt
himself propelled across the wood floor by
Fraser's smooth handling. It felt good, familiar,
like a well-worn path they had walked together
many times. Ilenewatched them, puzzled, for a
few minutes and then settled on the sofa for a
brief nap. Jason was soon tucked up against her
under an afghan.
Once inside the kitchen, Fraser released
him, filled the sink, and moved aside to allow
Ray access. Ray washed, while Fraser dried
and stored the dishes and pots. When the time
came to stow the casserole dish, Fraser reached
around Ray, shifting him to the side to reach
under the sink. His other hand steadied itself
on Ray's hip as he knelt. Ray stirred under the
touch, feeling peaceful in the last warm eve
ning light. His heart began to open tentatively
to something he had not felt for years.
Fraser loosed him reluctantly, then moved
away. Listening to the soft bustle behind him,
Ray thought he heard Fraser say something
and looked over his shoulder. Fraser faced
away from him, stowing the silverware. He
looked relaxed: his blue shirtsleeves rolled up
past his forearms, his slippered feet straighten
ing Ilene's multi-colored throw rugs as he puz
zled over the knife tray.
Gazing at Fraser, Ray wandered, beyond
time, beyond memory. Then he felt Fraser's
hand gently brushing against his skin and he
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dropped back into time. The water was cold
and he turned unwillingly back to washing.
The night was dark and he could see the snow
falling. The brief weather break was over and
the storm had returned.
"Mom, why can't I go to the centertoo? Ifs
boring here."
'^ Because we're using the center to work.
And don't worry—when the cold weatherends
we'll have lots of uses for you. This may be the
only time you have to study, so getback to it."
The storm had lasted two days. It was
clearing, but still very cold. Jason was sup
posedto be studying, but he fussedand shoved
his book away. Ray wished he could do the
same. There were no helpful distillation tips in
Ilene's cookbooks. For the first time, he realized
what an incredible asset libraries were. And
how much harder their lives were going to be
without their wealth of knowledge. Besides,
the recipes were reminding him how hungry
he was.
"Jason, you know Fraser studied a lot
when he was your age. And he's found a lot of
uses for what he knows."
"Oh, like what? I don't need to know this
stuff—" He picked up the book on basic
chemistry he had been reading.
"Well, for example, here I am looking
through your Mom's cookbooks, right? Be
cause I'm trying to distil ethanol from stuff we
can grow here—potatoes, maybe. If we have
ethanol, we can operate the heavy machinery
and not have to work so hard. But until I un
derstand the basics of cooking—or chemistry—
how am I going to know how distillation
works?"
Jason crossed his arms, stubbornly refus
ing to budge. Ilene glanced at him snappily.
"Well, whafs the point?" the boy argued. 'The
machines are going to break down and we
won't be able to replace them."
Ray sighed. The kid was sharp and he
could see Ilene starting to get upset. The last
time she and Jason fought it had taken a week
for them to start talking to each other. Cabin
fever was no joke when you had nowhere to
hide for months. "You're right, Jason. The
machinery won't last forever. But while it does,
we can build up our food reserves and maybe
even find some better alternatives. Ifs kinda
like running uphill—you gotta get momentum
beforeyou can make it to the top."
Jason angled his head, considering the idea
somberly. It was hard to know what a ten-year-
old child could understand. But he would have
to understand if he was going to survive in this
new world. "So," he said slowly. "You're
studying chemistry too?"
"Yep, thafs what's distillation is. A chemi
cal process."
"So maybe you can help me with my
homework," he said brightly, holding out the
book.
"Jason," his mom shouted, but Ray
laughed. "Ifs all right, Ilene. I need a break
from these dangerous recipes. They're making
me hungry. Let's take a look."
"Is it okay, mom?" Jason asked, suddenly
realizing his mom had not stopped glaring at
him and he'd better fix that fast.
"It is. And if you finish the whole chapter
you can go over to Steph's and help Victor and
Ussak with the candle-making. We're running
low again, and Steph said she was going to
give them the afternoon off to melt candle
stumps into more candles."
"Ifs a deal," Jason chirped, brightening at
the thought of visiting his friends. Next year
they'd work on getting a schoolhouse. But for
now the children had to make do with the
weekly visits weather permitted.
"I'll walk him over, Ilene," Ray found him
self volunteering, somewhat to his surprise. He
hadn't seen Steph since he'd returned. And he
didn't think he should put it off much longer.
He had finally stopped dreaming about Danny,
but still felt his loss every day. In his old neigh
borhood, when someone died everyone
gathered around to eat and tell stories and
grieve together.Things must be done different
ly out here and it had been easier just to let it
slide while he was recovering. This afternoon
he felt he'd run out of excuses.
Jason ran and jumped most of the way,
scampering back to Ray, who made his way
steadily across the snow. Halfway there,
Diefenbaker joined them, and they spent a few
minutes chasing each other around in circles
before Ray hauled them on to Steph's cabin.
As they approached the cabin, Ray slowed
down. It looked just like it had last month—he
didn't know why he thought it would've
changed. And yet it did feel different. As they
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climbed the steps he noticed little things—
Danny's shoes were missing. His abandoned
cigarette bucket was filled with gravel to toss
on icy patches. He'd kept it out there for the
day they'd resume trading for tobacco again.
Jason opened the door without knocking
and charged in. Ray entered more cautiously.
"Hi, Steph," Jason yelled. "Where's Ussak
and Victor?"
Steph was seated at the kitchen table,hold
ing two pipe lengths and a measuring tape.The
ever-present pot of stew bubbled on the stove.
Ray took a deep breath and nodded hello.
"Oh," was all she said, and then she
pointed Jason to the back shed. "I've got them
set up back there. Try not to be too messy and
follow Ussak's directions. I don't want you
guys to get burned."
"Okay!" Jason shouted, disappearing into
the back before the word even left his mouth.
Ray stood there awkwardly, trying to find
something to say. He really wasn't certain what
he was doing here—or what was expected of
him.
"How long did Ilene say Jason could
stay?" Steph asked quietly. She was still sitting
at the table, but had put down the measuring
tape.
"Urn, until dark." The room smelled piney
and he saw fresh-cut boughs over the bedroom
door. "Jason was complaining about studying,
so I think it'll be a good break for both of
them." He fell into their conversational style
easily.
"Hm. We really need a schoolhouse next
year. Something to keep them out of our hair
for a few hours."
Ray nodded, and his mind went blank.
Danny had been a good friend. He'd taken him
in when things went bad, laughed with him,
planned with him. He had put up with Ray's
black moods. And he had died horribly. The
pressure built inside him, and his chest, which
had been mostly pain-free, started to ache
again. He inhaled sharply and remembered
that he'd told many families they'd lost loved
ones. You just got through it.
"Steph, I wanted to tell you about Danny."
The words hung heavily in the air; he almost
winced at their leaden tone.
"Fraser told me already, Ray." This time
he did wince. Of course, she had already had
ample time to learn the facts from Fraser by
now. And thafs all he could ever give her—the
facts. He couldn't tell her about the gurgling
sound Danny had made after the truck
crashed. Or the grisly sight of white bones, or
the red blood spattered over Fraser's hands.
"Right, I am sorry. If there is anything I
can do..."
'Thanks, Ray. Danny would've ap
preciatedthat. We'll be fine." She picked up the
metal pipe and rotated it. She was gauging
strength or grade or something like that—Ray
had seen Susan do the same before starting on
a pipe-refitting project.
Watching her thin, strong fingers grip the
metal confidently, he realized she'd be fine.
Not perfect, or even happy for a long time. But
she was focusing on what she needed to focus
on in order for her and her family to survive.
Relieved, he picked up his cap. "I'll head
over to the center and then stop by for Jason
just before dusk?"
"Okay, and I'll send a few candles back
with Jason. As payment for his work."
They exchanged a few more pleasantries
and Ray stepped outside and into his boots.
Diefenbaker stood up eagerly and barked.
"No, sorry, Jason can't play. He'll be there
for a while." Whining, Diefenbaker sank back
down into the snow. The winter sun barely
peeked through the gray clouds but its impact
on the snow still made him squint. Rubbing his
eyes, he felt them tear and brushed the mois
ture away. "Come on, Dief," he said, and to his
surprise Dief stood obediently and followed
him across the snow.
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Chapter 10: Nature's Light
"Come forth into the light ofthings, Let Nature be your teacher.
—WilliamWordsworth
The ice break-up was smaller this time,
prompting Larry to announce it would be a
warm summer. Ray stood on the embankment
on the day Fraser predicted and listened to the
ice creak, groan, and then shudder into pieces.
They stood together silently afterward, Ray
with his hands tucked securely in his pockets,
Fraser twisting his cap. Diefenbaker nuzzled
Fraser's leg and he knelt down in the muddy
snow to pet him. "It'll only be another month,
Dief. Then the fish will be easier to catch,
there'll be game in the traps." Diefs coat had
several bare patches, and his ribs stood out. He
looked no better than the rest of them. Ray's
stomach rumbled, causing Diefs ears to prick
up.
"One morning I'll awake to find him on
top of me, checking my vitals." Ray laughed.
Fraser scratched behind the wolf's ears and he
settled down. He'd been edgy for weeks and
Fraser had stopped letting him wander the vil
lage. Even Jason had been told to leave the wolf
alone.
Stragglers made their way clumsily
through the mud. "Amazing so many still
came." Ray looked across the river and back to
the dissipating crowd.
"Ifs symbolic, Ray." Fraser stood effort
lessly. He had lost his weight mainly through
the hips, Ray noted critically.
"No, really?" he joked, trying to keep his
face very straight and serious. Fraser glanced
away, and then started back down the muddy
path. Falling in step, Ray touched his shoulder.
"Fraser, wait up." Fraserslowed, still staring at
the ground.
It had taken all of Fraser's skill to bring as
many of them alive to this moment as he had.
They had stretched the rations and then
stretched them again. They had taken to drink
ing gallons of water to deal with the ever-in
creasing hunger pains. He'd smoothed over
countless fights and refocused their winter
energy into projects for fuel, food, and power.
He deserved to stop worrying, but Ray knew
the worrying was far from over. He looked
tired, worn, and threadbare of spirit.
"Put on your cap," he said, reaching for
the wool covering. Startled, Fraserallowed Ray
to pull it from his fingers. Leaning forward,
Ray anchored it firmly over Fraser's ears and
nearly slipped in the mud. "Well, that's better,"
he said, and then continued on past Fraser,
who stood there with the cap covering his eyes.
Ray could have sworn he heard Dief laughing
as he walked back to Ilene's cabin. It wasn't
until he stood scraping his shoes that he real
ized that Fraser had actually smiled.
Nodin was sitting at the kitchen table,
awash in piles of paper. Ilene looked flustered
and had retreated to the kitchen muttering.
Jason was "helping" but had only managed to
make matters worse.
"Oh, hi, Ray. Stopped by with the plans.
Steph and Susan have commandeered the cen
ter to lay out the pipe for the new septic
hookup for Ron."
"Why do they need the center?" Ray slid
on a sheaf of papers that had fallen to the floor.
'"Cause they need to mark the pipe con
nections and ifs the only place big enough not
covered in mud."
"You know, Nodin, it won't be until next
year that we'll be able to make use of any of
this." Ray gestured at the ethanol notes.
"Yes, I know. But we don't know much
land to plant in potatoes for ethanol produc
tion, so can we finalize that today?"
"What's the rush?" Ray asked, pushing
Jason over to the sofa and handing him his
English book. Turning, he nearly tripped over
Diefenbaker and swore.
"Language," Ilene shouted from the
kitchen and glared at Dief, who had sneaked
in.
"He'll be coming with me next week,"
Fraser said from the doorway, cap once again
in hand. "By then the roads will be drivable
and we can try for the boiler."
Ray's stomach took a painful, sick turn and
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he nodded quietly. Of course, they needed the
boiler. He knew he wouldn't be going.
"So who will go with you? Brian?" His
voice loosened a little at the memory of
Danny's body lying beneath the calm, endless
snow, the silence lying always beneath the
wind.
Their eyes met in a moment of under
standing. "Yes," Fraser replied, "and I thought
I'd ask Ussak. Steph says there's not much he
can do here now that the candles are all gone.
Until we can sweat some tallow or find another
fat source. And he can run errands and operate
the winch," Fraseradded gently.
Ray swallowed and nodded. Fraser had
once mentioned to him how some tribes would
hold a ceremony when someone died. It would
be a good way for the boy to deal with the loss
of his adoptive father. So many interlocking
pieces that fell apart when a man died. Living
in Chicago you didn't notice, but in a small
community every loss hurt.
Which made Fraser's achievement over the
winter that much more remarkable. Not count
ing Danny, only six people had died. That
was—Ray paused to work out the math—that
was only a loss of ten percent. Much better than
they had ever hoped.
Still, Ray's good mood had vanished, and
sensing this, Fraser stayed only a little while
longer, until he left early, explaining to Ilene he
wouldn't be staying for dinner. Ilene was un
characteristically grumpy too and went to bed
early.Washing the dishes alone in the light of a
single candle, Ray felt as though he and Fraser
were moving in a constant dance whose steps
he was only beginning to learn.
Ray refused to take note of the passing
days, but odd memories kept popping into his
mind. Once, as he picked his way across the
muddy fields marking the areas they would
plant, he caught the color of light slantingonto
stained yellow walls. Sitting up alone in Ilene's
cabin after dark, he thought he could hear the
creak of the wind against a sagging roof. He
could even swear he could detect the un
pleasant smell of rotting floorboards and mice
droppings while stacking wood. So when
Fraser returned he found himself gathering
with the rest of the men to watch the "boiler
team" unload their find with a sense of relief.
"Look out!" Istas shouted as the boiler
came crashing down. Ron swore and hit the
winch to take up the slack. The boiler was
huge; it hung over the back of the truck, its
dark metalhull stillwet from the morning rain.
Ray held firmly to Diefenbaker, making
certain he didn't try to get too close to the
truck. But Diefenbaker was more interested in
Jason, who had followed Ray from the cabin.
Waving him over, he let Dief go and watched
the wolf trot over to the boy. He was moving a
bit better—they all were. They'd had a good
catch of fish the week beforeand could now lay
traps further afield.
Istas shouted again, but this time the boiler
did not slip. Brian stomped around the front of
the truck and nodded, satisfied. "We'll leave it
here for now. I'll have to study it for a week or
so. Ifs not like it came with a manual." He
sounded more excited than irritated by the
idea.
Fraser stepped around the corner, wiping
his muddy hands together. His jeans were
caked and spatters trailed up his chest and into
his hair. Ray suspected he had had something
to do with the boiler not slipping any further
but was glad he hadn't been able to see it. The
boiler looked huge; it was as tall as Fraser and
could have crushed him several times over.
Watching Fraser pick his way through the
mud, he wondered how hard it would be to
move it again.
"Ray, I was wondering if you had time
later tonight to discuss the ethanol project?"
Ray nodded, brushing some of the mud from
Fraser's arm before giving it up as a lost cause.
"Sure, Fraser. Not much has changed sinceyou
left. Although Nodin has had another idea—"
Istas called out to Fraser, interrupting
them. Crouched next to the boiler fittings, he
and Brian had discovered something. "Later,
then?" Fraser called over his shoulder before
sliding his way back to them. Frowning, Ray
watched him go. He'd hoped that with the
spring things would lighten up—that Fraser
wouldn't be in a constant race from problem to
problem.
After dinner, Ray and Fraser headed over
to the sled dog camp to feed the huskies. Fraser
had volunteered to take Evan Snyder's turn
when Evan twisted his ankle that afternoon.
The dog run had been too small to house
their growing collection of huskies. Since build-
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ings were in short supply, they built makeshift
dog houses by nailing two sheets of plywood
together and then packing dirt between the
boards for extra insulation. The dogs were
tethered on long chains, and as the two men
approachedthe pack came piling out, baying in
eagerness.
Tossing dried salmon into the fray, Ray
tried to bring the subject of Fraser's overwork
up. "You know, I've been thinking. You really
should have a second-in-command. Or some
one delegated to handle some of the minor
things. This committee stuff is only good for
the big-ticket items, not day-to-day managing."
Fraser nodded, pulled off his gloves, and
pushed his way through the pack to kneel
down and check the paw of a red-gold husky.
"I've been giving that some thought," he
began. "Whoever it is will have to be good at
handling personalities."
"Well," Ray snorted, "that pretty much
eliminates most of us besides you, Fraser. If
you haven't noticed, we've all been pretty
cranky with each other."
'That's seasonal. If11 pass as the weather
and food situation improve." Fraser released
the dog and she whined until he patted her
head.
"Will it? Improve?" Ray asked, lowering
his voice. "The food situation?" They moved
on to the next stand of dog houses and started
parceling out the salmon. He was always
amazed that the dogs never tangled their
chains. A fight broke out as the pack leader
nipped loudly at a smaller white dog edgingin
on his fish.
"Elu and Larry think it will." Fraser kicked
the two dogs apart. "The seeds we pulled from
the garden storeat Kenowill help."
Ray wondered how bad it had been at
Keno. Then he decided he didn't want to
wonder—his imagination was apt to fill in too
much.
"Okay, so he won't need your saintly
patience. But he'll need to be—you know—
woods-wise and know his way around." He
finally noticed that Fraser's bare fingers were
raw and red from the cold and took them in his
palms, absently rubbing them warm.
Fraser shook his head. "Thaf11 come in
time. A leader doesn't need to know how to do
everything. He needs to lead. To be someone
they trust. And respect."
And fear; the thought flashed across Ray's
mind. It must have shown on his face because
Fraser's eyes darkened and he pulled away to
bury himself in adjusting a dog's collar. Stop it,
Vecchio, he thought angrily to himself. Let it lie.
Feet pounding up the path interrupted
them and they both turned, relieved. Fraser
reached for his rifle.
"We've got a problem." Istas's voice came
low and deep as he emerged from the dark
ness. His hair was untied and his cotton shirt
hung loose over his jeans.
Trying to disentangle himself from the
dogs, Ray caught only the end of the conversa
tion, "...he wasn't certain how many, but
they've split into two groups. They know
enough to keep the fires small and Makah
thought they were armed." His voice was
strained and tight.
"It was only a matter of time before the
warm weather allowed more movement. And
we're not the only ones who are having it
rough." Fraser gripped Istas's shoulder,steady
ing him. Ray felt a surge ofannoyance.
"Shit, Fraser. They have no right to be
here." Istas was past fear now and edging into
anger.
"Lefs find out what they're up to. Ray,"
Fraser called without moving his head. Ray
stepped closer and waited. "Start rounding
everyone up. Quietly. Have them meet us at
the civiccenter with their personal firearms."
"I'll unlock the extras. Not everyone has a
rifle or shotgun." He didn't like the thought of
handing out guns to people who barely knew
how to use them, but it wasn't like they could
call out the National Guard here.
"Lefs go, then," Fraser said, and he and
Istas faded abruptly into the dark. Ray's last
glimpse was of Istas reachingback to bind his
hair. The flick of the ponytail reminded him of
a wolfs tail slicing through the air as it hunted
its prey.
It took all his crowd skills to keep people
calm until Istas and Fraser returned. Larry
turned out to be a great help, making certain
everyone's weapon had its safety on. Naomi sat
quietly at the table. Her rifle looked like some
thing out of a movie; it was an old Winchester
repeating rifle. It had been carefully cleaned
and was well oiled.
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Steph had volunteered to take charge of
the kids at her place. Ilene had joined her, leav
ing every other able-bodied man and woman
to fill the room. Since there weren't enough
chairs to hold them all, some chose to lean
against the wall or perch on tables. Counting,
Ray came up with only thirty-five—most them
untrained and all of them afraid. Makah and
Nodin were the only two who had a clue what
might be going on and they stubbornly refused
to talk Tempers were boiling.
The room fell silent when Fraser and Istas
entered. They made their way through the
crowd, and Ray noted that even then Fraser
still took time to greet people as he passed. The
tension dropped a notch and turned into
watchful anticipation.
"Earlier this evening," Fraser began
without preamble, "Makah came across a large
group of men camped three miles east. He
circled around them and found tracks leading
west which led to another group of men."
"Who are they?" Evan Snyder shouted as
people started to murmur.
Fraser raised his hand and the group
quieted. "Istas and I scouted and confirmed
Makah's report. The first group consists of
twenty men. The second group—camped four
miles west—has seventeen men." He paused
and Ray knew from the way his eyes flicked
over to him that there was something more
coming. "The second group is led by Dennis."
A puzzled silence fell as people struggled
to make sense. "Fraser." Rita raised her hand.
Her shirt was inside out and her feet were bare.
She must have dressed in a hurry. "Fraser, are
they together?"
"We believe they are. Greg Nelson is in the
first group."
More murmurs, flooding the room like a
soft wave. Ray kept silent, knowing Fraser
would tell them what they needed to know. He
knew it meant nothing good.
"We don't know what they want or need.
In the morning, Istas and I will visit them and
discuss it with them." The crowd couldn't tell if
this was a good thing, and a few people shifted
on their feet. Out of the corner of his eye, Ray
thought he saw Naomi nod solemnly as if she
were confirming something.
"But until then, we're going to split into
three groups. Istas and I will each take some of
you and position ourselves between one of the
camps and us. The rest of you will set up a
perimeter around the village with Makah. Stay
where you are and Istas and I will assign you
to your spots."
The talking grew louder. Listening careful
ly, Ray thought the general consensus was that
Dennis and Greg were up to nothing good—
but whether they were here to steal supplies or
just take over the town was an even bet. Ray
kept his mouth shut. He didn't know and he
wasn't about to speculate.
Fraser stepped around Larry and said
something to him as he passed. Larry moved
over to where Istas was gathering his group.
From what Ray could tell, Fraser had picked
only a few people, men and women who knew
how to handle a weapon and not shoot some
one accidentally. The village was going to be
defended by those with little experience. Ray
shut his eyes and opened them to find Fraser
standing only a few feet away. They both knew
what this meant. Dennis was going to attack
that night, or more likely in the early-morning
light. And if Fraser and Istas didn't stop him
earlierthere really wouldn't be much the rest of
the town could do.
"Ray, go with Istas." The words came out
harshly. A dark smear of mud traced Fraser's
jaw,highlighting a small tic that had appeared.
He pressed his lips together and walked away
quickly to tap Susanon the shoulder. Rayknew
then it was going to be bad. He wanted to run
after Fraser, touch him like he had touched
Istas, and tell him ifd be all right. They'd made
it through so much. But he knew ifd be a lie,
and he and Fraser could only speak truth to
each other. So much had been stripped from
their lives, bit by bit, that sometimes the only
way to survive the next crisis was to say noth
ing at all.
Brian, Larry, Ron,and Nodin were waiting
for him and they checked their weapons. He
took a shotgun, declining the rifle. He felt more
comfortable with his service revolver and
figured he could do enough damage with the
shotgun. They loaded up on extra ammunition
and grabbedsome water and dried jerky.
Istas took point, leading surely through the
dark Stumbling, Ray heard Brian trip behind
him and was relieved he wasn't the only one
who couldn't walk through pitch-black woods
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and not fall on his face. Ron was hardly better.
Larry, on the other hand, walked so
surefootedly that he kept treading on them
both as he brought up the rear.
Istas raised his hand and they stopped. He
angled them off the path and crouched down.
They formed a circle and, keeping his voice
low, Istas explained his plan.They would circle
the campsite twenty-five yards out and wait. If
the strangers started arming themselves or
looked like they were going to try to enter the
town, they would attack first. The first one to
spot movement would fire a shot to alert the
others. Given their small numbers, their best
chance was to fire directly into the crowded
camp. While they would be hidden in the dark,
the fire would blind any shooter trying to
return fire.
"Shoot to kill," Istas said, and he heard
Ron shift uncomfortably. "If a man is down,
move on to the next one. If he tries to get up or
moves, shoot him again. Take your time and
reload. And stay in your position no matter
what happens."
As plans went it was probably the best
they could do with so few. But something
nagged at Ray. "Istas, won't they have posted
watchers?"
"You mean sentries?" Ray flushed, glad
the dark hid his embarrassment. He nodded,
then remembered it was too dark to see and
said yes.
"Fraser and I didn't see any when were
scouting ourselves."
Ray still felt uneasy but decided to not
press the issue.
He heard Larry shift and speak "I think
we should post one of us closer to the camp.
Possibly with a clearer view of the fire. If11
backlight their movements and we can maybe
hear what they're saying."
Istas seemed to like the idea. "Brian, go up
the path thirty yards, you'll find a small turn-
off. Use it to approach the camp from the north.
There's a large group of boulders that should
give you cover."
Brian moved abruptly as if to protest. Ray
put out a hand and bumped into him. He
squeezed his arm warningly. "Istas, maybe we
should send someone with more woods skills.
It'll be awfully close."
He could almost see Istas's dismissive
hand wave. "Brian will do just fine. We should
be in position in about ten minutes."
The team hung back and then Ron mut
tered, "Christ, Istas, ifs not like we're all inter
changeable. Brian knows a hell of a lot about
boilers and electricity but you don't see Fraser
assigning Larry to build a hydroelectric plant.
No offense, Larry," he said.
"None taken, Ron," Larry's disembodied
voice replied calmly. It was disconcerting
speaking to one another without being able to
seebody language or facial expressions.
"I really don't see what the fuss is all
about. Lefs get into our positions and remem
ber to keep your voices down." Fraser had
picked Istas, so the team hesitated only a mo
ment longer and then obeyed.
Larry and Ray traveled a short way
together. Ray tried to match Larry's move
ments and found it helped to reduce the noise.
He knew that Ron had been right; Brian was
the wrong man for the job. And Istas really
couldn't see it. It wasn't as if Istas didn't care—
it was just that he never could relate to people
as individuals. Only Fraser was a real person to
him.
Tapping Larry's shoulder, he got him to
slow down. Pressing close to Larry's ear he
mouthed, "Do you think you can get closer?"
Larry nodded. Taking a deep breath, Ray
picked up his hand. Startled, Larry almost
jerked it away but Ray held firm. He traced two
points, then tapped his and Larry's chests.
These were their positions. He then circled one
of the positions to the far left. It would move
Larryaway from his assigned position, put him
closer to the campfire, and provide covering
fire for Brianif needed. It would also mean Ray
would have to cover more area on his own.
Larry considered, and then nodded again.
Ray dropped his hand and they traveled a few
more yards before they separated.
Hunching beneath a spruce tree, Ray posi
tioned himself so he could use it for cover. The
campsite was just in his range. He settled down
for a long wait, unpacking his ammunition and
moving it to his coat pockets where he could
reach it more easily. He had barely taken off his
safety when he heard shouts from the campfire.
Squinting, he tried to make out what was
happening, but the figures were too dim. He
hoped Larry had been able to get closer to see
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what was going on. Then he saw a man fall to
the ground like a dead weight. Seconds later a
shot rang out, another man fell, and he grabbed
his shotgun and began firing into the camp.
Flashes of gunfire came from the other side of
the camp as Istas and Ron joined in.
It wasn't quite a massacre, but it came aw
fully close to the real thing. Ray remembered
standing at one point, dropping his shotgun
and advancing on a survivor who had fled into
the woods. His revolver bucked harshly in his
hand, the muzzle flash illuminating the man's
twisted face as he tried to run back to the camp.
Nothing that happened after that made sense.
Or rather, it made perfect sense, but only
within itself. They were all in a bubble of space
where killing and dying happened and disap
peared. He saw terrible things, had a constant
nagging feeling he was doing some of them. He
had to stop once to wipe blood off his face. He
didn't know where it had come from; that dis
turbed him more than the blood itself.
Istas's men emerged carefully, calling out
their names, afraid they'd be mistakenly shot.
They gathered together by the embers of the
campfire.
Ron panted and looked like he was hyper
ventilating. Larry looked drained. Istas's braid
had come loose again and his hair was stuck to
his forehead with sweat. Ray looked down at
his hands and saw he was stillclutchingthe re
volver. He slid on the safety and returned it to
his shoulder holster. He couldn't remember
where he had lost the shotgun.
"How did we do?" Ron asked, between
gasps of breath. Larrywas kneeling next to one
of the bodies, gently rollingit to face the sky. It
was Brian, his wide eyes gapingat the night air
in hurt surprise. A long-handled knife was still
sticking in his chest. Puzzled,Raysteppedover
a body and knelt next to Larry.
Whether the man was shakingwith rage or
shock, Ray couldn't tell. His fists were clenched
and his rifle cradled on his knees. Soothingly
Ray put his arm around Larry's shoulders. "I
saw it." Larry choked on the words. "God fuck
ing damn, why didn't I do anything quicker? I
could've saved him."
"What do you mean?" Istas asked flatly.
Rayshook his head,not understanding. Hehad
been too far away and there'd been too much
confusion.
"I could have saved him!" Larry shouted,
wiping his arm across his face. With a shock
Ray saw it was covered in blood too. "I saw
them drag him into the camp. They asked him
a few questions and then—that one—" He
pointed to a red-haired man lying next to
Brian, "—pulled a knife and stuck him. With
no warning, they just killed him."
Ray finally understood and jerked Larry
around to face him. "Larry. Larry!" he repeated
sharply. "It was a good bet they'd question
him, maybe tie him up. Killing him made no
sense. There was no way you could've known."
"I didn't see any of this happen." Istas
moved closer, peering down at the knife and
the red-haired attacker. He did not seem to
notice Brian's wide open gaze or the blood still
trickling from his mouth.
"I did. I was over there," Larry mumbled
softly, pointing vaguely behind him. "I got as
closeas I could, like you said, Ray. I think Brian
must have stumbled or something, 'cause I
heard a loud crash just before they dragged
him back in."
Istas looked irritated, but whether it was
because Larry had changed position or because
Brian had been killed wasn't clear. He started
counting bodies. Ray stared before realizing it
was really a practical idea; they needed to see
whether anyone had escaped and they would
have to look for survivors. Ray hoped there
would be none, and that if any had escaped
they would run as far as they could and never
come back
He closed Brian's eyes and pulled off his
jacket, covering the obscenely open face. Larry
had stopped shaking but it was Ron he was
still worried about. "What am I going to do?
Whatare we going to do?" he kept moaning. "I
don't know anything about boilers. Or
electricity. Or hydro—hydro—" He broke
down crying.
Istas ignored him and kept counting
bodies. 'Thirteen. That leaves four unac
counted for. We should start looking for them."
Ron and Larry looked up at him in shock
Quickly, Ray intervened.
"Istas, we should send two of us back to
Fraser and report what's happened. They must
have heardour gunfireand maybe they've had
to engage as well. I'll stay and help you look"
Istas nodded and began stripping the
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bodies of weapons. Ron and Larry looked at
Istas uncertainly and Ray waved them on. "Go
slowly and make certain Larry leads. Don't
want you two shot by mistake." They left
quickly, leaving him alone with Istas, fourteen
dead men, and a deep desire to slink off into
the woods, He down, and howl into the night
sky.
They found one survivor, gut-shot, lying
along the path back to the highway. He was
still trying to crawl, the earth dark and wet be
hind him. Ray did the best he could to stop the
bleeding but knew it was hopeless. The man
rambled, kept slipping in and out of conscious
ness. He had been picked up by Dennis,
wandering alone. They had tried to go south
past Whitehorse. Something bad had happened
and they came back north, picking up strag
glers along the way.
What they wanted in the village he
couldn't say. Dennis would only laugh, say he
had a "killer of a plan" and that each man
would get his share. Looking at the emaciated
body, hollow cheeks, and sunken eyes, Ray
figured they'd've done anything Dennis had
asked for a mouthful of food. When the man
finally died, Ray wiped his hands on spruce
needles and returned to looking.
They found no one else alive and no sign
of the three missing men. A few hours later, as
the light changed from black to gray, they
headed back to Fraser's position. They were in
tercepted by Makah, who informed them it was
all over and they should head back to the cen
ter. Fraser had had to open fire when Dennis
and his men responded to the sounds of gun
fire. Most of Dennis's men were dead, as well
as Dennis himself, Makah added with a satis
fied note to his voice. The rest had vanished
into the wild. One had left his weapon behind.
"He won't get far," Istas commented dryly.
Ray felt both relieved and disturbed by the
conversation. Makah stared at him as he passed
and he knew he still had blood on his face. He
desperately wanted to stop and wash it off, but
he was worried about Fraser, and followed the
two men back. He didn't ask the names of
those who had died and Istas did not mention
Brian.
The center was full again, the mood som
ber and shaky. Ray swept the room and saw
Fraser talking quietly to Larry and Ron. His
legs trembled as the full impact of the evening
threatened to pull him to his knees. He sat
down heavily in a chair and did not even look
up when someone thrust a cup of hot liquid
into his hand. "Thanks," he breathed into the
mug and closed his eyes.
He knew it was Fraser's hand resting on
his shoulder but did not move. It trembled and
then steadied, holding Ray very gently, as if he
were grasping something very elusive, intan
gible, that was beginning to shape itself under
his hands. Ray breathed in one deep comfort
ing breath, keeping his eyes closed, reveling in
his touch. Fingers smoothed the nape of his
neck as Fraser's second hand settled on his
shoulder, completing the circuit. Ray felt a
tingle between his shoulder blades travel up
the base of his head and flush across his face. It
was warmth, slowly returning to his body,
flowing from Frasefs hands. He heard boots
creaking across the worn floorboards and final
ly opened his eyes. Istas nodded at Fraser and
put his rifle on the table in front of Ray. "Four
teen, plus Brian," was all he said. Behind him
he could feel Fraser straighten slightly, then a
slight squeeze on his shoulder telling him to
relax. "Thanks, Istas. I know you did your
best."
Istasnodded again, then picked up his rifle
and left the center. Larry and Ron watched him
go, unhappily silent. Looking straight ahead,
Ray spoke: "They tell you what happened?"
"Yes." For a moment there was a sound of
barely expressed anger in Fraser's voice.
"He did do the best he could," Ray said,
feeling a sudden need to defend Istas.
"I know he did," Fraser said softly, knead
ing Ray's shoulders. "I am glad you're safe,
Ray." Fraser's voice shifted into an odd tone-
lessness and he abruptly pulled his hands
away. Ray rose out of the chair, needing to see
Fraser's face, but Fraser was walking away, his
head bowed, his dark hair sticking up sad and
restless. He had lost his hat, Ray realized,
sometime in the night. Watching Fraser go, he
knew he would never allow anyone to disap
point Fraseragain.
They found new ways to miss Brian every
day. Ron did his best with the boiler and Ray
and Nodin abandoned the ethanol project to
pitch in. Ray learned more than he had ever
wanted to about steam power. It all seemed so
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effortless back in Chicago. There you flicked
the switch and the light magically appeared.
Steam was something that curled from under
neath sidewalks and into the winter streets.
Here he learned that fifty years ago, small
steam engines had been part of everyday life.
That the theory and practice of reciprocating
steam engines were no longer taught to en
gineering students, and few mechanics could
repair them. That it would take them years to
master the principles of steam power, from
basic thermodynamics through to the mechani
cal details of pistons, cylinders, and valves,
without someone like Brian. They had only one
spring.
He began interposing himself between
Fraser and the rest of the community. Handling
little things, like the daily schedule of who
worked where and the periodic gripes and
complaints. To his surprise, most people didn't
push back too hard as long as he kept it to the
little things.
"Elu, hold up." He sprinted across the
yard. She and Larry were carrying several bas
kets full of seedlings to the town center. Ray
had left the boiler team a few hours ago to get
an update on the septic project from Susan and
was on his way back
"Hi, Ray." Larry put down the baskets and
wiped his face. The early morning sun was
high and he had been in the field at first light.
'They look good." Ray pointed to the see
dlings. "But why aren't they in the ground?"
"Oh, thafs my idea," Elu interjected. "We
pulled a few samples to have Fraser look at
them. We want to know if we should add more
nitrogen."
"Or potassium. I think we should add
more potassium." Larry's face was dripping
with sweat and Ray's own face flushed in sym
pathy. "I think the yellow means it needs more
potassium."
Ray sighed. This was the kind of thing
they shouldn't be bothering Fraser with. But he
had no idea what type of fertilizer each plant
needed. Kneeling down, he bought himself
some time.
"So this is, what—spinach, right?" Larry
nodded at him with an amused expression
crossing his face. Elu looked impatiently at the
civic center.
He fingered the seedling, hoping he
projected the right air of competency, then
brought one up to his face and held it against
the light. "Hhhm," he said, and then picked up
another one. Elu stopped staring at the center
and began to look interested. He went through
the same process with a few more and then
wiped his hands on his jeans and stood up.
"Right. Did you take the plants from the
same field or different ones?"
Elu looked startled and then said, "The
same field."
"So why don't you treat one part with
more nitrogen, one with more potassium. And
one with a combination of both."
Elu wrinkled her nose at the idea at first.
"Gee, Ray, that sounds like a lot of work"
"I know." He kept his voice calm. "But
there's a lot of reasons plants can yellow." He
remembered his sister talking about her
houseplants and how they kept dying no mat
ter what she tried. He also had been listening to
the two of them for months discussing plant
yields and illnesses. "So the only way to know
for sure is to try to isolate the problem before
you can apply the solution."
"Could work." Larry tapped Elu on her
arm. "But let's keep the test areas small. We
should see results in about a week and try fine-
tuning from there."
Elu knelt down and picked up her basket,
handing Larry his, and they started off
together, chatting about proportions and fer
tilizer mixes.
The sky was warming considerably and
Ray stepped into the cool building with relief.
The bright light fell across the room, leaving
white streaks on the worn floorboards.
Fraser had stripped down to his t-shirt and
was standing next to the blackboard. Ron had
covered it with scribblesand diagrams that Ray
was slowly learning to understand. The boiler
would be ready for testing tomorrow. Wood
would burn, water would boil into steam,
steam would be channeled through valves into
a chamber to drive a piston. As the piston
moved it would generate electricity that would
power the water pumps.
As Ray approached, he noted that chalk
dust had settled in Fraser's hair, graying it in
places. He rubbed his balding head somewhat
self-consciously. At least when Fraser grew old
he'd still have hair.
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"...maybe one day we can use our septic
waste to fuel the boiler." Ron was still harping
on the idea. He had read a month before that
you could burn almost any material in a gener
ator. The Saskatchewan generators had burned
medical waste and even garbage. Fraser had
decided to keep it simple and they went with
wood instead.
"Hi, Fraser, Ron. Ron, you done here?"
Ron had grown a lot in the last few months.
With the weight of the boiler project resting
solely on his shoulders, he had a lot to be
responsible for. Fraser was really proud of him.
"Sure, Ray, just going over the last set of
plans."
Ray laughed and grabbed Fraser by the
elbow. "Ron, I still think you're sleeping with
those plans. It just ain't natural." Fraser smiled
and allowed himself to be pulled away.
"So, I spoke to Susan and she's almost
done repairing the septic lines. I told her to run
one more check of the water lines so we'll be
ready to start the water pump as soon as ifs
ready."
'Thanks, Ray." Fraserneatly stacked a pile
of papers into a folder and put them into a bat
tered drawer. His eyes no longer had bags
beneath them and he had regained some of the
muscle he'd lost over the winter. He looked
more rested and alert. The thought comforted
Ray.
"So I thought I'd station myself with Susan
tomorrow and keep an eye on the well pump
when you light the boiler?"
Fraser shook his head, the light from the
window crisscrossing the back of his head. "I'd
rather have you there at the boiler. You worked
as hard as any of us. Maybe harder." He looked
squarely at Ray, and Ray flushed a little. Trust
Fraser to notice all the little things he'd been
handling. And not make a big deal out of it
"Sure. But lefs keep it to just the four of
us?" They didn't want a repeat of the radio
broadcast. Keeping expectations in check was
key to the community's survival.
'Thafs why I thought we should do it
very early. Before ifs fully light. It'll either be
up or not by the time most people wake."
"Okay, stay the night, then?" The words
slipped out before he could think. "I mean, as
suming ifs okay with Ilene. We can leave
together and round up the others."
"I doubt Ron will need to be rounded up.
He'll probably be awake all night, planning."
They both turned to look at Ron, who was once
again scribbling on the blackboard. His shirttail
had come loose and he stared, swaying, at the
board in deep thought.
"Right," Ray said and shook his head. "If
that board was a woman, this would be posi
tively indecent."
"Stranger things have been known to hap
pen in the Yukon," Fraser deadpanned. His
eyes crinkled only a little.
'That's it." Ray grinned back. "I am outta
here. I want to put some time in the field before
it gets too hot. See you at Ilene's for dinner." As
he left Fraser rubbed him softly on the
shoulder. The feel of his touch stayed with Ray
as he sweated in the fields, weeding and
hoeing.
That night they ate well. Ilene had com
bined some of the fresh baby greens with rabbit
and the food smelled and tasted heavenly. She
had a softer look now that the hollows in her
face had filled. She chatted through most of the
evening, discussing the clothing she was
sewing and how her herbs were doing. Jason
was filled with excitement about the boiler and
kept asking questions about how steam
worked.
The evening was warm, and for once the
mosquitoes were off sucking blood somewhere
else. Feeling restless, Ray invited Fraser to go
fora walk Surprisingly, Fraser accepted.
As they stepped outside, Fraser said,
"Wait one moment," and headed back into the
cabin. He came out carrying an old blanket
Ilene had given to Fraser for lief to lie on.
"What do you want with that? Dief isn't
coming, is he?" Ray asked, looking around for
the wolf.
"No, he's staying with Jason. This is for
something else." His eyes were lit with an
ticipation, and Ray tried to suppress his
curiosity. He disliked surprises, even good
ones. Still, he followed Fraser.
They walked deep into the woods along
one of the trapping trails, then Fraser split off
from it, following a smaller path. Ray slowed.
The night was dark but clear and there was no
moon. He didn't see the clearing at first, so in
tent was he on watching his footing.
He blinked and then clambered up on the
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smooth flat boulder next to Fraser. It was huge,
almost oval, sticking up from the earth like a
stepping stone. The blanket had been spread,
cushioning the hard surface. Standing, he
looked around the clearing but saw nothing.
"Okay, I don't get it. Whafs so special
about here?"
Solemnly Fraser pointed up and Ray
craned his neck to look. The clearing was a per
fect circle, the tall trees molding the stars into a
bowl of light. He'd seen the northern sky many
times, but tonight the velvet blue sky hung so
low, laden with golden stars, that it almost
merged with the trees.
"Come," Fraser said, sitting and patting
the blanket next to him. "You can see more
comfortably if you are lying on your back"
The stone was cool but not unpleasant
through the rough blanket. He could smell the
spruces, the woods beyond, and a faint trace of
smoke.
Overhead, the sky turned slowly, inching
moment by moment. A thick band crossed the
center of the sky and Ray recognized it imme
diately as the Milky Way. Blue stars,small fiery
red ones, and thousands and thousands of
warm yellow stars flickered and danced. Some
stars overlapped each other, turning space into
balls of color and flame. He tried to find a place
for himself among them and felt lost, adrift. For
a moment he felt so small and insignificant,
trembling on the edge of mortality.
Fraser's voice pulled him free of his dark
thoughts.
"Each culture has its own story about stars.
Each is trying to find space for them in our
lives."
Ray shifted, uncomfortably aware of how
close Fraser had come to his own line of think
ing.
"I never really thought much about stars.
City lights drown them out. But these—" Ray
waved one hand. "—these kind of grab you
and won't let you go."
'There's a lot of things out here you can't
ignore," Fraser pointed out. "This happens to
be one of the nicer ones. But even so, many In
dian legends recognize that while the stars are
part of us, we are the ones who are always
reaching out for them."
"What do you mean?" Ray felt his eyes
grow sleepy. He had had a hard day and
tomorrow would be long.
"Long ago, in an earlier sacred time,"
Fraser began quietly. Ray opened his eyes and
listened. "In a settlement near the great river,
many families worked together gathering
forest and garden foods during late summer.
Eight boys became very close friends and went
off together each evening after their work was
done to dance and drum. They had grown up
together and were almost like brothers in their
passion for sharing time with one another."
Fraser's voice intensified, taking on an al
most singsong cadence. It stirred something
deep inside Ray and he found he was holding
his breath to listen.
"Winter set in and most evenings the boys
continued to meet together. Rations were slim
and no food could be spared beyond one meal
a day. They decided to hold a sacred ceremony
to ask the gods for more food. They gathered
and drummed and sang and danced. But the
rations grew fewer and fewer each day."
Ray winced, the memories of their own
cold winter still too fresh in his mind. But
Fraser's voice pulled him back into the story,
sweeping him along.
"One cold, clear winter night they decided
they would dance through the dark and into
the morning. They stole away and danced and
sang with growing strength, although they
grew increasingly slim and light. The sound of
their music grew so powerful it reached the vil
lage, and the people became alarmed. Their
parents and others from the village made their
way to the distant campfire on the hill where
the music was throbbing. They were amazed to
see the boys dancing skyward, high above the
flames of their campfire, circling and climbing
even higher into the Sky World."
Ray forgot he was sitting on a rock, forgot
he was listening to Fraser's voice. The image
spun in front of him. He could see the light
trailing after each boy as they swirled up to the
heavens.
'The parents called out to them, but the
boys could not hear them. Just as they were
reaching the top of the sky, the smallest boy
paused to look back and saw his parents, and
he became a shooting star. The remaining
seven boys danced even higher into the sky,
where they continue to dance today, circling
the Sky World. And from time to time, they
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come to visit their parents, dropping like a
spear of light to earth."
Abruptly Fraser's voice ended, leaving
Ray staring at a starlit sky. The boulder had
grown colder during the telling and it dug
painfully into his back The only warmth came
from Fraser's body, lying motionless at his
side.
His chest was tight and the pressure forced
him to speak He said the first thing that came
to mind: "You must have missed your parents
growing up." Breathlessly he waited for Fraser
to change the subject or get up and leave.
Fraser's breathing stilled and he moved
slightly, edging closer to Ray. "I missed my
mom. My father was rarely there. But I had my
grandparents." His voice was faint but clear.
His hip rested pleasantly against Ray, a wel
come warmth on the cooling stone.
The tightness in Ray's chest increased,
until it felt as though the stone he was lying on
were pressing into his chest. It coerced words
from him. "Did you ever want to—find some
place where you could belong? Find someone
to belong to?"
"Surprisingly, I never felt alone when I
was younger. It wasn't until I came to Chicago
that I realized that the feelings I had were those
of loneliness." The stilted phrasing disoriented
Ray, and his confusion allowed him to push
past the vise inside his chest.
"I've always 'belonged,'" Ray said slowly.
"But never where I wanted to, to what felt right
for me. Family, famiglia, neighborhood, the
police, I made myself fit in or they made me,
but it was never right. It always cramped me
somehow, even though I needed it, to belong
somewhere. Here, that's all gone. Ifs wide
enough, but..." He waved his arm, watching it
sweep across the stars like a dark band, and
fumbled for words.
"You're not an outsider, Ray." Fraser's
voice had grown even softer, the words drop
ping from his lips like small pebbles. "You do
belong."
Ray's body began to shiver. But who do I
belong to? he thought. To you? His chest ham
mered at the thought. He didn't know what to
say. He didn't know what to do with the wave
of sensation flooding through him. He felt that
if he made one small movement he would
break loose and fly into the sky.
Silence. Only the movement of the air, the
rustle of the woods, and their breathing. The
moment stretched, grew thin, and then
snapped, leaving Ray confused and trembling.
His head clearedand his chest stopped hurting.
Blinking, he looked up again and saw only
stars.
"Well," he said into the night, clearing his
throat. "Which one do you think is Franny?"
He pointed at a thick globular cluster hanging
right above a tree. "The one that's brightest and
loudest, I'd guess."
"Yes, that looks like Franny. And look,
she's not alone. She's surrounded by others."
Fraser's arm rose and he pointed at a blue and
red star twinkling by its side. Ray squinted,
trying to follow the arm to the star. Fraser
rolled toward Ray, his face brushing close until
his arm was aligned with Ray's line of sight.
Heart hammering, Ray nodded. "That one is
my mother. And, next to her, my father."
Fraser pointed at another star and Ray could
almost see the starlight travel down Fraser's
arm and leap across the space to him. "And
there—" Fraser pointed further to the left, at
two white stars hanging thick and low.
'There—those are my grandparents." Fraser's
reach brought him almost to the point where
he was half resting on his side, pressed close to
Ray. His weight was a comfortable certainty,
pushing Ray down against the rock. It was like
being held, surrounded.
A shooting star flashed across the sky,
brushing overhead. "And that is someone
taking the long way home," Fraser whispered
in his ear, and Ray shut his eyes. Then Fraser
moved away, slipping off of him like water
flowing around, over, and under stone. Ray
blinked drowsily and felt himself start to slide
into the night haze. He barely remembered the
walk back to Ilene's cabin and climbing alone
into the bed. All he could see was the stars, and
all he could feel was the heat of Fraser as he
slept on the floor beside him.
Fraser's internal clock dragged him out
well before the first spring light. The days were
getting longer; by summer there'd be almost no
night left. Stumbling after Fraser in the dark,
Ray decided more light was just fine by him.
Ron looked like he hadn't slept, but he was
alert and focused. Nodin kept rubbing sleep
from his eyes and muttered when spoken to.
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They worked quietly; the wood had been
loaded the night before. Fraser started the fire
burning, Ron double-checked the valve posi
tions, and then the boiler door was swung shut.
A small gauge—they had salvaged it from a
smelting company in Keno—slowly inched
higher. From time to time, Ron would open or
close the valve. The pressure began to climb
and then halted. They waited for it to unstick
and continue its rise, but it began an agonizing
ly slow descent.
"Shit!" Ron swore and pulled open the
boiler door. The fire was blazing hot. "Ifs not
the heat source. There must be a leak some
where. I'll check the valves on the back"
Fraser nodded. "I'll check the connections
to the piston." Ray and Nodin stayed to keep
loading wood on the fire. The morning was
dark, damp, and cold. Ray's eyes began to
droop as the minutes ticked by. He kept glanc
ing at the gauge; it had stopped falling but still
wasn't rising.
A scream shattered the morning and terror
raked a claw across Ray's heart before he could
find a word for what he feared. He shouted,
"Fraser!" and ran without thought toward the
cry. A higher-pitched second scream wailed
and as he turned the corner he realized that
Fraser was still screaming.
A large swath of smoke and steam boiled
out near the piston generator. He kept moving
and felt something scald him, forcing him back
He tripped and fell over Ron, who was moan
ing. He rolled and looked for the source of the
steam—the piston connector had exploded and
Fraser must have been caught in the scalding
water. He jumped up and ran the other way,
colliding with Nodin. "Stay back!" he shouted,
shoving Nodin in front of him. His feet
couldn't seem to get enough traction and each
step seemed slower than the last. He reached
for the release valve on the other side of the
boiler and whacked it open. It stuck and he
threw himself at it again. It turned and the
pressure suddenly dropped.
The way back seemed shorterand by the
time he made it back the steam was dissipating.
Ron was sitting up, looking shocked. His face
was lightly red but he was breathing.
He tapped Nodin, who reappeared by his
side. "Look after Ron!" he yelled and stepped
into the fading remnants of wet heat that
wafted across his path. It clung to him, sticky
and moist, robbed of its deadly heat and pres
sure. Fraser was lying face down, his arms
stretched over his head. His hands were bright
red and had begun to mottle. His thin long-
sleeve shirt couldn't have given him much
protection.
Numbly, he knelt next to Fraser and
reached out to touch his shoulder. The moans
almost made him sick. He swallowed and
rolled Fraser onto his side. "Airway. Breathing.
Circulation," he repeated to himself. Fraser's
body was heavy, limp, and heat radiated from
his skin. He smelled something singed and
realized that Fraser's hair was gone from one
side of his head.
Then he saw something blond and small
lying beneath Fraser. It was Jason, his face dry
and pale. Small swellings had begun to appear
and his mouth was open. He was breathing,
harsh gasps racking his small frame. Ray had
never seen anything like this. Fraser tried to
move and this time his voice had more of an
animal sound. One eye opened and flashed
wildly.
"Stay put, Fraser. You've been burned."
Swallowing, he reached out to check his pulse,
grimly ignoring the guttural moans. The pulse
was thin and thready. Fraser's breathing was
steady.
Jason was another matter. When he looked
back he could see Jason's skin had changed
color. The swellings had begun to turn red,
grow larger,marking his face.
He jerked around and yelled at Nodin to
get Kardach. This was beyond anything he
knew how to treat. He distantly heard the
sound of running feet and Ron's retching. He
focused on keepingJason breathing and trying
to ignore the sight of Fraser's fingers clutching
convulsively at the empty air. And the constant
sound of Fraser's moans.
They moved Fraser to Steph's, since it was
closest. He stayed with Fraser all the way, talk
ing to him until his throat threatened to close.
No one told him to shut up. Jason they took
somewhere else. The boy had not made any
sound. Thankfully, Fraser had passed out by
the time he reached Steph's.
Jim began pouring cold water over Fraser's
hands and head. The shirt was stuck to his back
and he simply left it on. He talked calmly as he
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worked. "He's lucky. Second degree in places
but mainly first degree. If it had been third de
gree, he wouldn't be feeling any pain; his nerve
endings would be burned away."
"So thafs good, then? That it hurts?" Ray
dimly heard someone say.
Jim nodded as he placed sterile gauze over
theexposed skin."We'llneedto givehim plen
ty of fluids—steam burnsare the worstbecause
of the heat transfer." He looked up, his eyes
grim, searching the room. Naomi stood in the
doorway. Jim hesitatedand then looked overat
Ray. 'There will be an infection. He'llneed an
tibiotics." He shut his medical bag and stood
up abruptly. "I'll be back"
Ray sat, his head bowed. He couldn't feel
anything; did that mean he had been burned
too? He looked at his hands and touched his
face. It felt fine. He felt a hand on his shoulder
and Naomi led him into the kitchen. He was
handed a glass and told to drink. He did. It was
whiskey.
The room was silent and it took a while to
realize people were watching him. He thought
he might be cryingand satup straight. His face
was dry. They kept looking at him, their faces
solemn and sad.
"Ray," Naomi began. Her gray hair was
loose and hung down her back. She looked al
most beautiful in her nightdress, her brown
coat, and her bare feet. He waited for her to
continue.
"We have to make a decision." He blinked
uncomprehendingly. Fraser was lying there
dying and they wanted him to decide on work
schedules.A dark fury threatened to choke him
and he swallowed more of the whiskey.
Naomi glanced away and then sighed. "Ifs
Jason," she finally said. He stared at her, still
waiting for her to make sense. "His burns are
much more severe."
Which is why he didn't scream. He had no
pain, Ray thought thinly.
"And Jim thinks his airways have been
compromised." Naomi's voice ached with sad
ness. He shook his head disbelievingly.
"How could—" he began. "How could he?
Fraser pulled him out and his burns are less
severe."
Ron's voice came from the back of the
room. He had been lightly burned and was
splashing his hands and face with water.
"Jason had been in the steam longer. Fraser
only had to dash in and pull him out. Fraser's
speed probably saved him from greater in
jury," Ron offered.
Ray nodded and leaned back in his chair.
"Ray, I know it is hard to think about this
now. But we have to make a decision." Naomi
persisted and he raised his head to look at her.
Her face, lined and wrinkled, was like stone.
He made a small movement with his head and
she continued.
"We don't have many antibiotics left. And
what we have we have to ration carefully."
This time the fury did rise and he slammed
the whiskey glass on the table. Ron jumped
and backed away. Naomi held his gaze.
"Jim said there'd be an infection..." she
began.
"We'll cross that bridge when we get
there," Ray said tightly.
"We'll cross it now," Naomi replied. "He'll
need to start treatment right away. And if Jason
won't have a chance to survive, we need to
think about whether to..." She hesitated and
sighed deeply. "We have a few hours. Why
don't you go and see Jason?"
He stood, wanting nothing more than to
leave these strangersbehind. He hesitated, feel
ing unaccountably afraid for Fraser. "I'll keep
an eye on him," he heard Steph say. Their eyes
met and he nodded.
He pushed his way into the morning light,
blinked, and found himself standing at Ilene's
door. She was sobbing at the kitchen table. Her
tears eased at the sight of him; at the trust in
her eyes, Ray felt a pang of guilt. He walked
past her without a word and into his room.
Jason lay quietly, his face covered in huge,
angry red blisters. Parts of his shoulders were
white and his breathing was stiff and labored.
Dief sat whining at his feet.
"You should be with Fraser," he said
harshly to the wolf, then regretted his words as
the wolf lowered his ears and crouched down
in submission. "No, stay."
He walked out and paused in front of
Ilene. She looked up, her face numb and blank
"He must've have sneaked out when you left,"
she whispered hoarsely. "He wanted to see you
fire up the new boiler."
"I'll send someone over to help. Don't
worry." He patted her awkwardly, not know-
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ing what else to say.
At that moment Elu opened the door and
nodded at him. "I'll take it from here," Elu said
simply. "Naomi is waiting for you."
Ray felt trapped. He lookeddown at Ilene,
his heart going out to her and Jason. But some
thing else was pulling at him, low and deepin
the ribsback along the path to Steph's cabin.
Only Naomi was in the kitchen when he
returned. The rest had cleared out and Nodin
had been posted at the front door to keep the
crowd to a minimum. He nodded soberly to
Ray and allowed him to pass. Ray walked
straight into the bedroomand sawJim hooking
up an IV. "Ifs one of our last," the medic said
without looking up. "I'll have to resort to oral
hydration after this."
Ray sat down and fiddled with a book on
the nightstand. Basics of Water Pumps. It was
well thumbed.
"So whafs this about the antibiotics?" he
finallyasked reluctantly.
Jim's face pinched and he looked unhap
py. "I have enough to treat them both if neces
sary."
"So what's the fucking problem?" Ray
glowered, his eyes darkening.
Jim shook his head miserably. "Jason's
burns are severe. Even if I give him antibiotics,
he may not recover. His airways have been
burned."
"But he will die without the antibiotics."
"Yes." Jim flipped the flow regulator and
the IV began to drip.
"But you'd treat him if this were a hospi
tal?"Ray asked as the IV flowed more steadily.
"Christ, of course, Ray. What do you think
I am?" Jim said miserably.
'The point is—" Naomi's voice came clear
ly from the other room. "—we don't have a
hospital and our supplies are limited."
Ray stood, feeling his stomach lurch. "Last
time I checked, Naomi, you weren't a medical
doctor. So back off."
She fell silent. Ray turned back to Jim.
"Whafs the shelf life on these antibiotics?" Jim
hesitated and then looked up in relief that Ray
finally understood the dilemma. "The shelf
life—probably another two years."
And that's two years ofaccidents and injuries
and illnesses, Ray thought. They'd need every
strong and able-bodied adult to work the
fields, hunt, and do heavy labor.
He pushed the thought away hastily. He
really shouldn't be making this decision. He
was too close to both of them. Disgusted with
himself, he glanced at Fraser, who was breath
ing softly, still unconscious.
Walking back into the kitchen he saw
Naomi following his movement across the
room as he poured a glass of water and drank
it. Outside he could hear more voices. He felt
like a man surrounded by a pack of dogs,
hopeful and demanding at the same time.
"Where's Istas?" he asked, surprised to see
him absent. "I thought he was part of your
council." The words came out sarcastically but
he didn't care.
'This is something for you to decide, Ray,"
Naomi said bluntly. He leaned over the kitchen
sink and stared blindly into the morning light.
He could see people milling around, could hear
the hushed tones of fear and anger. It really
shouldn't besuch a surprise, he thought. First you
answer their questions about work schedules, and
then building plans. It's just a small step to people's
lives.
But deep inside, he could feel the cold
hard knot of a decision forming. Unwillingly,
he turned away from the window and stared at
Naomi and Jim. Naomi did not flinch. Jim
stood in the doorway, his hands empty and
open and helpless. They had come to him be
cause he was the only one who could make the
decision. Because he was the one Fraser had
chosen. And he had chosen Fraser and would
stand in Fraser's place. And make the same
kind of decision that Fraser would make. They
had both chosen to live and to survive long
ago. It had only taken this long for him to real
ize it.
His mouth quirked painfully. "Give Fraser
the antibiotics," he said, putting the glass gent
ly back into the sink. Jim stepped quickly back
into the room. Ray did not stay to watch the
rest; he dismissed Naomi and the crowd out
side. He had something more important to at
tend to.
Inside Ilene's cabin the day wore slowly.
He heard people coming and going, offering
sympathy, help, and useless words of con
dolence. Ilene thanked them and talked about
how Jason would be touched when he got bet
ter. Ray sat quietly in the rocking chair at the
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foot of the bed. He accepted the food and drink
handed to him, eating mechanically without
appetite. Halfway through he put the plate on
the floor for Diefenbaker, but the wolf only
whined and refused to eat.
The night air passed coollyacross his skin
as he waited. Hour after hour he listened to
Jason's breathing grow harsher and more
labored. Ilene fell asleep on the couch and he
left the room long enough to cover her with a
blanket. The moonlight fell dimly into the
room, tipping her hair silver-white. He turned
abruptly and walked back into the room and
satdown. He would miss her easy laughter.
Jasonwas making soft choking sounds. He
was still unconscious. As the night wore on,
faint stars traveled across the window. And
still he waited for something to happen. It was
early morning when it did. He heard Jason
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wheeze loudly and then his body shuddered
twice. Listening to the boy die, Ray felt over
whelmed. He had made the decision Fraser
would have made. He had made the decision
he had needed to make. And as he saw the
light fall onto Jason's cold, still face, he knew
the decision he had made would not haunt
him. Because it had not been made for himself
or for Fraser, but for the survival of the com
munity. And because of that his love for Fraser
would survive.
He got up and woke Ilene and held her for
as long as she cried. Then he went outside and
watched the stars fade one by one into the new
dawn.
Epilogue - Travelers
'We are all travellers in the wilderness ofthis world, and the best wecan find inourtravels is an
honest friend "
—Robert Louis Stevenson
The snow fell thickly, wetly blanketing the
two men. They crouched motionless, the only
trace of their passing two sets of footprints in
an endless expanse of white. Fraser signaled to
his left, and Ray rose and cut across the small
indentation that was a stream in the spring.
Now it was a small dimple in the landscape,
hardly recognizable. Keeping low, Ray circled
for almost half a mile and then crouched again,
waiting. He could see the caribou herd—only
ten or fifteen; they must have split off from the
larger herd that had passed by earlier that
week He waited a few more minutes, then
stood and walked slowly toward the herd,
waving his arms. The nearest caribou looked
startled and then leapt away—toward Fraser
and his rifle. Caribou could easily outrun them
both and could detect their approach well
before they were in gunshot range. Driving
them toward the shooter was often the only
way to bring one down.
Ray quickly followed, sliding after the run
ning herd. His face was safely wrapped in one
of Ilene's scarves, but the cold air made breath
ing difficult. He slowed to a trudge, walking
now in the hoof prints the herd had left behind.
As he crested the hill, he heard a deep rum
bling sound and cocked his head to listen. The
first caribou almost ran him down and he
threw himself out of the way of the thundering
hooves. As the herd retraced their steps, Ray
watched stunned as the smallest and youngest
calf flashed by with two wolves in tow. Reach
ing the flat meadow, the herd veered and pick
ed up speed, leaving the wolves behind. They
came to a panting halt and the smaller, gray
one looked accusingly over its shoulder at him.
"Hey," he muttered back. "It's not my fault you
didn't signal." The larger one bristled at his
words, only to take flight again at the sound of
Fraser's approaching boots.
Fraser looked more amused than irritated.
His face was bare, although even he wore a
wool cap in this type of weather. He had
covered his rifle in the blanket to keep it from
locking up in the winter air. He moved with
economy, sidestepping down the hill and
across the small stream without any sign of ef
fort.
"Well, looks like we weren't the only ones
who were hungry today."
'That's the third pair, isn't it? Not the
same ones from last week?" Ray pulled his
jacket tighter against the cold. Fraser reached
out and adjusted a scarf that had slipped from
Ray's neck
"Yes, different ones. A mating pair, I'd say.
Very young, though, if they didn't bother to
check for competitors before committing them
selves."
Ray nodded, feeling the air invade his
lungs. Out here you couldn't waste any energy.
Looking at Fraser's broad shoulders, Ray again
recognized how lucky they were to have his
strength and skill. And that his recovery had
been almost complete.
"Let's head back." The sun, weak to start
with, seemed ready to give up its final gasp of
light to the arctic dark "I doubt the herd will
be back this way again."
"Could you blame them? Hardly a mo
ment of peace, between us and the wolves."
Fraser moved ahead, breaking the path. They'd
spend hours like that—walking through the
woods, checking traps, hunting, and talking.
Ray stepped neatly in Fraser's tracks, marvel
ing at how much better a woodsman he'd be
come over this last winter. It felt good to be
doing his fair share of the hunting. It didn't
matter how many times Fraser pointed out
they had different skills; he still needed to
spend this time alone with Fraser. Watching his
partnercrest another hill, each movement like a
dancer's, gliding over the white spaces, he felt
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he could never spend enough time with Fraser.
It was almost dark by the time they
reached their cabin. Wood smoke hung heavily
in the air and added another layer of darkness
against the setting sun. They stood watching
the light die between the trees in silence.
"How.long are they?" Ray asked quietly.
'The days? No more than a few hours. It'll
be totally dark soon."
Ray shivered. He hated the cold, endless
nights. It felt as though the life had leached out
of the.world and only their dreams were left to
wander the earth. He checked his words of
complaint and bent his head, tacitly yielding
Fraser the last word.
Fraser sighed and turned to enter the
cabin. He started to bend down and unlace his
shoes but Ray reached out and gripped his
hand. Their fingers hung there, locked in a
struggle, until Ray relaxed and let his fall. He
knelt down and began gently untying Fraser's
laces. Fraser's gloved fingers softly reached out
to stroke his head. Shuddering, Ray felt a dif
ferent kind of chill trace its way against his
body. His mouth was bone-dry.
Then he was done and stood, kicking off his
own boots. Fraser's eyes were ghostly and enor
mous. They pulled him along until he found
himself, still shivering, in their cabin. The stove
had been lit and someone had placed their din
ner on the table.Ray didn't feelvery hungry.
Fraser stood in the center of the room,
watching Ray as he picked up the casserole lid,
replaced it, removed his jacket, and fiddled
with the stove. It was like being stalked. The
feeling was not unpleasant. Ray circled the
room and then stopped, not knowing where
else to turn.
Looking at Fraser, with his windburned
face and lean frame, he realized it wasn't so
much that he didn't know where else to go. It
was more that he had nowhere else that he
wanted to go.
He waited for Fraser to make the first
move. But Fraser's face was calm, smooth, and
measuring. "Benny," Ray finally asked,
"remember when you were hurt, I used to say
there were some decisions that could wait until
you were better?"
Fraser's expression took on wariness. "I
remember. You also said you had finally
decided to let me be right."
Ray smiled nervously. "Well, yeah, that
hasn't changed. But I think I already made a
decision."
Fraser's wariness was gone, replaced by
something more vulnerable. "And you're
afraid I won't like it?"
"I don't know," Ray breathed, almost to
himself, and stepped close to Fraser. He put his
hands against Fraser's shoulders and angled
his head and kissed the corner of Fraser's jaw,
drawing his cheek across Fraser's face, then
stood back. Fraser had gone motionless. "But I
finally figured out what I want to do." And
Ray kissed him on the mouth this time, firm
and certain. "What do you want?" he asked,
licking up Fraser's chin to his lips. He kissed
him again, softer and slower, before standing
back and looking him in the eye.
Fraser's eyes had gone very dark, scarcely
a ring of blue left. He carefully put a hand on
the back of Ray's neck and pulled him forward,
off balance against his chest. His mouth met
Ray's and sucked the breath from him, Ray
open-mouthed at Fraser's sudden assertion.
They pushed against each other and then
Fraser shoved him back, releasing him. Panting,
Ray stifled his impulse to grab Fraser to force the
intimacy deeper. His body strained with the ef
fort of waiting for Fraser's next signal. The
firelight drew contour lines on Fraser's face. He
could see the fine texture of the skin on the side
that had been burned. He might have been reluc
tant,but Ray heard him breathe and saw his eyes
close and then open. Fraser faced him, unsmil
ing, and began unbuttoning his shirt.
Ray slid his own shirt off. Fraser walked
up to him, then past him, and then around him,
circlingand touching his shoulders, the back of
his neck, his face. "I can manage the rest,"
Fraser's voice breathed softly in his ear. And he
did, his hands steady and careful at Ray's
waist. Ray's own hands trembled over the but
tons of Fraser's pants.
Ray sat on the edge of the bed, feeling
naked and awkward. Fraser stood over him,
using his fingers to trace fine stripes down his
back and then up again around his skull. The
light was dim, flickering, painting highlights
on the muscles of Fraser's chest and abdomen
and down to the tight-curled hair growing over
his groin. He smelled like sweat and musk. You
are mine, his gaze reminded Ray. You have given
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everything to me. Ray felt the blood pound be
hind his eyes.
Fraser knelt on the bed, pushing Ray back
into the soft quilt, "lie down on yourstomach,"
hesaid. Rayraised hiseyebrows, but obeyed.
He flexed against Fraser, enjoying the rub
of skin against skin, shoulders against Fraser's
chest, hips and butt against his thighs. He tried
to sink deeper into the mattress, and then ar
ched back again against the blanketingweight.
Fraser tongued the back of his neck and then
around his throat, wet swabs that dried under
Fraser's breath to a tormenting itch allalonghis
skin. Fraser dragged his softly stubbled jaw
alongthe sensitized skin and Ray rolledunder
him, as if to dislodge him, but Fraser leaned
more heavily into Ray's back and nipped at the
junction of his neck and shoulder. Ray sagged
and moaned at the delicate pain, turning his
head to expose more of his neck to that mouth.
With every mock twist and arch of protested
pleasure, Ray felt Fraser hard and eager against
him. Fraser shifted down his back and began
licking his left shoulder blade. Ray lay gasping
for breath, letting his body refocus on nerves
other than those in his neck and ass. Fraser
relaxedheavily onto him, and Ray could feel the
thudding of his heartas the twin of his own.
"What are you doing? I can hardly feel
anything there. It just ticklesabit."
"Ifs the scars." Fraser raised his head
enough to speak "Damaged nerve endings."
He resumed the slow, long licking.
Ray stilled at the note in Fraser's voice,
somehow yearning and triumphant both. He
let himself feel the soft wet tongue, the brush
and kiss of lips at the end of every stroke, and
shivered. Fraser could see what he couldn't, the
white weals and puckers of the exit wounds,
and he shivered again.
"Don't, Benny. Don't do that."
"Ssssh," Fraser said. "Ifs what I need."
Ray closed his eyes and let the touches wash
over him. He wanted to make it last. He would
only have one chance to make love to Fraser
like this. But Fraser was clouding his mind,
channeling his heat and desires until the only
things that mattered were Fraser's needs and
Fraser's desires.
He whimpered into the pillow, and then
Fraser nudged him lightly at his waist with one
hand, and he rolled over. Fraser knelt over him
and kissed his mouth and eyelids, his ears,
down his throat. He fastened both hands on
Ray's hips, slid them across his shoulders and
to his arms. Then he slid down Ray's chest and
to his groin. Ray shuddered, feeling fingers
gripping and holding him. He reached out one
hand to touch Fraser's face, and felt it pushed
gently back onto the bed. Then the hands
returned to their touching and slipped lower,
probing him, and he shut his eyes.
His breathing grew harsh and fast, and
when the fingers were pulled away he opened
his eyes again. Fraser was looking at him, dark
and hungry and fierce. He nodded silently and
Fraser rolled off the bed. Fraser's own cock was
hard and rigid against his belly. His long leg
muscles flexed as he crossed the room, knelt,
and returned with a bowl of water and soap.
He splashed the water across Ray's groin and
then dipped the soap into the bowl. They spent
a few moments lathering each other and then
Fraser reached down again and probed. Ray ar
ched again, this time not trying to hide his fear.
Fraser stared at him gravely and then rolled his
free hand across Ray's groin. The discomfort
was masked by a surge of pleasure and he
grabbed Fraser's hand and pressed down har
der. Something like a smile crossed Fraser's
face and he knelt between Ray's legs and lifted
him and entered him.
The pain overwhelmed Ray and he knew
he cried out several times. He pushed against
Fraser's chest and felt Fraser slow to a trem
bling halt. Sweat beaded across Fraser's face
and his eyes closed at the effort and then
snapped open. He began moving, pushing
deeper while rubbing Ray's cock, slowly,
steadily, until the world shrank around them,
until it was a tight-fitting skin that barely held
the two of them. Ray's thoughts were blurred
and broken and he moved by instinct, through
the pain and moments of pleasure like a brew
ing storm. The room darkened, the light faded
until he was alone with Fraser, pinned beneath
him by bonds of obedience and love. And over
Fraser^s shoulder he saw a star fall. It was he,
tracinghis long way home.
As they slid into sleep, they could almost
catch the whisper of their names on the wind.
Outside the wolves hunted through the dark
arctic night.
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